17th AnnuAl Film + mediA Arts FestivAl

OCt 19-23 2016

ACROSS THE COUNTRY,
CANADIANS DISCUSS
WHAT MATTERS MOST
TO THEM.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION.

1-888-416-8333

declaration
of indigenous
cinema
We, The InDIGenOUS SCreen STOryTeLLerS,
UnITeD In ThIS nOrThern COrner OF OUr MOTher The eArTh
In A GreAT ASSeMbLy OF WISDOM DeCLAre TO ALL nATIOnS

We glory in our past,
• when
• when
• when
• when
• when
• when

our earth was nurturing our oral traditions
night sky evoked the visions of our dreams
Sun and the Moon were our parents in stories told
storytelling made us all brothers and sisters
our stories brought forth great chiefs and leaders
justice was upheld in the stories told.

We Will:

• Hold and manage Indigenous cultural and intellectual property.
• Ensure our continued recognition as primary guardians and interpreters of our culture.
• Respect Indigenous individuals and communities.
• Faithfully preserve our traditional knowledge with sound and image.
• Use our skills to communicate with nature and all living things.
• Heal our wounds through screen storytelling.
• Preserve and pass on our stories to those not yet born.
We will manage our own destiny and maintain our humanity and pride as Indigenous
peoples through screen storytelling.
Guovdageaidnu, Sápmi, October 2011
Written by Åsa Simma (Sámi), with support from Darlene Johnson (Dunghutti), and accepted
and recognized by the participants of the Indigenous Film Conference in Kautokeino, Sápmi,
October 2011.
Thanks to the International Sámi Film Institute (Åsa Simma and Anne Lajla Utsi) for sharing this
document in our Catalogue. For more information on the Institute, visit www.isf.as.
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SP

spOnsOrs
Community Partners:

INDIGENOUS
S E R V I C E S

PLEASURE DOME SINCE 1989

Mentorship Partners:

Festival Hotel:

Hospitality:

Media:

Individual Donors:

Anonymous in memory of August August Schellenberg, Eileen Arandiga, Paula devonshire, barbara Evans, kona goulet,
Andrew Johnson, Adam garnet Jones, Jason Edward lewis, kathleen Meek, Andre Morriseau, lewis nicholson In Memory of
Annie Pootoogook, Marcia nickerson, Wendy Pearson, Anne Pick, Vincent Poulain, terri Rodak, Shelagh Rogers, Jennifer Smith,
gail Vanstone In Memory of leslie Vanstone, trish Williams
A special thank you to Milton Winberg for the generous donation in memory of his wife Florence Winberg
A very special thank you to Emma donoghue
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AbOut
imAginenAtive

www.imaginenatiVe.org #in17 @imaginenatiVe
401 RIcHMond StREEt WESt,
SUItE 349, toRonto, on
M5V 3A8 cAnAdA

tel: +1 416 585 2333
Fax: +1 416 585 2313
info@ imaginenAtIVE.org

facebook.com/imaginenAtIVE
twitter.com/imaginenAtIVE
youtube.com/imaginenAtIVE

imaginenAtIVE is the world’s largest presenter of Indigenous
screen content. the organization is recognized locally, nationally
and internationally for excellence and innovation in programming
and as the global centre for Indigenous media arts.

Founded by cynthia lickers-Sage and Vtape, with the help of
other community partners, imaginenAtIVE is now the largest
festival of its kind and an international hub for creative
excellence and innovation in the media arts.

imaginenAtIVE (legal entity: the centre for Aboriginal Media) is
a registered charity committed to creating a greater
understanding of Indigenous peoples and cultures through the
presentation of contemporary Indigenous-made media art (film,
video, audio and digital media).

imaginenAtIVE is committed to paying industry-standard
artists fees for all our initiatives. For more information on
imaginenAtIVE, please visit our website.

We are an Indigenous-run organization based in toronto with a
national and international reach. imaginenAtIVE presents the
world’s largest Indigenous film festival, a national tour and
numerous other activities throughout the year. imaginenAtIVE is
one of the leading arts organizations in canada and has twice
been nominated for the highly competitive and prestigious
Premier’s Award for Excellence in the Arts (ontario).
imaginenAtIVE is committed to public education. to this end
we conduct professional development workshops and panels,
public education initiatives, research projects and curriculum/
educators’ packages for secondary schools created from
Indigenous pedagogies.
In keeping with our artistic policy, the Festival prioritizes works
that balance and present unique and new perspectives
expressed within the content of the work; cultural, community
and social relevance; a creative approach to form characterized
by innovative expression; distinctive style; personal vision; and a
practice of crossing aesthetic borders in terms of genre, medium
and emerging content platforms.
imaginenAtIVE is a Festival that supports the diverse artistic
visions and perspectives of Indigenous artists working in the
media arts; works selected for programming do not need to have
overt Indigenous content or themes. As identified in our mission
statement, imaginenAtIVE is a charity committed to dispelling
stereotypical notions of Indigenous peoples through diverse
media presentations from within our communities, thereby
contributing to a greater understanding by all audiences of
Indigenous artistic expression.
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statement on programming
imaginenAtIVE supports the work of Indigenous media artists,
including those who give their time, insight and talent as board
members, staff, contractors and volunteers of the organization.
the Indigenous media arts community is a small one and we
value Indigenous artistic representation within our
organization. We believe we cannot disadvantage Indigenous
artists who give their time to imaginenAtIVE by excluding
them from artistic presentation opportunities or prizes, both of
which are determined without their input or influence.
these artists are eligible to submit their work to the Festival;
however, they do not influence programming decisions. In
cases where their work is being considered, they are not
present for programming discussions and decisions about
their work, nor do they have input into the scheduling of it.
these artists are also eligible for annual prizes. the Festival’s
competition is adjudicated by independent juries at arm’s
length from the organization.
Please contact us if you have any questions.
imagineNATIVE is a Registered Charity
#898938717 RR0001
to donate, please visit: www.imaginenatiVe.org
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left to Right: Audrey Rochette, Judith Schuyler, daniel northway-Frank, Amee lê, Victoria kucher, Jason Ryle, dustin lawrence, Ariel Smith, Soufian Jalili,
Isidra cruz, Saskia Rinkoff, Manny Sound, Savanna chiblow, Savanna chiblow.

Board of Directors

Marcia nickerson (chair) • Andre Morriseau (Vice chair) •
Paula devonshire (treasurer) • charlotte Engel (Secretary) •
Eileen Arandiga • Shane belcourt • Adam garnet Jones •
kona goulet • Jason Edward lewis • kathleen Meek •
Anne Pick

advisors

Julie ouellon-Wente

•

Pauline Shirt

•

Jesse Wente

patrons

Roberta Jamieson • Rhonda kite • Frank Meawasige •
laura Michalchyshyn • Alanis obomsawin • bill Roberts
carla Robinson • n. bird Runningwater • lisa Steele •
kim tomczak • Patrick Watson • Margaret Zeidler

staff

Executive director: Ariel Smith
Artistic director: Jason Ryle
Industry director: daniel northway-Frank
Fundraising Manager: Audrey Rochette
communications coordinator: Soufian Jalili
communications trainee: Savanna chiblow
guest Services Manager: Isidra cruz
Programming coordinator: Judith Schuyler
Events Manager: Amee lê
Events trainee: Manny Sound
Festival Assistant trainee: dustin lawrence
Volunteer Manager: Saskia Rinkoff
Visitor Services coordinator: Smith Purdy
Front-of-House Manager: Victoria kucher
technical coordinator: Eyan logan
catalogue Editor: Semareh Al-Hillal

•

left to Right: Marcia nickerson, Andre Morriseau, Paula devonshire, charlotte Engel,
Eileen Arandiga, Shane belcourt, Adam garnet Jones, kona goulet, Jason Edward lewis,
kathleen Meek and Anne Pick

programming team (selection Committee)
Pauline clague

•

Heather Haynes

•

Jason Ryle

programming advisors

denise bolduc • danis goulet • Adam garnet Jones
Marcia nickerson • Jesse Wente

•

Design team
Festival creative: terry lau, Heli Prajapati, khalid Ahsan /
beehivedesign.com
thanks to bev koski

trailer team

concept, design, Animation: James Monkman
Sound design: Puppy Machine Sound
Post-Production: Urban Post Production

publicity

carrie Sager, President
FlIP Publicity
Flip-publicity.com
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FestivAl venues

SCREENING VENUES

FESTIVAL HOTEL

TIFF Bell Lightbox
Reitman Square, 350 king Street West
(north side on king Street, west of University Avenue;
Subway Station: St Andrew)
tickets & Info: + 1-416-599-tIFF (8433)
tIFF bell lightbox is fully accessible.

Hilton Garden Inn
92 Peter Street
(west side on Peter Street, one block north
of king Street West)

Hot Docs Ted Rogers Cinema
506 bloor Street West
(north side on bloor Street, east of bathurst Street;
Subway Station: bathurst) Hot docs ted Rogers cinema’s
main floor is fully accessible. the balcony and mezzanine
are not (there is no elevator).

Tea n Bannock
1294 gerrard Street East

EVENTS VENUES

HOSPITALITY PARTNERS

Ravi Soups
322 Adelaide Street West
Pita Pit
318 Adelaide Street West

Native Canadian Centre of Toronto
16 Spadina Road
(west side on Spadina Road, ½ block north of bloor St;
Subway Station: Spadina, lines 1 & 2) the accessible
entrance is at the back of the building.

Jugo Juice
220 yonge Street (Eaton centre)

Orchid
82 Peter Street
(west side on Peter Street, ½ block north of king Street)
the main entrance for the event is through the patio.
the event space is fully accessible

Orchid
82 Peter Street

Art Exhibits
401 Richmond Street West
(south side on Richmond Street, ½ block east of
Spadina Avenue)

Steam Whistle
255 bremner boulevard

The Strathcona Hotel Downtown, Toronto
60 york Street – www.thestrathconahotel.com
Northern Expressions
595 bay Street (the Atrium)

17 MAKE UP FOR EVER
Exclusively at Sephora

A Space gallery, Suite 110 | gallery 44, Suite 120
trinity Square Video, Suite 121 | yyZ Artists' outlet, Suite 140
401 Richmond is fully accessible
Artscape Sandbox
301 Adelaide Street West
(south side on Adelaide Street, ½ block west of John
Street)
Artscape Sandbox is fully accessible.
Horseshoe Tavern
370 queen Street West
(north side on queen Street, east of Spadina Avenue)
the Horseshoe tavern is fully accessible.
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Online - Ritual
Available on the App Store or google Play
For information on hospitality discount offers,
please visit www.imaginenatiVe.org or our Mobile App.
For more information on accessibility, please contact
Amee lê at events@imaginenative.org
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speCiAl events
Welcome gathering

(p.50)
FREE and open to the public
(all ages)
Presented by

Wed, oct 19
2:00pm – 4:00pm
native Canadian Centre of toronto
16 spadina road
Hosted by CBC’s Candy palmater
Welcome to the 17th annual
imaginenAtIVE as our cultural
advisor commences with an
opening prayer. Enjoy
traditional singing and dance
performances, local craft
vendors and a community
feast before going to the
Festival’s opening night gala.

opening night party

(p.50)
$5 or FREE to opening night
gala ticket Holders and Pass
Holders (19+)
Wed, oct 19
9:00pm – 2:00am
orchid
82 peter street
celebrate the 17th annual
Festival launch following the
opening night Screening with
music and dancing at orchid.
get ready for camera action at
the Make Up For Ever station.
come early and savour some
culinary delights, as the house
dJ spins us into the night.

Digital Media art+Cade
(pg. 46)
FREE and open to the public
With support from

thu, oct 20 – Sat, oct 22
10:00am – 6:00pm
Sun, oct 23
10:00am – 4:00pm
tiFF Bell lightbox, 2nd Floor
350 King street West
See www.imaginenAtIVE.org
or our Mobile App for details
about daily tours, demos and
schedules.
imaginenAtIVE’s unique
immersive digital media

playground featuring
Indigenous gaming, Virtual
Reality demonstrations and
the Festival’s programed
Audio and digital Media works.

Festival Reception: Fri, oct 21,
5:00pm – 7:00pm
Artist talk: 5:30pm

Digital Media artist
showcase (p.45)

gallery 44, suite 120 (Main
gallery)
ore Body (p.38)
gallery 44, suite 120 (Vitrines)
oct 21 to dec 3, 2016
Festival Reception:
Fri, oct 21, 5:00pm – 8:00pm
Artist talk: 6:00pm

FREE and open to the public
thu, oct 20
3:15pm – 4:15pm
Digital Media art+Cade
tiFF Bell lightbox, 2nd Floor
Join a selection of attending
digital media artists as they
present and discuss their
programmed works.

audio artist showcase
(p.49)
FREE and open to the public
Sat, oct 22
11:00am – 12:00pm
allen Karp Meeting room
tiFF Bell lightbox, 5th Floor
Join a selection of artists as
they present and discuss
their programmed radio and
audio works.

imaginenatiVe’s art
Crawl (p.33)

FREE and open to the public
Presented by

INDIGENOUS VISUAL CULTURE

Fri, oct 21
5:00pm – 9:15pm
401 richmond street West
Various galleries (see below)
imaginenAtIVE’s media art
extravaganza returns! Join us
on our annual Art crawl of
exhibitions and co-presentations
with partners A Space, gallery
44, trinity Square Video and
yyZ Artists’ outlet at the 401
Richmond building. Featuring
contemporary Indigenous
digital media art, commissions,
retrospectives, performances
and talks by leading curators
and artists.
Art crawl schedule:

Wairua (p.34)

a space gallery, suite 110

indigenous Movie
Monsters (p.36)

a space gallery Windows
Hallway outside of suite 110
Sep 27 to oct 29, 2016

Folding Forced utopias
For you (p.37)

wnoondwaamin | we
hear them (p.39)

trinity square Video, suite 121
oct 22 to dec 10, 2016
Festival Reception:
Fri, oct 21, 5:30pm – 7:30pm
Artist talk: 6:30pm

goldilocks tahnon
ohkwari (p.40)

yyZ artists’ outlet, suite 140
oct 8 to dec 3, 2016
Festival Reception:
Fri, oct 21, 6:30pm – 8:30pm
Artist talk: 7:00pm

records and
reconstructions (p.41)

Screening and Performance
co-presented with
Pleasure dome
$8 general / $5 Pleasure
dome Members / FREE to
imaginenAtIVE delegate
Passholders (tickets available
through Pleasure dome)
Fri, oct 21 | 8:00pm – 9:15pm
artscape sandbox
301 adelaide street West
Join us for a special screening
of lindsay McIntyre’s short
films, preceded by a
performance by the artist.

a night for Chanie (p.84)

$15
Presented by

Sat, oct 22
5:30pm – 7:00pm
tiFF Bell lightbox Cinema 1
350 King street West

EX
SE

boyden, Senator Murray
Sinclair, terril calder, digging
Roots and special guests.

awards gala (p.86)
Hosted by craig lauzon and
cbc’s Rosanna deerchild
FREE and open to the public
(19+)
Presented by

this is a FREE ticketed event.
tickets can be obtained at our
Festival box office (p.15).
Sat, oct 22 | doors: 7:30pm
Show: 8:00pm sharp
tiFF Bell lightbox Cinema 2
350 King street West
the winners of the 17th annual
imaginenAtIVE Film + Media
Arts Festival will be
announced. Join us to
celebrate the world’s top
Indigenous film, video, radio
and digital media works as we
award the winners with over
$20,000 in cash & prizes.

the Beat (p.91)
Featuring dJ Ariel, Shawnee,
Wolf Saga and dJ Shub.
Presented by

$12 ($10 student/senior/
underemployed/specific pass
holders) (19+)
Sat, oct 22 | 9:00pm – 2:00am
Horseshoe tavern
370 Queen street West
celebrating Indigenous music
and talent, the beat returns
this year with a superb line-up
featuring sensational up-andcoming artists, Shawnee and
Wolf Saga, beats by dJ Ariel
and one of Indigenous music’s
finest, dJ Shub.

A one-of-a-kind evening
honouring the memory and
legacy of chanie Wenjack.
Featuring performances and
presentations by Joseph
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ACCess
tD BanK group
aCCess-For-all initiatiVe

imaginenAtIVE is pleased to announce the td bank group Access-for-All
Initiative, a new initiative supported by the td bank group that has reduced
ticket prices for the 17th annual imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival!
thanks to the td bank group’s generous contribution, regular priced individual
tickets to all imaginenAtIVE film screenings now cost only $5 (down from $8),
making them one of the most affordable movie ticket prices in toronto!
the td bank group Access-for-All Initiative is intended to provide a greater
opportunity for a larger number of individuals, including youth and low-income
people, to experience imaginenAtIVE’s film and video programming.
thank you, td!

onsite elDers +
support WorKers
As a result of colonial violence many Indigenous people have experienced trauma.
imaginenAtIVE greatly values the importance of healing and cultural safety. We
understands that some content presented by imaginenAtIVE may be upsetting or
triggering for direct or intergenerational survivors of trauma. For this reason Elders
and support workers from the ontario Indian Residential School Support Services
will be available, for the duration of the Festival, onsite at the tIFF bell lightbox
from 10am-6pm.
these services are for anyone, including non-Indigenous people, who requiring
emotional support or assistance. Any imaginenAtIVE volunteer in a red shirt or
Festival staff person will be able to direct you to these supports upon request.
Verbal disclaimers will also be given during introductions for any programmes
containing scenes of graphic physical or sexual violence, or that deal with the
issues of Indian Residential School, Sixties Scoop/child Apprehension, or the
epidemic of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, girls and two-Spirit people.
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tiCkets

BO

tiCKets + paCKages
regular
priCe

seniors / stuDents WitH iD /
loW inCoMe

Regular Screenings

$5.00

$5.00

Regular Screenings (before 6pm)

$5.00

FREE tIckEtEd

opening night gala (including opening night Party)

$10.00

$8.00

opening night Party only

$5.00

$5.00

A night for chanie

$15.00

$10.00

the Awards gala

FREE tIckEtEd

FREE tIckEtEd

the beat (advance and at the door)

$12.00

$10.00

closing night gala

$5.00

$5.00

inDiViDual
tiCKets

All regular screenings from thursday, october 20 to Sunday, october 23 before 6pm are FREE to Seniors/Students with Id/
low Income. FREE tickets must be picked up in person at the tIFF bell lightbox box office on the day of the event. one
FREE ticket per person. We would like to thank the td bank group for allowing our tickets to be more accessible.

regular
priCe

seniors / stuDents WitH iD /
unDereMployeD

FlExI 5 - 5 x Regular Screening tickets only

$20.00

$15.00

FlExI 10 - 10 x Regular Screening tickets only

$40.00

$35.00

FlExI 15 - 15 x Regular Screening tickets only

$65.00

$60.00

tiCKet
paCKages

Flexi Packages are transferrable; share this package with your family & friends!

HoW to purCHase
By pHone

online

in person

tiFF Box office
416-599-tiFF (8433)
10:00am – 7:00pm daily

www.imaginenatiVe.org

tiFF Box office
350 King st. West
cash, debit and major credit cards accepted

rusH tiCKets
When a screening “goes rush” it does not mean it’s sold out. In past years, 95% of people in the Rush line got into the screenings.
Arrive early. Rush tickets will be released 15 minutes before screening time at the tIFF bell light box office based on availability.
tiCKets HolDers: Must arrive at least 30 minutes prior to the screening to ensure seating. We cannot guarentee a seat after this time.
ratings: Admittance to screenings may be restricted to those 18 years of age or younger. Please see film listings for programme
ratings.
Free tiCKeteD: Free screenings and events that require a ticket must be collected from tIFF box office on the day of the event
based on a first come, first served basis. one FREE ticket per person.
pst exeMpt: For Status card holders please visit tIFF bell lightbox box office in person and present your Status card
when purchasing tickets.
your pass gives you access to one (1) ticket per screening and some events. your pass does not guarantee you a ticket.
tickets are subject to availability. you must claim your tickets at the tIFF bell lightbox box office only. you may select
all your tickets for the Festival starting on october 4th. once you have a ticket, please arrive at least 30 minutes prior to
guarantee entry, or your ticket may be allocated to the Rush line. Delegate passes are not transferrable. If you chose not to
use a ticket, please return it to box office so someone else can use it. lost passes cannot be reprinted during the Festival.
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sChedule
At A glAnCe

WED

4:00 pm

3:30 pm

NATIVE CANADIAN CENTRE

pg. 50

THE LAND OF ROCK AND
GOLD

SOLID GROUND :
CANADIAN SHORTS

12:00pm -1:47pm
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 53

2:15pm - 4:06pm
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 54

INDIGITALKS:
SON OF THE SUN

20 OCT

FRESH TAKES
3:00pm - 4:08pm
TIFF CINEMA 4, pg. 57

1:30pm - 2:30pm
TIFF CINEMA 4, pg. 32

BREAK-FEAST

SHORT DOC
PITCH
COMPETITION

WITH THE

CANADA COUNCIL

8:45am - 10:00am
Brendan Calder,
pg. 108

10:15am - 11:30am
TIFF CINEMA 4, pg. 108

SHORT DRAMA
PITCH COMPETITION

INDIGENOUS VR
SPOTLIGHT

DIGITAL MEDIA
SHOWCASE

11:45am - 1:00pm
TIFF CINEMA 4, pg. 108

1:45pm - 3:00pm
DMAC, pg. 109

3:15pm - 4:15pm
DMAC, pg. 45

TAKING AIM:
SHORTS PROGRAMME

TE KUHANE O TE
TUPUNA:

B[E]ARINGS:
EXPERIMENTAL

10:00am - 11:26am
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 62

12:10pm - 1:48pm
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 65

2:30pm - 3:47pm
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 67

GREENLAND 2:
FINGERS
2:00pm - 3:51pm
CINEMA 6, pg. 66

21 OCT

DISCOVER
-ABILITY

MARKETING
10:00am - 11:00am
TIFF LEARNING
STUDIOS A&B,
pg. 109

MICRO MEETINGS
3:15pm - 5:15 pm
(NON PUBLIC)
TIFF LEARNING STUDIOS A&B
pg. 109

11:00am - 12:00pm
TIFF LEARNING
STUDIOS A&B,
pg. 109

WE CAN’T MAKE THE
SAME MISTAKE TWICE

FEMME TOTALE

10:00am - 1:38pm
TIFF CINEMA 1
pg. 77

SAT

3:00 pm

2:30 pm

2:00 pm

1:30 pm

2:00pm - 4:00pm

19 OCT

10:00am - 11:27am
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 52

FRI

1:00 pm

WELCOME GATHERING

LANDSCAPES OF
TRUTH: SHORTS
PROGRAMME

THU

12:30 pm

12:00 pm

11:30 am

SPECIAL EVENTS

11:00 am

10:30 am

INDUSTRY SERIES

10:00 am

09:30 am

09:00 am

SCREENING

2:30pm - 4:04pm
TIFF CINEMA 1
pg. 80

GREENLAND 3:
SHORTS
12:pm - 1:47pm
ARTSCAPE SANDBOX
pg. 78

22 OCT

AUDIO
SHOWCASE
11:00am - 12:00pm
TIFF DMAC pg. 49

GREENLAND 4:

THE SUN AT MIDNIGHT

GREENLAND RISING
11:30am - 12:30pm
TIFF CINEMA 4,

1:00pm - 2:56pm
TIFF CINEMA 1,
pg. 98
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4:00 pm

3:00 pm

2:30 pm

2:00 pm

2:30pm - 3:43pm
TIFF CINEMA 3,
pg. 100

1:30 pm

#WARPAINT

12:00pm - 1:45pm
TIFF CINEMA 3,
pg. 96

1:00 pm

11:30 am

11:00 am

10:00 am

09:30 am

09:00 am

10:15am - 11:22pm
TIFF CINEMA 3,
pg. 94

SPARROOABBAN

12:30 pm

COLONIZATION
ROAD

3:30 pm

pg. 95

23 OCT

12:00 pm

SUN

10:30 am

SC

SC

sChedule
At A glAnCe

MALIGLUTIT

4:30pm - 5:53pm
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 70

6:30pm - 8:27pm
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 71

1:00 am

12:30 am

12:00 am

11:30 pm

11:00 pm

10:30 pm

2:00 am

THE NATIVE SLAM

2:00 am

7:00pm - 8:54pm
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 60

1:30 am

BORN TO DANCE

4:45pm - 6:19pm
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 59

10:00 pm

OPENING NIGHT PARTY

7:00pm - 8:58pm
HOT DOCS TED ROGERS CINEMA
pg. 51

GREENLAND 1: SUME

1:30 am

OPENING GALA – ANGRY INUK

9:30 pm

9:00 pm

8:30 pm

8:00 pm

7:30 pm

7:00 pm

6:30 pm

6:00 pm

5:30 pm

5:00 pm

4:30 pm

Download our app for android and ios for latest information.

9:00pm - 2:00am
ORCHID
pg. 50

SPEAR
9:30pm - 11:02pm
TIFF CINEMA 3, pg. 61

THREE WISE
COUSINS

THE WITCHING
HOUR

9:15pm - 11:00pm
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 72

12:00am - 1:15am
TIFF CINEMA 2, pg. 73

ART CRAWL
RECORDS &
RECONSTRUCTIONS

A SPACE - 5:30pm
G44 - 6:00pm
TSV - 6:30pm
YYZ - 7:00pm

8:00pm - 9:15pm
ARTSCAPE SANDBOX,
pg. 41

pg. 33

A NIGHT FOR CHANIE
5:30pm - 7:00pm
TIFF CINEMA 1
pg. 84

AWARDS GALA THE BEAT
8:00pm - 9:30pm
TIFF CINEMA 2
pg. 86

3:45pm - 5:47pm
TIFF CINEMA 1,
pg. 102

10:00pm - 10:24pm
HORSESHOE
pg. 90

7:00pm - 8:57pm
TIFF CINEMA1
pg. 107

THE NORTHLANDER

AWARD WINNERS
SCREENING

4:30pm - 6:25pm
TIFF CINEMA 3,
pg. 105

1:00 am

12:30 am

12:00 am

11:30 pm

11:00 pm

10:30 pm

10:00 pm

9:30 pm

9:00 pm

8:30 pm

8:00 pm

7:30 pm

7:00 pm

6:30 pm

6:00 pm

9:00pm - 11:00pm
TIFF CINEMA 3,
pg. 106

5:30 pm

5:00 pm

MUSIC VIDEOS

CLOSING GALA:
BONFIRE

ADRIFT: INT. SHORTS

4:30 pm

9:00pm - 2:00am
HORSESHOE
pg. 91
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FestivAl
greetings
Welcome to the 17th annual imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival. this year I am
thrilled to welcome Ariel Smith, our new Executive director, to the “in Family.” Ariel brings
a wealth of experience and community knowledge as she takes the helm.
this year is a fitting opportunity to honour all of the powerful women that have been
integral to imaginenAtIVE over the years. Women such as founding Executive director
cynthia lickers-Sage, founding chair Roberta Jamieson, and patron Alanis obomsawin;
past Executive directors danis goulet and kerry Swanson; and exceptional staff such as
Violet chum, Sage Paul and kerry Potts. Much gratitude to an incredible cadre of past
board members including denise bolduc, cheri Maracle, gail Maurice and connie
Walker. these Indigenous women, along with long-time board member gisèle gordon
and incredible community partners – co-founder lisa Steele and Wanda Vanderstoop
– have shaped and steered imaginenAtIVE into a world-renowned organization.
Many thanks also to Pauline clague, who has been integral to our mandate and has
offered ongoing advice and support to imaginenAtIVE since our inception. We are
pleased to partner with Pauline this november to present the inaugural Winda Film
Festival – “imaginenAtIVE under the Milky Way” – a new Indigenous film festival based
in Sydney, Australia.
Finally, special thanks to our cultural advisor, Pauline Shirt, who both grounds and guides
us. Along with these extraordinarily talented and strong women, you have helped have
create an organization with a proud legacy and a bright future.
Marcia nickerson
chair, board of directors

on behalf of all staff, I welcome you to the 17th imaginenAtIVE!
In a way I feel that I have actually grown up alongside imaginenAtIVE. My
relationship with the festival began in 2004 when one of my works was
programmed. I cannot stress enough how empowering and life changing this was
for me as a young, emerging filmmaker and as a human being. over the years I
have been privileged enough to work as a programmer and workshop instructor for
the organization and now, 12 years later, my life has again been changed by
imaginenAtIVE as I step into the role of Executive director. It is amazing and
inspiring to see just how the Festival has grown up, too.
As we reflect on the past 17 years and celebrate how far we have come, it is even
more important that we never forget where we came from. imaginenAtIVE would be
nothing without the ground-breaking work of our founders, the support of our
communities and the strength of our ancestors.
the link between Indigenous artistic expression and Indigenous self-determination
is irrefutable. As the largest exhibitor of Indigenous screen media in the world, we
know what a powerful tool it is; a tool that in the right hands can be used to disrupt,
to challenge, to claim space and to heal.
We remain humbled on an ongoing basis by the resilience, beauty and genius of
Indigenous media artists from canada and around the world. We are honoured and
excited to present you with their work.
Enjoy the Festival!
ariel smith
Executive director
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I lend my voice in welcoming you – and Ariel – to this year’s Festival, and I sincerely
hope you enjoy this year’s selection.
A huge thanks to all of the artists who shared their works with us. Each one speaks to
the continued vitality, complexity and beauty of Indigenous media arts. We had a
record number of submissions this year and thus a particularly tough job with
programming. I want to thank my fellow programmers Pauline clague and Heather
Haynes for their hard work, passion and commitment, and the Programming Advisors
for their guidance.
From greenland to Aotearoa, this year’s Festival line-up offers inspiration, intrigue and
intensity mixed with humour, passion and strength. I’ve been programming for 14 years
now, and it’s wonderful to see how each year has its own character and uniqueness.
It’s a privilege and pleasure to be immersed in the work of Indigenous media artists and
I hope you get to see as much as you can – every work is a gift to you, just as you are a
gift to imaginenAtIVE.
thank you for coming and I hope you enjoy the Festival.
Jason ryle
Artistic director

It is with warm wishes that I welcome you in my new position to our 17th edition. We
look towards our industry and professional development initiatives with enthusiasm as
we begin a new phase dedicated to year-round initiatives that support the art, craft and
business of Indigenous media arts. Highlights of our robust series of Industry Series
professional development events include a spotlight on VR, marketing for newbies and
content “discoverability.” As well, it’s our first year of “mini-labs” for our three main
disciplines, which we hope will drive the advancement of emerging key creative
Indigenous voices in the larger industry. don’t forget to check out the return of the
popular digital Media Art+cade and some new experiences from leading audio and
digital media artists.
I look forward to spending time with you at these activities, and we thank all our
delegates, panellists and mentors for their commitment to our industry year after year.
Daniel northway-Frank
Industry director

I warmly welcome you all to the 17th annual imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival.
I would like to wholeheartedly thank all of our generous partners, funders, sponsors and
donors for their dedication and commitment to a relationship with imaginenAtIVE filled
with respect and reciprocity. Each year we strategically plan how far we can stretch
these contributions to have a greater impact on our community and provide ways to be
even more accessible to all. We have been able to create new opportunities with our
sponsors to achieve these goals. We are a platform for reconciliation, celebration,
expression and relationship building.
your financial support and guidance to imaginenAtIVE is immensely significant, and
we could not exist without you. you make our Festival dreams a reality.
thank you.
audrey rochette
Fundraising Manager
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ACknOwledgements
imaginenatiVe Film + Media arts Festival would like to thank our
public and foundation partners for their generous support:

youssef El Jai, Félipe diaz, noel Habel, koba Johnson, kelly
langaard, Steve loft, Ian Reid, Michèle Stanley, lys Stevens
(canada council for the Arts)
karla Hartl (canadian Heritage)
Rufus glassco (cJ Foundation)
Sara French (the gordon Family Foundation)
Janet Jones
chris lee, gwen Joy, Andrea nemtin, Jay Pitter, Sanjeev timana
(Inspirit Foundation)

Peter caldwell, Mark Haslam, Sara Roque, kerry Swanson,
carolyn Vesley (ontario Arts council)
Paritosh Mehta (ontario Media development corporation)
nancy Hastings (Rbc Foundation)
bob lang (Robert lang Foundation)
Francesca Accinelli, carolle brabant, John dippong, Anne Frank,
Michel Pradier, Elisa Suppa, (telefilm canada)
claire Hopkinson, Peter kingstone (toronto Arts council)

We would also like to send a special thank you to our corporate
partners:
Elliott Anderson (ActRA national)
Anna bucci, laurie McAllister (ActRA Performers’ Rights Society)
Peter baker, Alistair Hepburn, Jani lauzon, karen lee (ActRA
toronto)
Anne Mcgrenaghan, Éric lauzon, Andrea Whyte (Air canada)
Monika Ille, Jean la Rose, bonnie Rockthunder, tim Sidock, lisa
Squire (APtn)
nonna Aroutiounian, claire Hefferon (artsVest)
Matthew garrow, Julie Mclean, bianca Reino (bell Media)
Emilee Waymann (bMo)
Rachel Feldbloom - Wood (bravoFAct)
Maurice boucher, Emmanuelle Petrakis (canada Media Fund)
lauren Howes (canadian Filmmakers distribution centre)
Marguerite Pigott (canadian Media Producers Association)
Heather boyce and team (cbc)
bill Skolnik, Alejandra Sosa, Anne-Marie Stuart (directors guild of
canada - ontario)
tamara dawit, cathy Waszczuk (FActoR)
Susan blight, Jonathan Hamilton-diabo (First nations House)
Alan bacchus, John galway (Harold greenberg Fund)
quazance boissoneau, Shelley charles (Humber college)
Elizabeth Weatherford (Indigenous Media Initiatives)
Melissa general, Ryan Rice (Indigenous Visual culture at ocAd

University)
Anne Marie gabriel, Roberta Jamieson (Indspire)
Alysa Procida, (Inuit Art Foundation)
Amanda Andrews, Vickie labranche, nancy Martin (Miziwe biik
Aboriginal Employment & training)
katie burrows (Mohawk college)
John gill, Ursula lawson, Elise Swerhone, chris Vajcner (nSI)
colin French, Shannin Metatawabin (ontario First nations
technical – oFntSc)
Sylvia lee, david Paperny, Aviva Webb (Paperny Entertainment)
gayle corcoran, nancy Hastings, Alexandra knox (Rbc Royal bank)
xina cowan, christina Fon, Mark ouimet (Rezolution Pictures Inc)
derrick Ross, gary Slaight, Ali Slaight (Slaight Music)
Rob Samulewitsch (Sourcing central)
nancy cooper (Southern ontario library Services)
Adam benn, clare nobbs (Supporting our youth – Soy)
kimberley ball, Melissa kajpust (Super channel)
Alan convery, clint davis (td bank group)
Jack Jamieson (t.E Wealth Management)
Sean Hoogterp, Wendy Pearson (University of Western ontario)
kate barry, natalie dunlop, chris gehman, brian kent gotro,
deirdre logue, lisa Steele, kim tomczak, Wanda vanderStoop (Vtape)
Jean becker, Melissa Ireland (Wilfred laurier University)

Huge thanks to this year’s individual donors*:

Anonymous in memory of August August Schellenberg, Eileen Arandiga, Paula devonshire, Emma donoghue, barbara Evans,
kona goulet, Andrew Johnson, Adam garnet Jones, Jason Edward lewis, kathleen Meek, Andre Morriseau, lewis nicholson In
Memory of Annie Pootoogook, Marcia nickerson, Wendy Pearson, Anne Pick, Vincent Poulain, terri Rodak, Shelagh Rogers,
Jennifer Smith, gail Vanstone In Memory of leslie Vanstone, trish Williams
A special thank you to Milton Winberg for the generous donation in memory of his wife Florence Winberg
* As of September 24, 2016
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a Big thank you to our indispensable colleagues and community
partners:
lori Willcox (3 guineas business Solutions)
Jason lewis, Skawennati Fragnito (Abtec)
Rebecca Mcgowan, Victoria Moufawad-Paul (A Space gallery)
tara beagan, Andy Moro (ARtIclE 11)
terry lau, Heli Prajapati, khalid Ahsan (beehive design)
Allie caldwell (Hot docs ted Rogers cinema)
nick Haywood, nicola Waugh (cSIF)
Pam baer, Ross turnball, greg Woodbury (cSV)
dominic chan (d-one)
Shannon cochrane (FAdo)
Andrew nucci (Firkin on king)
tyler culbert, Rinali noordeen-Amith (Hilton garden Inn)
craig laskey, tanya tonon (Horseshoe tavern)
James Monkman (James Monkman design)
Anne Hubbell (kodak)
chris kennedy, Renata Mohamed (lIFt)
Rebeka tabobondung (Muskrat Magazine)
dana dansereau, Jane gutteridge, Élise labbé, Robert
Mclaughlin, Jenny thibault (national Film board)
courtney cada, bonnie Matthews (native canadian centre
of toronto)
kelly Hashemi (native child and Family Services of toronto)
cat leblanc, tony Merzetti (nbFc)

Sebastjan Henrickson (niagara custom lab)
Johl Ringuette (nish dish)
barb Hefler (noW)
bara bakhour, nadin kara, Mr. orchid (orchid)
nyla Innuksuk, Ryan oliver (Pinnguaq)
Marc glassman, brian St. denis, Judy Wolfe (PoV)
chandra bulucon (Puppy Machine)
Julian cheah, Randi grunberg, craig Hunter (ritual.com)
Jarrett Martineau (RPM.fm)
Indu Vashist (SAVAc)
Rob Samulewitsch (Sourcing central)
tim Mclaughlin (Steam Whistle brewing)
brenden cullin (Strathcona Hotel)
barry Isenor and the entire team (team Project)
tina Mark-ottereyes, Enos Miller (tea-n-bannock)
Adrienne giroux, Mike Mcconnell, kate Wisman (technicolor)
christina Anderson, catharine carr, Jason Aviss,
lesley Faulkner, Alyssa kornett, laurel Sainte-Pierre,
Jesse Wente (tIFF bell lightbox)
david Plant, cheyanne turions (tSV)
bruce dale, brandon Morin (William F. White International Inc.)
Ana barajas (yyZ Artists outlet)
louanne chen, chris chin, kristine Estorninos (Reel Asian)

special thanks to Festival founder Cynthia lickers-sage and co-founder Vtape.

emma Donoghue
A very special thank you to Emma donoghue for her incredibly generous gift to support
the annual Festival and our year-round initiatives, with a focus on mentorships and
professional development programmes and all our anonymous donors. Her $20,000
donation is the single largest individual donation made to imaginenAtIVE to date.

Donate to imaginenatiVe
imaginenatiVe is an indigenous run registered charity #8989 38717 rr0001
We run year-round programming activities dedicated to presenting and supporting indigenous media arts.
tax receipts will be issued
to donate to imaginenatiVe please visit www.imginenative.org
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greetings
FrOm OFFiCiAls

I am pleased to send greetings to all those in attendance at the 17th imaginenAtIVE
Film and Media Arts Festival.
the images on the screen pass by our eyes, one after the other. We see actors and sets,
locations of the imagination and of the real world. We see stories unfold, tales of the long
ago and tales of the far future, true stories and stories that say true things. Most of all,
we see the vision of the filmmaker, particularly Indigenous artists who have a unique
view to share with their community and with all canadians. this year’s films will be
shown to enthusiastic audiences and will no doubt provoke thoughtful discussions and
perhaps even inspire others to tell their own stories.
I am grateful to all the organizers for giving Indigenous artists a way to exhibit their works.

David Johnston

dear Friends:
I am delighted to extend my warmest greetings to everyone taking part in the 17th
imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival, being held in toronto.
this event —the largest of its kind in the world— is a testament to the diversity of
the world’s Indigenous cultures and to the vitality of Indigenous media arts. over the
course of the next five days, audiences will have the opportunity to take in a
fascinating array of film, video, audio and digital works by Indigenous artists from
canada and around the world. Artists and industry professionals, on the other hand,
will benefit from the festival’s many networking and professional development
opportunities. Highlights of the week include an international spotlight, panel
discussions, workshops, cultural events and exhibitions.
I would like to commend imaginenAtIVE for their commitment to providing a
platform for canadian and international Indigenous filmmakers and media artists to
share their unique perspectives and stories. your efforts ensure the continued
success of this outstanding event and provide a rewarding and enlightening
experience for everyone involved.
Please accept my best wishes for a memorable festival.
Sincerely,

Justin trudeau
the Rt. Hon. Justin P.J. trudeau,
P.c., M.P.
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Perspective is everything. our outlook is shaped by numerous factors that inform our
ideas, opinions, and emotions. It is important that we share our perspectives because in
their uniqueness, we learn about the experiences, hopes, and dreams of one another.
For the next five days, we as an audience will enjoy the energy and creativity of artists
presenting work at the 17th imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival. this significant
event also brings together the international Indigenous media arts community to establish
and strengthen connections within the industry. the festival is an excellent chance for
non-Indigenous and Indigenous peoples to gain perspective on each other, and it is my
hope that much constructive dialogue ensues.
As the queen’s representative in ontario, I applaud the imaginenAtIVE board of
directors, staff, volunteers, and artists, and thank you for your contributions to the
flourishing Indigenous arts scene in ontario. Please accept my very best wishes for
an enriching experience.

elizabeth Dowdeswell

on behalf of the Assembly of First nations and national Executive,
I am pleased to extend greetings to everyone attending the 2016 imaginenAtIVE
Film + Media Arts Festival.
imaginenAtIVE is a celebration of the incredible talent of Indigenous artists from
across turtle Island and beyond who help shape our communities and societies.
through a diverse showcase of film, video, audio and digital media works,
imaginenAtIVE provides a unique opportunity to share Indigenous stories and
perspectives with one another and with audiences of all backgrounds. I want to
commend imaginenAtIVE for fostering an increased understanding of
Indigenous cultures through its programming and providing a platform that
encourages cross-cultural dialogue.
I thank all of the organizers, artists, volunteers and sponsors who make this
event possible every year.
Enjoy the festival!

perry Bellegarde
Assembly of First nations
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on behalf of the Métis national council, I am pleased to extend my warmest greetings to
everyone attending the 17th Annual imaginenAtIVE Flim + Media Arts Festival.
the imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival offers an ideal opportunity to celebrate
the latest works by Indigenous peoples on the forefront of innovation in film, video, radio
and new media. It is through these initiatives that Métis, First nations, and Inuit have
kept oursvles strong. We all have much to be proud of.
the Métis national council applauds all of the organizers and volunteers who have
worked to make this festival happen again for the 17th year. I wish everyone a very
memorable and successful celebration.
once, again, congratulations and best wishes from the Métis nation.
yours for Indigenous self-determination and cultural liberation.

Clement Chartier, QC

I would like to congratulate imaginenAtIVE on their 2016 Film + Media Arts Festival.
Film is one of the most impactful media through which our people are sharing our own
stories and perspectives with the world. Self-determination begins with representation
and we have come such a long way since nanook of the north was released in 1922, a
fake, staged documentary about an Inuit family.
In this year’s festival, Angry Inuk and Maliglutit serve as vivid examples of the power of
film to celebrate Inuit self-determination, strength, and perseverance. congratulations to
Alethea Arnaquq-baril and Zacharias kukuk on these outstanding films.
Each year, the imaginenAtIVE festival amplifies Inuit voices and nurtures talented artists
and I congratulate your work. I wish you all the best in the 17th year of the festival.
natan obed
President of Inuit tapiriit kanatami
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Welcome to the 17th imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival!
the government of canada is committed to protecting and promoting Indigenous cultures.
this is why we are pleased to support the imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival. In
addition to providing a showcase for works by creative and innovative Indigenous artists in
film, video, radio and digital media, this important cultural event also serves as a meeting
place for artists, industry professionals and audiences from across the country and around
the world.
As Minister of canadian Heritage, I commend imaginenAtIVE on allowing us to discover
and appreciate the unique heritage, arts and cultures of Indigenous peoples. I would also
like to thank everyone who spared no effort in making this year’s event a success. Enjoy
the festival!

the Honourable Mélanie Joly

on behalf of the government of ontario, I am delighted to welcome
everyone to the imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival.
now in its 17th year, this festival has become one of toronto’s most
anticipated film and media arts events — and a testament to the
tremendous talent of Indigenous artists.
this year’s works will be a great opportunity for film and arts lovers of
all cultural backgrounds to witness the compelling stories and images
created by contemporary Indigenous filmmakers and other artists.
I thank imaginenAtIVE’s staff and volunteers for their commitment to
building a strong Indigenous culture within our diverse society. the
festival’s success has created a powerful platform for Indigenous
artists who want to bring their stories and skills to the world. It has
also helped strengthen ontario’s reputation as an international hub of
film and other creative industries.
Please accept my best wishes for the festival’s continued success.

Kathleen Wynne
Premier
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on behalf of the government of ontario, I am delighted to welcome everyone to the
17th annual imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival.
As Minister of tourism, culture and Sport I have great appreciation for the artistry,
ingenuity and craft of ontario’s cultural creators and the vital role they play in
contributing to our province’s economic and social prosperity.
I would like to thank the hard working and creative Indigenous artists who are pushing
the envelope in film, video, radio and digital media. your dedication to your craft helps to
enrich the lives and experiences of all ontarians.
I would also like to commend imaginenAtIVE’s staff, volunteers and partners for your
continued success in hosting the largest festival of its kind in the world.
I wish you all an inspiring, thought-provoking and entertaining festival!
All my best,

the Honourable eleanor McMahon
Minister of tourism, culture and Sport

I am pleased to extend greetings and a warm welcome to everyone attending the 17th
annual imaginenAtIVE Film + Media Arts Festival.
ImaginenAtIVE is one of the largest annual indigenous film and media arts festival in the
world and showcases the talented work of canadian Aboriginal artists, fostering a
greater appreciation and cultural understanding of our Indigenous communities.
this year’s festival will feature an international Spotlight, Indigicade gaming panels,
industry events and an exhibition.
I wish to welcome everyone to our city and encourage you to enjoy toronto at this time of
year as well as learn about our vibrant neighbourhoods.
on behalf of toronto city council, I thank the organizers, sponsors and volunteers for
making this year’s event possible. Please accept my best wishes for an enjoyable festival
and continued success.
yours truly,

Mayor John tory
city of toronto
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spOtlight
On greenlAnd

For many, greenland is somewhat of a quiet mystery. like many places in the northern circumpolar,
it’s a region few have visited but many have imagined. As one of the world’s largest Indigenous
nations – almost 90% of the population is Inuit (greenlandic) – greenland is a place of strength,
vitality and pride. geographically a part of the north American continent, its ties to denmark
(which colonized it) remain strong, but so too are the people’s connection to Inuit in canada.
over the last 17 years, greenlandic Inuit artists have picked up the camera, using film and video to
reflect their cultures, humour and realities on the screen and to share with us the power and depth
of their stories. For this year’s International Spotlight we are incredibly honoured and pleased to
present – for the first time – a showcase of work by Inuit filmmakers from greenland. these artists
present a rich tapestry of comedy, horror and wonder in this collection, which has been guest
programmed by greenlandic filmmakers Pipaluk k. Jørgensen and Emile Hertling Péronard.

Co-presented By:
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On greenlAnd

a note on greenlandic Cinema
by Emile Hertling Péronard, guest Programmer
the midnight sun in summer. the northern lights in winter. the rugged mountains, frozen fjords, the never-ending
ice cap. greenland was made for filmmaking!
Since the dawn of cinema, greenland has provided a spectacular backdrop for films of almost any genre – great
films, like Erik balling’s Qivittoq, which gave denmark its very first oscar nomination for best Foreign Film back in
1956. but in almost a hundred years of filmmaking and through a variety of very diverse works of cinema, the
films all had one thing in common: they were never made by greenlanders. When we saw them, they were like
good-looking strangers: attractive, familiar, but still foreign. And more importantly, we didn’t recognize ourselves
in them.
that’s why Sinilluarit (Goodnight) by Inuk Silis Høegh was a game changer. Released in 1999 as the first
independently produced greenlandic film, this 15-minute comedy has a universal theme – love and sexual
frustration – but its humour is uniquely greenlandic. the polar bear was out of the bag, but it took almost
another ten years before greenland’s first feature film came out.
contrary to popular belief, this film was not nuummioq (A Man From nuuk) – the 2010 Sundance select that was
presented as greenland’s first international feature film (and which also screened at imaginenAtIVE). In december
2008, 23-year-old Ujarneq Fleischer released Tikeq, Qiterleq, Mikileraq, eqeqqoq (Fore Finger, Middle Finger, ring
Finger, Little Finger) in greenland – writing a piece of film history that he produced by himself, starring himself and
for a budget of $100 canadian dollars.
Ujarneq’s debut film (which is screened here as part of the Spotlight) proved symptomatic for the subsequent
wave of greenlandic films and the rise of a small but devoted film community in greenland, where films are
produced on a combination of small budgets and big enthusiasm. Since 2008, roughly one feature-length film
has been released every year. Increasing global interest in greenlandic cinema has added to the speed of this
nouvelle vague, and political interest and state production funding has risen accordingly.
From our position in one of the world’s youngest film industries, we the filmmakers of greenland can now not
only show the magnificent beauty of our filming location to the world. We can give you the full flavour of our rich
culture, the qualities of our oral storytelling traditions and the complexity of modern life lived in the ever
changing Arctic. We can tell our own stories on film. Made by us.
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sCreenings

guest prograMMers

greenland spotlight i: suMÉ (pg. 59)

pipaluk K. Jørgensen
Pipaluk K. Jørgensen (Inuk) finds her
place in film, theatre and writing. She
produced, wrote and directed her first
theatre play age 26 and has since started
her own production company, Karitas
Productions, in nuuk, the capital of
Greenland, where she lives and works.
Pipaluk is a central figure in Greenlandic
cinema and works as a successful
producer and director of shorts, features
and documentaries. She received the
hans Lynge Cultural Award in 2015 and
chairs the board of the recently founded
Greenlandic Film Association, Film.GL.
her upcoming dramatic feature, Anori, is
being presented as a work-in-progress at
the Greenland rising presentation of this
year’s Spotlight.

thursday, october 20, 4:45pm
tiFF Bell lightbox, Cinema 3

greenland spotlight ii: Fingers (pg. 66)
Friday, october 21, 2:00pm
tiFF Bell lightbox, Cinema 6

greenland spotlight iii: shorts (pg. 78)

Saturday, october 22, 12:00pm
artscape sandbox

greenland spotlight iV: greenland rising (pg. 95)

Sunday, october 23, 11:30am
tiFF Bell lightbox, Cinema 4
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emile Hertling péronard
emile hertling Péronard (Inuk) was born in
Copenhagen but grew up in nuuk with his
Greenlandic mother and Danish father. he
owns a self-titled production company in
Copenhagen, emile Peronard, and co-owns
Ánorâk Film with Inuk Silis høegh, based
in nuuk. emile produced the awardwinning SUMÉ – the Sound of a
Revolution and is in production on
numerous films. he is also highly active in
promoting Greenlandic film content
internationally, setting up talent initiatives
for Greenlandic filmmakers and improving
film production conditions in Greenland, in
addition to serving on the board of FILM.
GL.

imaginenAtive
in the sky

once again, imaginenAtIVE takes off in partnership with Air canada to
bring travellers a specially curated selection of moving and entertaining
short films by Indigenous artists from canada. From September through
december 2016, imaginenAtIVE Presents: canadian Indigenous Shorts,
will be available on all enRoute in-flight entertainment systems under the
canadian section of the Movies category.
Spend a part of your next Air canada flight with imaginenAtIVE, as we
celebrate and promote Indigenous talent with this special initiative!

Films in the programme include:
Mobilize (3 min)
by caroline Monnet (Algonquin)
niagara (5 min)
by Shelley niro (Mohawk)
Mia’ (8 min)
by bracken Hanuse (Wuikinuxv and klahoose)
and Amanda Strong (Michif)
assini (15 min)
by gail Maurice (Métis/cree)
nowhere land (15 min)
by bonnie Ammaq (Inuk)
Without Words (17 min)
by Julies koostachin (cree)
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indigitAlks: willie dunn

the ballad of crowfoot
© 1968 national Film board of canada
All rights reserved.

Willie dunn

tHUR 1:30 PM
TIFF Bell lIghTBox
CInema 4

the other Side of the ledger: An Indian
View of the Hudson’s bay company
© 1972 national Film board of canada
All rights reserved.

Sponsored by:
indigitAlkS is imaginenAtIVE’s lecture series exploring Indigenous media arts
in all its diversity, complexities and nuances. Programmers, artists, curators
and community members alike are invited to create a live, tEd talks–style
presentation that aims to shed new light and perspectives on the unique
storytelling, style and creativity of Indigenous media arts and artists past,
present and future.

Presented by Zachary Johnson
(Skokomish/yakama)

this year, imaginenAtIVE invited filmmaker and writer Zachary Johnston to
present a talk on Willie dunn, the legendary, trailblazing filmmaker, singer and
artist who was born in 1942 and walked on in 2013.
this event is FREE and open to the public.
Please claim your ticket in person at the tIFF bell lightbox box office.
one ticket per person.

son of a sun: the life, art and politics of Willie Dunn
born to a mixed family of Scottish/Irish and Mi’kmaq blood, Willie dunn grew
up in a Montreal full of jazz clubs, folk guitars and cold winter nights. After
serving in the canadian Armed Forces and seeing the world while wearing
army greens, Willie returned home and was given his first guitar. this
innocuous gift sent him down a path that would inspire and insight in the name
of native America. Willie dunn became an artist activist who used folk music,
film and the canvas to protest the dire state of affairs many First nations people
found themselves in during the 1960s and 1970s – situations which still ring
true to this day.
by exploring Willie’s creativity and motivation through his films, songs and art,
we’ll gain an understanding of the illuminated life for the “Indian” in the
Americas. Willie headed the first all-Indigenous film production when he made
a short film for his song The Ballad Of Crowfoot (1968, national Film board of
canada), making cinematic history in the process. Willie would later make films
exploring environmental degradation and linguistic maladies plaguing native
land and native life. After Willie’s success with film, he moved on to record
several albums throughout the 1970s and 1980s, which allowed his protest
movement for a better world to take the airwaves of canada, the US, and even
Europe, by storm. As Willie’s life wound down into the 21st century, he turned
his attention to the canvas and paints. His world came full circle as he became
an icon of Indigenous north America and our right to basic respect and
freedoms that always seem just out of our reach.
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Zachary Johnston was born near the
Skokomish reservation in western
Washington state. his father raised him
off the reservation, but maintained close
ties to a native life in the mountains of
the Olympics and the seas of the Salish
Sea. Zachary went on to study politics
and history in Washington, D.C., before
becoming a traveller and teacher and
spending the better part of the 2000s
circumnavigating the globe. Over the
last decade Zachary has worked as a
documentary filmmaker and writer. he
completed a short documentary about
an engagement ceremony in the
eastern Democratic republic of Congo
in 2009, and he is currently a writer for
Uproxx life, covering food, drink, travel
and Indigenous-themed issues.

Art CrAwl

imaginenatiVe’s art Crawl
Free and open to the Public
co-Presented by:

AC

Wairua + indigenous Movie Monsters

A Space gallery, Suite 110
Reception: 5:00–8:00pm, curator & Artist talk: 5:30pm
(see pg. 34 for full details)

Folding Forced utopias for you + ore Body

gallery 44, Suite 120
Reception: 5:00–8:00pm, curator & Artist talk: 6:00pm
(see pg. 37 for full details)
INDIGENOUS VISUAL CULTURE

wnoondwaamin | we hear them

Friday, october 21, 5:00–9:15pm
Various galleries in 401 richmond Building, artscape sandbox
Join art lovers on imaginenAtIVE’s inspiring, insightful
and entertaining arts crawl of exhibitions and copresentations with gallery partners A Space, gallery 44,
trinity Square Video, yyZ Artists’ outlet and ArtScape
Sandbox in and near the historic 401 Richmond building.
At each stop, engage with exhibition curators and attending
artists and enjoy some of the best in contemporary
Indigenous media art, commissions and retrospectives.
Snacks and refreshments available.

trinity Square Video, Suite 376
Reception: 5:30–8:00pm, curator & Artist talk: 6:30pm
(see pg. 39 for full details)

goldilocks tahnon ohkwari, yyZ Artists’ outlet, Suite 140
Reception: 6:00–8:00pm, curator & Artist talk: 7:00pm
(see pg. 40 for full details)

records and reconstructions:
lindsay Mcintyre’s portraits in process

Artscape Sandbox, 301 Adelaide St. West
8:00–9:15pm. doors open at 7:30pm. Performance: 8:00pm,
Screening: 8:30pm, Artist talk: 9:00pm
(see pg. 41 for full details)

Reception begins at 5:00pm at A Space gallery, with the first
artist talk at 5:30pm.
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exhibitiOns: wAiruA

Te Taki. Film Still. 2016. Rona ngahuia osborne and dan Mace. Image used with permission from the Museum of Waitangi, Aotearoa new Zealand.

Wairua

Rona ngahuia osborne & dan Mace

the exhibition is accompanied by a publication with an essay
written by Fiona P. Mcdonald, Phd. to read the essay, visit A
Space gallery for the exhibition publication or visit our website.

exhibition premiere

Artists’ Statements on the Works Presented:

Proudly presented by:

te taki

exhibition publication
Presented by:

a space gallery
401 richmond street West, suite 110
september 27–october 29, 2016
Reception: Friday, october 21, 5:00–8:00pm
Artists talk: Friday, october 21, 5:30pm, as part of Art crawl
(pg. 33)
With support from:

In their canadian exhibition premiere, partners and creative
collaborators Rona osborne and dan Mace present three video
works connected by wairua, a Māori concept relating to the spirit
or soul. Wairua also refers to universal energy, a thread woven
through all the works, each of which utilise abstract
personification and sound to explore the physical world, the stars
and human ritual.
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As you enter the gallery you are met by a Māori warrior, a
kaiwero, presented at eye level, on the wall directly in front of you.
A pūt ātara (conch-shell trumpet) sounds. the warrior’s
confrontational stance and glaring eyes seek out your gaze as he
flicks the blade of his taiaha fiercely, poised for combat. behind
him stand the shadows of his ancestors, gathered here to
welcome you into their space. He kneels slowly, and lays a single
feather on the ground before you. As he backs away, a woman
approaches, calling to you, and to the people from whom you
have descended. Her voice ebbs and flows, becoming a spiritual
rope that wraps around you, pulling you in, making it safe for you
to enter.
the taki, or challenge, is a fundamental aspect of formal pōwhiri,
the ancient Māori ritual of welcome. Rich in symbolic meaning
and visual spectacle, the underlying purpose of p ōwhiri is for a
tribe to determine the intention of a visitor or group of visitors: are
you coming in peace, or to make war? the feather represents an
offering placed before our manuwhiri (our visitors) as a gesture of
goodwill. the taki is both a challenge and an invitation to
communicate. to enter the space is to pick up this challenge and
accept the invitation.
This work is presented with the kind permission of the Museum
of Waitangi, where it is held on permanent display.
www.waitangi.org.nz

Wheturangi
¯

Whetūrangi is an immersive audio-visual installation that explores
a striking star cluster in the night sky. these stars are known by

exhibitiOns: wAiruA

Whet ūrangi. detail of “tupu-a-nuku”. 2015. Rona ngahuia
osborne and dan Mace. Image used with permission by
artists.

EX

Elemental: Whenua (detail). 2016. Rona ngahuia osborne and dan Mace.
Image used with the permission of the artists.

many names around the world, including Makali’i, Subaru, the
Seven Sisters, thurayya, and Pleiades. In Aotearoa new Zealand
we know them as Matariki. In our stories, Matariki consists of
seven individual stars: Matariki, tupu-a-nuku, tupu-a-rangi, Waitī,
Wait ā, Waipuna-a-rangi and Ururangi. Whet ūrangi presents these
tūpuna whetū, these ancestral stars, in the form of seven women.
they are represented by seven separate video loops arranged in
the shape of the constellation. the style of costume and general
presentation of each wahine, or woman, is carefully constructed
to reflect characteristics of the star she represents. Whet ūrangi
features a rhythmic, musical soundscape created by the t ūpuna
whetū themselves - some play instruments, some use vocal
sounds and words. the seven loops are of differing durations – as
a result, the soundscape is organically evolving, and will never be
the same twice. Each character’s soundtrack is an enchanting
waiata, a song. Singing together in the darkened room, this waiata
becomes a wānanga – an immersive, educational experience that
presents the seven stars of Matariki in a culturally enriching
environment.
The artists would like to acknowledge our production team on
Whetūrangi for their energy and support in creating this work:
Camera and lighting: Mairi Gunn
Sound: Mike McCree
Performer: Huia M ārama Osborne
Assistant: Ngaio Matariki Osborne-Mace

elemental
tangata Whenua – people of the land.
tūrangawaewae – a place to stand, home.
these two concepts stand firmly at the centre of this work. As
Māori we carry with us the mindset that we belong to our land.
our environment, the place in which we stand, informs our
identity. knowledge about our turangawaewae in the form of
stories, songs, and art, is treasured and is passed down from
generation to generation.
Elemental is, in part, a homecoming: a response to the
mountainous rainforests of the Wekaweka valley, in the Far north
of new Zealand, where Rona grew up and where we now live with
our own family.
the work consists of four individual projections: HAU (air), WAI
(water), AHI (fire), and WHEnUA (earth) - the essential elements
of our physical world. Each projection occupies a separate wall
and consists of a moving portrait depicting the face of each

element, supported by looping environmental textures
representing their domain.
The artists would like to acknowledge our production team on
Elemental for their tautoko and aroha in creating this work:
Camera and lighting: Mairi Gunn
Performer: Ngaio Matariki Osborne-Mace
Makeup/art department: Huia M ārama Osborne
About the Artists:
rona ngahuia osborne
(clan Fyfe, clan caduggan, kai tahu)
rona was born in Auckland in 1974, but spent her formative
years in the wild bushy mountains of hokianga in new
Zealand’s far north. She has a bachelor’s Degree in Fine Arts
from the elam School of Fine Arts. rona’s work primarily
references cultural and historical themes in Aotearoa,
combining strong M āori imagery with colonial symbols. her
work spans a range of mediums, including paint, photography
and audio-visual installation. rona is also well known for her
textile work under the moniker native Agent.
rona exhibits regularly in both group and solo shows. She has
recently returned to the wilds of northland, where she now lives
and works with her husband Dan and two daughters.
Dan Mace
(ngāti Maru, ngāti tamaterā, ngaiterangi, clan o’boyle)
After 16 years, Dan Mace still struggles to describe what he
does for a living. In a general context what he does involves
crafting ideas, alone or with friends, and then communicating
them to an audience. In a more practical context, Dan brings
these ideas to life across a range of linear and non-linear
formats, including animation, illustration, photography, film &
television directing, opening titles design, motion-based
museum installations, live event visuals, and experiential art
projects.
Dan acknowledges his mixed Māori and Irish heritage when
discussing his practice. both cultures have rich histories of
visual communication through traditional art forms such as
carving, weaving, performance, and jewellery. Dan’s use of
digital media to convey narrative and emotional experience can
be described as a contemporary manifestation of indigenous
storytelling.
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exhibitiOns: indigenOus
mOvie mOnsters

Tribe of Dracula, 2016,
36” x 48”, Acrylic on Wood

The Invisible Warrior, 2016,

36” x 48”, Acrylic on Wood

indigenous Movie Monsters

Curse of the Cayuga, 2016,

36” x 48”, Acrylic on Wood

bride of Frankensioux, 2016,
36” x 48”, Acrylic on Wood

presented by

by Jay Soule aka cHIPPEWAR
ontario premiere

a space gallery Windows
401 Richmond Street West, Suite 110
September 27 to october 29, 2016
Artist talk as part of Art crawl (p. 33)
As the season changes and the nights get longer, look out for the Indigenous Movie
Monsters ! As part of his clever, whimsical series of ten paintings, multimedia artist Jay
Soule, aka cHIPPEWAR, indigenizes the classic horror movie poster. In a subversive nod
to the overwrought and simplistic roles Indigenous peoples and cultures have played in
the horror genre – one ancient native American burial ground too many, in other words
– Soule places Indigenous people and imagery at its front and centre.
this showcase presents four works in the Monsters series: Tribe of Dracula, Curse of the
Cayuga, Bride of Frankensioux and The Invisible Warrior. His fictional stars – Honey
Featherheart and Max thunderbird – serve as the christopher lee and Vincent Price of an
imaginary golden Age of First nations horror films that never was but could have been.
transcending their obvious humour, each work offers a genre-specific commentary on the
representation of Indigenous peoples on the silver screen, particularly in the early decades
of cinema. the Monsters themselves are visual reminders of Hollywood’s treatment of
Indigenous bodies and cultures on screen; their images “remix” an era where Indigenous
people were cast as cinematic “monsters” of a different sort: Western savages or barelyhuman primitives. the horror genre itself has emerged as a potent medium for
contemporary Indigenous filmmakers to explore and comment on the horrors of colonial
disruption to the Indigenous experience. While making this commentary subversively,
Soule’s Indigenous Movie Monsters remind us never to be afraid.

Jay Soule, aka ChIPPeWAr, is a
multimedia artist from the Chippewas
of the Thames First nation (Deshkaan
Ziibing Anishinaaberg) located on the
north bank of the Thames river. Jay
creates art under the name
ChIPPeWAr, which reminds us
about the importance of the
traditional warrior role, which exists in
Indigenous cultures across north
America, surviving even into present
day. Additionally, Jay is a clothing
designer with an extensive collection
of t-shirts, tank tops, hoodies, hats,
stickers and prints that feature his
artwork. he spends spring through
fall on the powwow trail showcasing
his art and apparel.
Paintings in the Monsters series are
available for sale. Contact Jay directly
through his website.
@chippewar | www.chippewar.com
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exhibitiOns: FOlding FOrCed
utOpiAs FOr yOu
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Folding Forced utopias
for you
by Joar nango

World premiere

gallery 44 (Main gallery)
401 Richmond Street West, Suite 120
october 21 to december 3, 2016

opening reception

Friday, october 21, 5:00pm–8:00pm
Artist talk: 6:00pm as part of
Art crawl (pg. 33)
presented by:

Co-presented by:

Extending a body of research on Indigenous architecture, Joar nango will present a new
site-specific work that responds to histories of forced resettlement in Arctic communities.
Focusing on case studies from canada, greenland and Russia, the exhibition examines
how architecture has been used as a tool in the colonial project and the global politics of
northern resource extraction and sovereignty.
Presented in partnership with the Royal norwegian Embassy, with support from Sámi
Artist council (SdR), Inuit Piusitukangit and inuit blanche, and Art Metropole.
Joar nango is a norwegian-Sámi architect and artist based in Tromsø, norway. he studied
at the norwegian University of Science and Technology in Trondheim, norway, and is
currently teaching at the Tromsø Academy of Contemporary Art. nango’s work aims “to
explore the relationship between architecture, design and visual art, relating to questions
of indigenous identity.” he has presented solo exhibitions at Gallery SAW, Ottawa, Canada
(2013); norwegian Sculpture biennial, Oslo (2013); Knipsu, bergen, norway (2012);
SDG, Karasjok, norway (2011); and raum der Junge Kunste, berlin, Germany (2010). his
work has also been included in group exhibitions at The national Museum of Art,
Architecture and Design, Oslo, norway (2013); Abbayes aux Dames, Caen, France (2013)
and Storefront for Art and Architecture, new york, ny, USA (2012).
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exhibitiOns: Ore bOdy
ore Body

by ts ēma tamara Skubovious
gallery 44 (Vitrines)
401 Richmond Street West, Suite 120
october 21 to december 3, 2016

opening reception

Friday, october 21, 5:00pm–8:00pm
Artist talk: 6:00pm as part of
Art crawl (pg. 33)
Ore body investigates material and metaphysical
landscapes from an embodied perspective, critiquing how
value of land and resources is created and assessed
through Western measures of wealth. Sparked by
strategies of Indigenous resistance, the exhibition explores
everyday acts of decolonization as ways to understand
imagined mythologies of northern canada and the
industrial reverberations felt by those who live
downstream.

tsema tamara Skubovius, emergence, 2016

presented by:
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Co-presented by:

Tsēma Tamara Skubovius is an interdisciplinary artist and
member of the Tahltan First nation. She studied
northwest Coast Formline Design at K’saan (2005/06)
and has a bFA from eCUAD (2011) and an MFA from
OCADu (2016). Tsēma has shown in the notable group
show, Interweavings, for emerging First nations artists
who have previously won a yVr Art Foundation
scholarship (rAG 2014/15) and was recently selected for
Culture Shift, Contemporary Indigenous Art biennale in
Montreal (2016). Tsēma graduated from the
Interdisciplinary Master’s in Art, Media and Design program
at OCADu showing her thesis work, lAnd|MInE, which
connects materials to mine sites and bodies to the land.

exhibitiOns: wnOOndwAAmin /
we heAr them

wnoondwaamin | we hear them

by Autumn chacon, Jeneen Frei njcotli,
Melissa general and Suzanne Morissette
curated by lisa Myers
World premiere

trinity square Video
401 Richmond Street West, Suite 121
look forward to this exhibition touring
across canada in 2017/18.
october 22 to december 10, 2016
tuesday through Saturday, 12:00pm–
6:00pm
opening + Festival reception
Friday, october 21, 5:30pm–8:00pm
Performance by Jeneen Frei njootli,
6:30pm

EX

wnoondwaamin | we hear them calls for the occupation of sound waves, exploring the
capacity of these energies to access knowledge and memory. through performance,
Jeneen Frei njootli turns an ear to materials, such as caribou antlers, to sound the
transmission of embedded and layered ancestral knowledge. Utilizing low wattage radio
transmission, Autumn chacon’s in-gallery installation transmits and receives audio
broadcasts from borders, dividing lines and barriers, overcoming physical and
perceived obstructions between otherwise regulated spaces. From medicine baths to
running rivers, Melissa general accesses sounds shared across time and through
memory, constructing water compositions that encourage deep listening. Focusing on
the subtle, often unnoticed, sounds of landscapes, Suzanne Morrissette blends
microcosmic sound and images to reveal how human activity and land intertwine.
together these artworks create a chorus and conversation about the resonances that
sound carries beyond merely the audible.
thank you and miigwech to John g. Hampton for his work in the development of this
exhibition at tSV and the upcoming exhibition tour.
presented by:

Co-presented by:
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exhibitiOns: gOldilOCks tAhnOn OhkwAri
(gOldilOCks And the beArs)

yyZ is pleased to present a video installation by Zoe leigh Hopkins, which features
the time-based work Goldilocks tahnon Ohkwari (Goldilocks and the bears) along
with sculptural elements and print materials related to its production. this
contemporary adaptation of the popular fairy tale is entirely portrayed in the
Mohawk language with English subtitles. Hopkins’s work presents a familiar tale in
an unfamiliar voice. A story that is a cautionary tale for those who take over an
already inhabited site and are willing to make claim to what is not rightfully theirs.
the work addresses issues surrounding colonization and language preservation and
it is in tune with yyZ’s ongoing interest in language-based projects. It is particularly
important for us to continue to support works in Indigenous and other diverse
languages. In 2009 yyZ released a publication with Inuktitut text and storytelling
and will host an upcoming exhibition project in Innu. A contextual text in Mohawk
will be commissioned for this exhibition.
Zoe Leigh hopkins (heiltsuk/Mohawk) is from Six nations, Ontario. hopkins’s first
short film, Prayer for a good day, premiered worldwide at the 2004 Sundance Film
Festival. She was a member of the imaginenATIVe embargo Collective projects, from
which her two short films the garden and Skyworld have screened around the
world. hopkins was the first Canadian to go through the prestigious Sundance
Institute’s Filmmaker’s Lab with her feature script, cherry blossoms, which is now in
development with a Vancouver-based production company. now fluent in Mohawk
and living in Six nations, hopkins is currently in development with a feature film,
entitled Running Home, with big Soul Productions through Telefilm.
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goldilocks tahnon ohkwari
by Zoe leigh Hopkins

yyZ artists’ outlet
401 richmond street West, suite 140
october 8 to december 3, 2016
art Crawl reception
Friday, october 21, 6:00–8:00pm
Artist talk: 7:00pm
opening reception
Friday, october 7, 6:00–9:00pm
Artist talk: nov 5, 12:00pm (pg 33)
presented by:

Co-presented by:

exhibitiOns: speCiAl
presentAtiOn

presented as part of
the imaginenatiVe art Crawl

Friday, october 21, 8:00pm–9:15pm
doors open at 7:30pm
artscape sandbox
301 adelaide street West

$8 General / $5 Pleasure Dome Members
Free to imaginenATIVe Delegate
Passholders. Tickets available at venue
1 hour prior to doors opening.
presented by:
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records and reconstructions:
lindsay Mcintyre’s portraits in process
by lindsay McIntyre
curated by Eva kolcze and genne Speers
lindsay McIntyre is a fierce advocate for analog film and handmade
techniques. Using experimental approaches, she has built an alchemic
documentary practice that is deeply connected to expressions of place and
location, oral histories and moments in time. through techniques of layering
and repetition, heavily processed and textured film, and looping audio,
McIntyre weaves personal portraits into the surface textures of the film. Her
work expands the singular moment, the gesture, the motion to emphasize the
personal, the subtle and the everyday.
lindsay’s performance of A Northern Portrait will anchor this evening, followed
by a screening of works by lindsay and films she has chosen that speak to her
own films and practice.

PLEASURE DOME SINCE 1989

A northern Portrait is “a personal meditation on the Arctic in the form of a live
16mm looping performance on nine projectors. Images are layered with highcontrast mattes and colour textures on four 16mm projectors on a single screen,
creating one changing image. The optical audio is looped as well, separate from
the images, and mixed live on five 16mm projectors. each performance differs
somewhat.” – lindsay McIntyre (Innu)
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digitAl mediA wOrks

All digital media works are exhibited in the new digital Media Art+cade, 2nd Floor, tIFF bell lightbox, thursday, october 20 –
Saturday, october 22, 10:00am – 6:00pm, Sunday, october 23, 10:00am – 4:00pm. Artists of these works attending imaginenAtIVE
will present their work at the digital Media Artist Showcase on thursday, october 20. See pg. 45 for details.
and elders who collaborated at the oshkii giizhik
gathering. Water teachings are interwoven with singing
challenges alongside art by Elizabeth laPensée, as users
engage by repeating songs in a culturally infused karaokestyled framework, where they can also record and share
their covers with the online community. the game is
scheduled to release for free on ioS, Android and more.

Ch’aak’ s’aagi (eagle Bone)

elizabeth LaPensée, PhD, is an Anishinaabe, Métis and
Irish designer, writer and researcher whose works in
games, comics and animation speak to merging
storytelling and technology into acts of survivance.

Artist: tracy Rector (choctaw/Seminole)
USA • VR • 2016
youtube 360 link: https://youtu.be/gZqSl-HhWg4
on-site demo using oculus VR
this immersive VR experience is a collective step in a new
direction of visual storytelling rooted in being unapologetically
Indigenous. through freestyle spoken word and lush Pacific
northwest scenes, we enter into a journey of remembrance
and reflection on the lessons of the old ones, and teachings
that remind us that we are all individual vessels of spirit and
change yet inextricably connected. Produced by Mechanic
dreams and authored by award-winning filmmaker and
producer tracy Rector.
Tracy rector is a Choctaw/Seminole filmmaker, as well as the
executive Director and Co-founder of Longhouse Media.
rector has made 360 short films, and is currently in
production of her third feature documentary. her work has
been featured on Independent Lens, Cannes Film Festival,
imaginenATIVe, national Geographic’s All roads Film Project,
and in the Smithsonian’s Museum of the American Indian.

Honour Water

Artist: Elizabeth laPensée (Anishinaabe/Métis)
USA • game • 2016
www.honourwater.com
honour Water is a singing game for healing water that passes
on songs in Anishinaabemowin, the Anishinaabe language.
Songs are gifted by Sharon day, the oshkii giizhik Singers
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Midden

Artist: Jenny Fraser (yugambeh)
USA • online Exhibition • 2016
www.midden.net
Midden is the overarching title of this project, which
consists of a number of installments, to include new
artworks series, collaborative works and curated
exhibitions. the intention has been to use the concept of
the midden as a metaphor for collecting stories and a series
of works exploring our beloved sea life, full of potential for
sustenance and healing. A community-minded approach
has been taken and others have personally been invited to
contribute because we can each provide insider
perspectives into our communities, and collectively we can
make a powerful case towards the benefits of effective
coastal management to ensure for the next generations,
which is urgently overdue, particularly with the great
barrier Reef. the aim of the project is to creatively
enhance, reframe, remix and disrupt forms of storytelling
to create informative art experiences and new ways of
working for art lovers.
Jenny Fraser is a digital native working within a fluid screenbased practice. Jenny founded online gallery cyberTribe in
1999, the blackout Collective in 2002 and World Screen
Culture in 2015. She is on the national Advisory Group for the
Centre for Indigenous Story, an Associate Member of the
Centre for Creative Art at La Trobe University and 2015–2017
Adjunct research Fellow at The Cairns Institute.

digitAl mediA wOrks

DM

poi360

Highway of tears

For the first time ever comes an interactive documentary about
one of the most recognizable icons of Aotearoa: the Poi. Filmed
in 2d and 360 for an immersive experience, it is the first poi
performance captured in this way. “takawirihanga” is a song
piece that explains the story of poi origins in the same way our
history is held – through song and dance. Focused on the story
of origin and the earliest memories of poi by exponents in key
areas, it is a fresh look at the foundations in a digital realm.

Eighteen women have been murdered or have disappeared
along Highway 16 and adjacent routes since the 1970s,
according to the RcMP. Indigenous communities say the
number of missing women is closer to 50. this first
immersive documentary by cbc and award-winning
director lisa Jackson transports viewers to northern b.c.
and the area known as the Highway of tears. Produced by
cbc Radio’s The Current in partnership with Secret
location.

creator/Producer: lanita Ririnui Ryan (Māori)
Producer: Amomai Pihama (Māori)
Aotearoa new Zealand • 360 cinema • 2016
www.poi360.nz

Featuring three proficient performers of our time, kahurangi
Maxwell, tiria Waitai and talei Morrison, this unique
contemporary item weaves the past with the future to share the
genealogical connection to poi.
As a home for these important stories, and a platform to grow,
connect and share our knowledge, Poi360 is a clear passion
project and a digital whare (house) for Māori taonga (treasure).
Lanita ririnui ryan is a creative native storyteller of Māori &
Cook Islands (ngāti Maahanga, ngāti Koroki, ngāti ruanui); is
an independent producer, director, writer and presenter/MC;
and has delivered various projects across screens of all sizes
for the past 20 years. The majority of her works have been in
rangatahi (youth), lifestyle, music, sport and entertainment
genres, while documentary has also been a consistent feature.

Artist: lisa Jackson (Anishinaabe)
canada • 2016 • Virtual Reality documentary • English
Available october 18, 2016

named one of Playback Magazine’s 10 to Watch in 2012,
Lisa Jackson’s genre-blending films span documentary and
fiction and include current affairs, animation, Vr and a
musical. They’ve appeared on most networks in Canada,
screened at major festivals internationally, and garnered
numerous awards, including a 2010 Genie for best Short
Film for Savage. She is currently co-directing a one-hour
doc for CbC’s Firsthand, and developing a large-scale
immersive audio-visual installation on the power of
Indigenous languages.

Amomai Pihama (ngāti Maahanga, ngāti Koroki, ngāti
ruanui) is a performer, content producer and reporter and
anchor for Māori Television. Poi360 was produced by Through
the Fire Ltd., a production company owned by Lanita ririnui
ryan and Amomai Pihama dedicated to kaupapa-driven
stories, Indigenous content, arts and entertainment.
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indigenous routes
the “Indigi-cade” is a collective project organized by the Indigenous Routes collective, which
promotes digital training for Indigenous youth, and dames Making games, a toronto non-profit
that supports women in gaming, Indigi-cade will empower a group of participants to express
themselves through gaming, creating demoed versions for play by Festival delegates. you can’t
avoid playing this new generation of creative coders’ works! these finished games will be housed
in retro-styled arcade consoles:
a Bipolar Journey

Artist: thirza cuthand (cree/Scottish)
canada • game • 2016
based on a personal experience, A Bipolar Journey uses hand-drawn
imagery in a video game format to replicate dealing with the depressions and
manias of bipolar disorder.
Thirza Cuthand was born in Saskatchewan and grew up in Saskatoon. Since
1995 she has been making short experimental narrative videos and films
about sexuality, madness, youth, love and race, which have screened at
festivals internationally, including Mix brasil Festival of Sexual Diversity,
Frameline, Vancouver Queer Film Festival and Oberhausen International Short
Film Festival. This is Cuthand’s first work in creative gaming.

sealskin

Artists: Megan byrne (Métis/cree) and tara Miller (Maliseet)
canada • game • 2016
Ever heard of a Selkie? Join two sister selkies as they travel south from the
basin of James bay and navigate their way through land and water to reach a
southern village to trade, but this trip will not end as happily as the ones
before.
A gentle 2d puzzle-platformer that melds cree, Inuit and celtic culture and
legends to create something uniquely northern.
this is a game concept piece that gives a sample of what the full game could
be like.
Megan byrne is a GTA-based game designer currently working at Sheridan’s
Centre for Teaching and Learning and is an active member of her school’s
Indigenous Student Group. She hopes to create games that reflect her Métis/
Cree roots and bring new stories to video game players. Megan presented her
first work with Indigenous routes in 2015 with Wanisinowin|lost.
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Digital Media
artists
showcase
aroha Bridge

directors: Jessica Hansell (Māori) and Simon Ward
Producer: Morgan Waru (Māori)
Aotearoa new Zealand • Web Series • 2016
In the digital Media Art+cade or while in line for your
imaginenAtIVE movie, enjoy these comedy webisodes
from kiwi comedy royalty!
From the producers of new Zealands’s number one film
of all time, Hunt for the Wilderpeople, comes Aroha
bridge, an animated snapshot of the multicultural melting
pot that is Aotearoa.
Focusing on authentic, urban Māori characters with
humour and style, this web series follows kowhai and
Monty Hook as they navigate the complex but hilarious
circumstances growing up in a bicultural, eclectic
whanau. the extended Hook family are a micro society
unto themselves; jock aunts, ex–All black fathers, activist
uncles and kooky cousins come together to create a
multicultural medley that all young kiwi urbanites – and
imaginenAtIVE audiences – can relate to.
Jessica Lee hansell is a Māori (ngapuhi), Samoan and
German writer originally from Auckland. Known for her
multiple-medium style, hansell first established herself as
the cult rapper, artist and political essayist Coco Solid. In
recent years Jessica completed her Masters in Creative
Writing at Victoria University and found herself in love
with animation, film and television comedy. She is a
member of Taika Waititi’s film collective, Piki Films, and
after years of underground zine-making she is working on
her full-length comic book, Foodcore, due out on Pikitia
Press in late 2016.

FREE and open to the
public!
Join a selection of
attending digital media
artists as they present
and discuss their
programmed works.
thursday,
october 20, 2016
3:15pm
digital Media Art+cade
(tiFF Bell lightbox, greenroom)
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lead supporter:

thurs, oct 20 – sat, oct 22, 10:00am – 6:00pm,
sun, oct 23, 10:00am – 4:00pm
Daily tour and demo schedules available.
Visit www.imaginenatiVe.org or the imaginenatiVe
Mobile app for details.
imaginenAtIVE with the support of the canada Media Fund
brings you the Digital Media art+Cade, an interactive
environment showcasing leading Indigenous made digital media
work, retro-inspired and industry-driven gaming, digital apps and
virtual reality experiences from october 20–23 at the tIFF bell
lightbox.
Referencing the nostalgia of an ’80s arcade, cinema audiences
can interact hands-on with the future of Indigenous storytelling
through projected game play, retro arcade-style booths,
consoles and immersive cutting edge virtual reality experience
stations. created by experienced Indigenous digital media artists
and neophyte programmers to the medium, their envisioning
cultural, traditional and future-focused content aims to
showcase the diversity of storytelling in new forms to new
audiences and inspire traditional artists on the possibilities for
creation.
Featured work:

indigi-Cade

organized by the Indigenous Routes collective, which promotes
digital training for Indigenous youth, and dames Making games,
a toronto non-profit that supports women in gaming, Indigicade
aims to empower participants to express themselves through
gaming. the finished games will be housed in retro-styled
arcade consoles.
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Virtual Reality Experiences – Indigenous storytelling finds its most
fitting medium with new experiences by canadian and
international producers. Audiences will experience, at scheduled
and facilitated times, the immersive experience and creative
potential of VR using readily accessible viewing platforms.
officially programmed digital media work (pg. 42) and
programmed audio work (pg. 48) will be presented on iMac
stations and iPads kiosks.

engagement

Film audiences will be interacted with in ticketed line-ups through a
dedicated imaginenAtIVE rep who will bring a google VR/iPhone
demo for ticket holders to experience and drive audiences to
engage with imaginenAtIVE’s newest art playground!
tours of the digital Media Art+cade will be scheduled for those
new to these experiences at appropriate times (see www.
imaginenAtIVE.org or the imaginenAtIVE Mobile App for details).

public and industry events

to compliment and expand on the creative aspects of the work,
public panels on media art and opportunities in experimental
media will be held, including cMF-presented Indigenous VR
Spotlight (pg. 110) featuring programmed artists and a digital
Media Artist Showcase (pg. 45).

AW

AudiO wOrks

All audio works are available to the public free-of-charge at imaginenAtIVE’s digital Media Art+cade, on our website
and through imaginenAtIVE’s free App. listen to these works whilst you wait in line!
Audio remains a vital source of information, entertainment and communication for many Indigenous artists and
communities the world over. imaginenAtIVE remains committed to our annual audio presentation and invites you to
attend the Audio Artist Showcase on Saturday october 22, 11:00 am in the tIFF belllightbox, digital Media Art+cade.

Big sky

Australia • 28 min • 2015 • Audio documentary
daniel browning (bundjalung/kullilli/South Sea Islander/West Indian/native American)
this remarkable documentary takes us on a journey into the outback and to the shores of
a dry lake to tell a compelling story of human occupation and Aboriginal presence on the
continent known as Australia. Were the oldest human remains ever found in Australia
“discovered” in an archaeological sense, or did Mungo Man and Mungo Woman wilfully
emerge from the windblown sands of lake Mungo?
A Goori, Daniel browning is a descendant of the bundjalung people, whose traditional
land is on the far north coast of new South Wales. his paternal family has lived at
Fingal on a sand peninsula between the Tweed river and the Pacific Ocean for 120
years. Through his mother, he is a descendant of the Kullilli people of southwestern
Queensland and the traditional owners of the Gold Coast hinterland.

radio remixes Voices of Binga

canada/Zimbabwe • 16 min • 2016 • Soundscape
crystal Favel (cree/Métis)
Award-winning audio storyteller crystal Favel partners with claudia Wegener of Radio
continental drift to present a cultural fusion soundscape showcasing Indigenous female
voices from canada and Zimbabwe. this unique project is the result of almost a year of
audio correspondence across continents and speaks to the need to revitalize our cultures
and to preserve oral traditions, languages and teachings.
Crystal DJ Kwe Favel is a multidisciplinary audio artist who has won two consecutive
First Peoples’ Cultural Council Aboriginal Arts Development Awards for her motivational
digital audio storytelling. She also won best Audio Work at imaginenATIVe 2015. her
mission is to “contribute to the solidarity of her peoples by carbon dating her music
through sound ecology, audio anthropology and vinyl sovereignty.”

reflections of oka: stories of the
Mohawk standoff 25 years later

canada • 43 min • 2015 • Audio documentary
kim Wheeler (Mohawk/Anishinabe)
For 78 days, starting on July 11, 1990, an armed standoff between the Mohawk people, the
Sûreté du québec and, eventually, the canadian Army took place in oka. the country was
transfixed to their televisions and radios as the so-called “oka crisis” unfolded and marked a
historic turning point. cbc Radio’s Unreserved, hosted by Rosanna deerchild, marks the
25th anniversary of oka by taking us behind the lines of an unprecedented event that
changed the way canadians saw Indigenous peoples and the way we saw ourselves.
Kim Wheeler has brought positive Indigenous stories to both the mainstream and
Indigenous media for over 22 years. She joined CbC radio One in 2008 and produced
four seasons of ReVision quest, a radio talk show that mixed personal storytelling,
current affairs, interviews and comedy while exploring issues affecting Indigenous
peoples. She was awarded a silver medal at new york Festivals for her work on ReVision
quest, along with two imaginenATIVe awards.
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sasquatch Mixdown

canada • 6 min • 2015 • Soundscape
Janet Rogers (Mohawk/tuscarora)
this sound poem is inspired by visits to the nass Valley in northern british columbia and
many conversations with individuals who have had personal encounters with Sasquatch.
this mix includes carrier language spoken by elder Mary gouchie, found sound clips,
recorded audio and voice.
Janet rogers is a Mohawk/Tuscarora writer from the Six nations band in southern
Ontario. She was born in Vancouver and has been living on the traditional lands of the
Coast Salish people since 1994. Janet works in the genres of poetry, spoken word
performance poetry, video poetry and recorded poetry with music and script writing.
Janet is a radio broadcaster, documentary producer and sound artist.

the story she Carries

canada • 50 min • 2016 • Audio documentary
Angela Sterritt (gitxsan)
The Story She Carries follows Indigenous leader lorelei Williams as she prepares for a
national inquiry into missing and murdered Indigenous women. Her cousin tanya Holyk
was murdered on the Robert Pickton farm and her aunt belinda Williams has been missing
for almost 40 years. this documentary takes us from Vancouver’s downtown East Side to
the offices of Indigenous Affairs to the Pickton farm and is a compelling look into Williams’s
fight for justice, against all odds. Produced as part of cbc Radio’s DNTO.
Angela Sterritt is an award-winning Gitxsan journalist, artist and writer from british
Columbia. Sterritt has worked as a journalist for close to twenty years. Sterritt is now
finalist for a Canadian Association of Journalists Award for a text feature she wrote on
missing and murdered Indigenous women, girls and two-spirit people. The topic is the
focus of a book she is now writing that digs into the cases of those missing or murdered
along the highway of Tears, at the Pickton farm and in Manitoba.

audio artists showcase
FREE and open to the public!
Join a selection of attending audio artists as they
present and discuss their programmed works.
Saturday, october 22, 2016
11:00 AM
tIFF bell lightbox, digital Media Art+cade
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Opening dAy CelebrAtiOn

Welcome gathering

FREE and open to public
Hosted by candy Palmater
Presented by:

opening night party

$5 or FREE to opening night gala ticket Holders
and Pass Holders (19+)
Wed, oct 19, 9:00pm – 2:00am
orchid
82 Peter Street

Wed, oct 19, 2:00pm – 4:00pm
native Canadian Centre of toronto
16 Spadina Road

celebrate the 17th annual Festival launch following the
opening night Screening with music and dancing at
orchid. come early and savour some culinary delights,
as the house dJ spins us into the night.

Welcome to the 17th annual imaginenAtIVE as our
cultural advisor commences with an opening prayer.
Enjoy traditional singing and dance performances, local
craft vendors and a community feast before going to
the Festival’s opening night gala.

Free shuttle service

garden Hilton-Hot docs ted Rogers cinema
5:30pm
Hot docs ted Rogers cinema-orchid
9:25pm, 9:35pm, 9:45pm
Please give priority to Elders or those with mobility needs.
Please note: Unfortunately the shuttle busses are not wheelchair accessible.
We apologize for the inconvenience.
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oCt 19

WEd 7:00 PM
hoT doCs
Ted rogers CInema

angry inuk

Opening night gAlA

opening night sponsor:

canada • 85 min • 2016 • Feature documentary
Inuktitut/English with English Subtitles
director: Alethea Arnaquq-baril (Inuk)

In this highly anticipated film, Alethea Arnaquq-baril sheds a powerful and
hard light on anti–seal hunting campaigns and the relevance of the hunt to the
lives of the Inuit. long a vital source of food and income for the Inuit, the seal
hunt has been disrupted by high profile, international campaigns fronted by
celebrities and led by well-funded animal rights organizations. the ensuing
bans on seal products – particularly from Europe – have caused financial
devastation to northern communities, creating what the filmmaker calls the
Inuit great depression.
the tides, however, are beginning to turn as an emerging group of Inuit
activists – armed with their own sense of humour and justice – insert
themselves into the international discussion. Utilizing social media, these
thoughtful, grassroots warriors push back against corporate profiteering and
political might to ensure their place in the global economy while also
protecting the fragility and stewardship of the Arctic. Alethea Arnaquq-baril
has created a landmark work that challenges, informs and – like all great
documentaries – convinces us that the world must change.

Alethea Arnaquq-baril is an awardwinning filmmaker from the Canadian
Arctic, where her production
company, Unikkaat Studios, is based.
She is known for her award-winning
works tunniit: Retracing the lines of
Inuit tattoos, Inuit High kick,
lumaajuuq: the blind boy and the
loon, and the animated short Sloth.
She was an executive producer on
Miranda de Pencier’s award-winning
throat Song and co-produced both
Arctic defenders, a feature
documentary by John Walker, and,
with White Pine Pictures, the feature
documentary Experimental Eskimos.
Most recently, Alethea directed
Aviliaq: Entwined as part of
imaginenATIVe’s second embargo
Collective.
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TIFF Bell lIghTBox
CInema 3

beautiful tributes to the spirit and power of Indigenous youth, these three films
remind us that the future is in good hands. Suitable for young people!

Home to Me

canada • 5 min • 2016 • Music Video
English/ojibway
Writers: n’we Jinan Artists
A beautiful testament to the love of one’s territory, Home to Me is the touching music
video collaboration between 12 youth and n’we Jinan, a travelling production facility. this
catchy pop hit has gone viral with hundreds of thousands of views.
Home to Me was written by 12 youth Sharice bruce, Dylan Fobister, Jimi Fobister, Preston Paul,
Darwin Fobister, Janessa Kejick, Damien Kejick, Ashley Fobister, Linda Fobister,
Paul Cedric Oteskan, and edmond Jack & Josh bigblood all members of the Grassy
narrows First nation in partnership with the n’we Jinan project.

Four Faces of the Moon

canada • 11 min • 2016 • Short drama
cree/Anishinaabe/Michif with English subtitles
director: Amanda Strong (Michif)
Exploring the reclamation of language and nationhood, a young woman journeys through a
landscape haunted by trauma. As the moon marks the passage of time, she encounters
dark traces of canada’s colonial past. despite the horrors, she witnesses the power of
land, culture and language – and the spirit of the buffalo – to heal and lead us on a new
path forward.
Amanda Strong is a filmmaker, media artist and stop-motion director. She is the owner
and director of Spotted Fawn Productions, an animation and media-based studio
creating short films, commercial projects and workshops.

Journey towards reconciliation

canada • 55 min • 2016 •
documentary Feature
English
ontario premiere
directors: Paige l’Hirondelle (Métis), Sharon Somer (cree)
In 2014, the truth and Reconciliation commission held seven national events across the
country to gather testimony from former students of residential schools. this process was
a watershed moment in canadian history and one that paved the way for the current push
towards “reconciliation.” but what does this mean?
A group of Indigenous youth accompanied the commission on this journey and created
this documentary in response. through the lens of a camera they hold, these young
people learned about the history of the residential schools and their personal connections
to its legacy. With the creation of a mural in an Edmonton lRt station serving as an act of
reclamation, they explore intergenerational trauma and Indigenous resistance and
resilience. this deeply moving, honest documentary gives an intimate look into the hearts
and minds of Indigenous youth as they prepare for a future they will lead.
Paige L’hirondelle is from the east Prairie Métis Settlement but currently lives in
edmonton, where she studies at the University of Alberta. Paige is 20 years old and
plans to be a social worker, a role model for Indigenous youth, and to show everyone
that you can make it if you set your mind to it.
Sharon Somer was born in edmonton and is from the Long Plains First nation in
Manitoba. She is currently enrolled in native Studies at the University of Alberta.
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the lAnd OF
rOCk And gOld

the land of rock and gold

canada • 91 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
English/cree
World premiere
directors: Janine Windolph (cree), daniel Redenbach
on a snowy day deep in the dead of winter, Willie mysteriously runs off into the
woods. As the days pass, his worried partner, Rochelle, and young son are left to
fend for themselves as she tries to find clues about his disappearance. As she
becomes increasingly consumed with finding him, Rochelle’s erratic behaviour raises
the alarm of child services, which seeks to apprehend her son. Panicked, Rochelle
flees into the forest as she begins to slowly unravel a web of deceit she could never
have imagined as the truth of Willie’s disappearance reveals itself.
Janine Windolph is an educator, filmmaker, performer, multimedia storyteller and
entrepreneur. She has her Master of Fine Arts Interdisciplinary in Media Production and
Indian Fine Arts. her personal practice centres on oral storytelling, memory, genealogy
and family history. Janine’s works include RIIS from Amnesia: Recovering the lost
legacies, From up north (for which she was a co-recipient of the Zoomer Media Award),
and braided Histories.

Co-presented by:
reelworld
native Canadian Centre of toronto
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sOlid grOund:
CAnAdiAn shOrts

our relationship to land – in all its incarnations – comes into focus in this programme of
shorts by Indigenous filmmakers from canada. From fear to strength and displacement to
pride, these artists take us on a journey that requires a firm footing and a strong stance.

oCt 20
tHUR 2:15 PM
TIFF Bell lIghTBox
CInema 3

screening sponsor

tshiuetin

canada • 10 min • 2016 • Short documentary
French/Innu with English Subtitles
director: caroline Monnet (Algonquin)
carving its way through the beautiful landscape of western labrador and northeastern
quebec is the tshiuetin rail line. the only railway in canada owned by Indigenous
people, the tshiuetin is a lifeline for the people who call this land home and a source of
pride for all who ride this historic line.
Caroline Monnet is a self-taught multidisciplinary artist from Outaouais, Québec,
currently living in Montreal. She works in film and video, painting, sculpture and
installation, and is a founding member of the Indigenous digital arts collective ITWÉ.

Cree Code talker

canada • 14 min • 2016 • Short documentary
cree/English with English Subtitles
World premiere
director: Alexandra lazarowich (cree)
during the Second World War, the Allied Forces utilized Indigenous language speakers to
transmit coded messages that could not be broken. the contributions of charles
“checker” tomkins are revealed in this insightful look into how the cree language was
used as a vital secret weapon in combat.
Alexandra Lazarowich is a Cree filmmaker who currently splits her time between
Alberta and brooklyn, working on films about the issues impacting Indigenous
peoples and cultures from around the world.

god’s acre

canada • 15 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
director: kelton Stepanowich (Métis)
lorne cardinal stars in this unsettling, powerful short of a man determined to protect his
land at all cost. As the water slowly rises in a frighteningly familiar future, the man must
choose to abandon all that he knows or give in to the rising tide.
Kelton is a filmmaker from Fort McMurray, Alberta. he is currently developing his first
dramatic feature through Telefilm Canada’s microbudget program.
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7 Minutes

canada • 7 min • 2016 • Short documentary
English
ontario premiere
director: tasha Hubbard (cree)
Marie’s walk from her university library to her home is an even seven minutes. It’s a walk
she has made many times but one night she is followed by a man who tries to get her
into his van. Relieved to have escape, Marie’s story speaks to the threats Indigenous
women confront on a daily basis.
Tasha hubbard is from the Peepeekisis First nation. She is an assistant professor at
the University of Saskatchewan and an award-winning filmmaker. her research is on
Indigenous film, Indigenous creative representation of the buffalo, and Indigenous
women’s and children’s history.

this river

canada • 16 min • 2016 • Short documentary
English
World premiere
directors: katherena Vermette (Métis), Erika
MacPherson
Muddy and long, Winnipeg’s Red River holds dark secrets. When the body of 15-year-old
tina Fontaine was pulled from the waters wrapped in a garbage bag in 2014, a group of
volunteers established drag the Red, a grassroots initiative to trawl the river in search of
evidence of other missing Indigenous women. this powerful and beautiful documentary
conveys the passion and conviction at the heart of their mission.
Katherena Vermette is a writer of poetry, fiction and children’s literature. her first
book, north End love Songs, won the 2013 Governor General’s Literary Award for
Poetry and was the 2015 selection for on the Same Page, Manitoba’s province-wide
book club. her work has appeared in several literary magazines and anthologies.
Vermette lives, works and plays in Winnipeg.

Baamsewag Mshkikiiwag
(they are Walking around
for Medicines)

canada • 8 min • 2016 • Short drama
ojibway with English Subtitles
World premiere
director: keesic douglas (ojibway)
tender and poetic, four young friends set out on the land in search of medicines to cure
a grandmother. Set in 1981, this lovely story of friendship and ingenuity is a testament to
the strength of children and the memories of our childhood.
Keesic Douglas is from the rama First nation in central Ontario. his practice utilizes
photography, video and performance, focusing on themes of exploring history,
identity, representation and the environment through an Indigenous perspective.
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Cache-cache

canada • 3 min • 2015 • Experimental
English
ontario premiere
director: louisa Papatie (kitcisakik)
Set amongst a dreamlike forest, a grandmother and her grandchildren play a
whimsical game of hide-and-seek. the joyfulness in her voice and the giggles of the
children are a welcome invitation to a time when all we needed was a place to hide.
Louisa Papatie (Kitcisakik) loves to giggle and uses her humour to promote
changes in her community. her first movie with Wapikoni mobile brings a
much-loved dose of lightness.

the grandfather Drum

canada • 13 min • 2016 • Short drama
English/ojibway with English Subtitles
director: Michelle derosier (ojibway)
Revered for its healing powers by the Anishinabek of the upper berens River,
naamowin’s drum can restore life. this stunning animation reveals the true story of
how a drum designed to heal became trapped by colonial forces designed to disrupt
the delicate balance between the world above and the world below.
Michelle Derosier is from Migisi Sahgaigan (eagle Lake First nation) in northwestern
Ontario. She is co-owner of Thunderstone Pictures Inc. Michelle executive produced
the feature film Fire Song and directed the award-winning documentaries Return to
Manomin and the Healing lens. This is her first foray into animated storytelling.

ute Kanata (Here in Canada)

canada • 2 min • 2015 • Short documentary
French with English Subtitles
toronto premiere
director: Virginie Michel (Innue)
by adapting canada’s anthem to the reality of First nations, the director’s take on
O Canada is both a manifesto demanding the official recognition of the national hymn in
Indigenous languages and a rallying song for all peoples.
Virginie Michel is an Innu woman from the Mani-Utenam community who worked several
years with children. In her free time, she likes to create: crafts, songs, nursery rhymes.
her project is to elaborate an interactive dictionary for early childhood. She also follows
actively the political evolution of her people: aware of the future of First nations languages.
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new voices take centre stage in this programme of four World Premieres that had their
start at imaginenAtIVE! Featuring three short works created as part of our annual
commissioning Series and the winner of our 2014 documentary Pitch competition.
For more information on our future commissioning Series and pitch competitions, please
contact daniel northway-Frank, Industry director.

indian giver

canada • 10 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: trevor Soloway (blackfoot)
A family man comes back from the store...15 years later. Since leaving his family in
1999, Joseph has been on a fast highway of rodeos, powwows and partying. now he’s
back and ready to make amends with his estranged family in this comedic short.
Recipient of the 2016 cSIF/imaginenAtIVE Mentorship
Trevor Soloway comes from a long line of ranchers and spent most of his childhood
on his grandparents’ ranch. Storytelling has always been a passion of his and in 2012
he moved to Vancouver to take the Independent Indigenous Digital Filmmaking
program at Capilano University.
imaginenAtIVE has partnered with the calgary Society of Independent Filmmakers
(cSIF) annually since 2013 to provide an Indigenous artist living in southern Alberta
with production support and sources for their first short film.

When i Close My eyes

canada • 7 min • 2016 • Experimental
English
World premiere
director: Marnie Parrell (Métis)
layers of images, text and sound are repurposed in this video work. Using an experimental and first-person documentary approach, the physical and emotional challenges
experienced by millions of people who struggle with debilitating fatigue and exhaustion
are examined.
Recipient of the 2016 cSV/imaginenAtIVE Residency
Marnie Parrell is a filmmaker, writer and artist whose work has been presented
internationally. Parrell’s films are hybrids: short, experimental, narrative and documentaries. She also has an interest in wearable electronics and found objects/art, where
she continues to bridge the gaps between high and low tech.
imaginenAtIVE’s annual residency with charles Street Video (cSV) – now in its sixth
year – provides production support and services to a mid-career Indigenous artist
working in new video production.
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Heidi lost

canada • 6 min • 2016 • Short drama
English/ojibway with English Subtitles
World premiere
director: J.l. Whitecrow (ojibway)
Set in a post-apocalyptic dystopian society called the Hive, a fierce, independent
Indigenous female has to face the biggest decision of her life when society goes on
high alert.
Recipient of the 2016 lIFt/imaginenAtIVE Mentorship
J.L. Whitecrow is a multidisciplinary visual artist, writer and vocalist. She is also an
emerging stand-up comedian with Manifest Destiny’s Child, an Indigenous women’s
comedy collective based in Toronto. In her free time, she sings and plays synthesizer
in a post-punk band in addition to fronting a riot-grrl band.
imaginenAtIVE and the liaison of Independent Filmmakers of toronto have a longstanding partnership to provide production support and services to an emerging
Indigenous artist to make their first 16mm film. this year marks our twelfth mentorship.

oheró:kon – under the Husk

canada • 27 min • 2016 • Short documentary
English
World premiere
director: katsitsionni Fox (Mohawk)
kaienkwinehtha and kasennakohe are childhood friends on a journey to womanhood.
From traditional families living in the Mohawk community of Akwesasne, they choose
to take part in an adolescent rites of passage ceremony called oheró:kon. the girls
prepare for a year in advance, learning necessary teachings and survival skills. the
“Under the Husk” ceremony can be an arduous one, and once the spring arrives, the
girls must face the spiritual, emotional and physical challenges shaping the women
they will become.
Winner of the 2014 documentary Pitch Prize

Co-Presented by:
Calgary society of independent Filmmakers
Charles street Video
liaison of independent Filmmakers
the native youth sexual Health network
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Katsitsionni Fox is a visual artist, educator and filmmaker. She has worked for many
years with native youth in her community of Akwesasne to give them the skills to
express themselves through filmmaking.
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suMÉ – Mumisitsinerup (sumé – the sound of a revolution)
greenland • 73 min • 2014 • documentary Feature
greenlandic/danish with English Subtitles
director: Inuk Silis Høegh (Inuk)

As one of the most captivating – and rarely visited – nations on Earth, greenland’s history is not widely known.
Perhaps less known – at least to those outside its stunning borders – is the rock band Sumé and its remarkable
impact on the formation of contemporary greenlandic identity. As the first band to record in the greenlandic
language, the Indigenous group recorded three albums in the early 1970s filed with political anthems that stirred
the spirit and pride of their fellow greenlanders. their songs were a rallying cry against two and a half centuries of
danish colonization and remain a source of pride for greenlanders today.
Sumé is an entertaining, enlightening documentary that explores the power of language and song in shaping the
destiny of a nation. this not-to-be-missed documentary is unlike anything you’ve seen. Sumé has been an
international hit on the film festival circuit. It played imaginenAtIVE in 2014, where it won two awards: the Jane
glassco Award for an Emerging Filmmaker and the cynthia lickers-Sage Award for Emerging talent.
Inuk Silis høegh is a film director and artist, born in Qaqortoq, Greenland. he earned a Master of Arts in Film & TV
Production from the University of bristol in 1997 and a master of Fine Arts from the royal Danish School of Visual
Arts in 2010. Sumé has screened at film festivals internationally including the prestigious berlinale.

thor eugenius

greenland • 3 min • 2016 • Short documentary
Without dialogue
World premiere
director: Ulannaq Ingemann (Inuk)
thor Eugenius is a greenlandic Hunter in the South of greenland.
Ulannaq Ingemann, the director, has created a short insight into
how hunters live, produced for Visit greenland.
Ulannaq Ingemann is the owner of Ujâvaaq Pictures and a former
student of the european Film College.
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Born to Dance

Aotearoa new Zealand • 96 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
English
director: tammy davis (ngāti Rangi)
born on the wrong side of the tracks in southern Auckland, tu (played by champion hip-hop dancer tia-tahoroa Maipi) is an
ambitious young man at a crossroads. His strict father pressures him to join the army, but tu harbours dreams of being a
professional hip-hop dancer. Working at a dead-end day job, he spends his nights with his local dance crew and dreams of
stardom. When the biggest dance crew in the country has an open call for auditions, tu jumps at the chance to be part of the
k-crew. but the big time is not necessarily what he dreamt it would be. With killer dance moves choreographed by the
legendary Parris goebel of the equally legendary the Royal Family (three-time winner of the World Hip-Hop dance
championship), born to dance makes you rise and shine.
This is director Tammy Davis’s first feature film. his short films Ebony Society and Sonny My older brother both screened at
imaginenATIVe and at festivals worldwide including berlinale and Sundance. Tammy is also a well-known actor in Aotearoa new
Zealand and Australia, best known for his role in the hit TV series outrageous Fortune.
Co-presented by:
Centre for indigenous theatre
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Australia • 84 min • 2015 • dramatic Feature
English
director: Stephen Page (yugambeh)
In this breathtaking and visually mesmerizing film, first-time feature director and celebrated choreographer Stephen Page and
his Sydney-based bangarra dance theatre come together to tell the story of djali, a young Indigenous man who sets off on a
journey of initiation and understanding of what it means to balance ancient tradition with the modern, urban world. Seamlessly
weaving dance and story – and a compelling soundscape by composer david Page – this cinematic journey begins with his
birth and follows him as he enters the complicated and often painful world of colonial Australia’s turbulent and violent past,
which resulted in an often challenging present. In this richly layered film, we become witness to djali’s struggle to find his
place as he awakens the powerful spiritual guiding force within him. Spear is a truly unique and mesmerising cinematic
experience that must be seen to be believed.
In 1991 Stephen Page was appointed artistic director of the Sydney-based, internationally acclaimed bangarra Dance Theatre
and has developed a signature body of works that have become milestones in Australian performing arts. he continues to
reinvent Indigenous storytelling both within bangarra and through collaborations with other performing arts companies,
including directing the Indigenous sections for the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games Opening and Closing Ceremonies.

Co-presented by:
Kaha:wi Dance theatre
luminato Festival
native earth performing arts
red sky performance
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In this collection of shorts, we find protagonists taking on the responsibility
of caring for family, land, culture and, in some cases, self-determination.
Suitable for young people!

awakinawason
(the Children of the earth)

canada • 3 min • 2015 • Short drama
toronto premiere
director: Antony dubé (Atikamekw)
Awaskinawason comes from the words awacic (child), aski (earth) and takonawason
(having the responsibility for); combined together, this powerful word is the guiding
principle of this short film that calls for respect of the great circle of life, represented in
the life cycle of a tree.
Antony Dubé is passionate about his culture, its preservation and that of his mother
tongue. he likes to work among his people within the areas of education and
communication.

Konãgxeka: o Dilúvio Maxakali
(Konãgxeka: the Maxakali Flood)

brazil • 13 min • 2016 • Short drama
Maxakali with English Subtitles
international premiere
directors: Isael Maxakali (Maxakali), charles bicalho
this beautifully animated short tells the Maxakali tale of the great Water sent by the
yãmîy spirits who flood the region, which serves as a fierce warning against human greed
and selfishness.
Isael Maxakali is a teacher and filmmaker who has been making work since 2007. his
latest works include, yãmîy, dia do índio na Aldeia Verde and quando os yãmîy Vêm
cantar conosco.

the spectacular imagination
of the pōhara Brothers

Aotearoa new Zealand • 8 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
international premiere
director: todd karehana (Māori/tangata Whenua)

When young nathan and christian learn that their Mum needs money to pay the
electrical bill, they devise a plan to sell flying lessons. but when a grumpy auntie,
played by famed Māori recording artist and actress Whirimako black, challenges their
ability to make her fly, they must rely on their youthful imagination and the power to
believe in the impossible.
Todd Karehana graduated with a bA in Writing Studies/Media, Film & Television and
Screen Production from the University of Auckland, where he is currently enrolled as
a Master of Arts student, specializing in drama directing.
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Kablunât (legend of the origin of the White people)
canada • 11 min • 2016 • Experimental
English
World premiere
director: glenn gear (Inuk)

With rare archival images and collage, this is an early Inuit story of how one young girl’s
quest for independence leads to an unlikely union and the creation of the kablunat, the
white people.
Glenn Gear (Inuk) is a multimedia artist and animator based in Montreal who employs
experimental techniques in both digital and traditional forms of animation. his works
have screened in festivals throughout Canada, north America and around the world.

Mannahatta (Manhattan)

Aotearoa new Zealand • 15 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: Renae Maihi (nga Puhi/te Arawa)
An immigrant man struggles with his difficult boss as he tries to create a life for himself
on the island of Manhattan. but when he is visited by the spirit of a native American
man he realizes that his existence is intrinsically linked to a larger history of struggle that
is woven into the land he now tenuously calls home.
renae Maihi is an award-winning and critically acclaimed writer and director in
theatre and film. her film Redemption screened at the berlin Film Festival and
Sundance, and won best Short Film at imaginenATIVe 2010. her award-winning
short film butterfly screened at imaginenATIVe in 2013.

M’tik Woop (stick and string)

canada • 6 min • 2015 • Short documentary
English with French Subtitles
World premiere
director: daniel lewis (Anishinaabe)
In this charming short, two lovable young characters, daniel and Harvey, are highly
skilled archers. As they head to a local archery competition, they talk shop and share
stories as they hone their hunting skills.
Daniel Lewis is an adventurous archer from the community of Wikwemikong, on
Manitoulin island. he wants to preserve the traditional practices like the bow and
arrow, and likes sharing his knowledge about the sport.

the turning tide

Aotearoa new Zealand • 10 min • 2016 • Short drama
English/Māori
international premiere
director: Jason taylor (ngāti Maniapoto)
A stunning and heartfelt tale of two young boys who live a simple life, guided by the
traditional stories of their ancestors. As they embark upon a fishing trip in their small
coastal village in Aotearoa, they discover the resonance of their elders’ words in this
powerful testament to the fragility of the land and sea.
Jason Taylor has worked as an actor in both theatre and television. he is now
pursuing a career in education and venturing into writing and directing. the turning
tide is Jason’s first role as writer/director.
Co-presented by:

soy - supporting our youth
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wOrld’s lArgest indigenOus Film FestivAl

bring Indigenous-made films and videos to your community or venue
through imaginenAtIVE’s year-round programming initiatives:

imaginenAtIVE Film + Video tour
Entering its 13th year in 2017, the imaginenAtIVE Film + Video tour takes a selection
of works from the Festival to communities throughout ontario and across canada! We
visit primarily First nations and communities with large Indigenous populations and
always travel with an Indigenous artist.
on the tour, we also offer an amazing two-day videomaking workshop for Indigenous
youth that uses equipment already available in your community. the videos made in
the workshop are screened in your community and are put online for public voting.
the youth filmmaker with the most votes has their video included in the upcoming
Festival and has their travel and accommodation paid for to attend their screening!
Please email info@ imaginenAtIVE.org for more info on the tour.

indigiFlIx community Screening Series
indigiFlIx is imaginenAtIVE’s free bi-monthly event (december through June) that
screens works from the Festival’s archive at venues throughout the greater toronto
Area! From Indigenous community centres to libraries to multi-ethnic cultural centres,
we bring a selection of Indigenous-made films and videos to your audiences. We pay
the screening fees and you provide the venue!
Please email programming@ imaginenAtIVE.org for more info on indigiFlIx.

co-Presentations
imaginenAtIVE partners with numerous festivals, organisations, and institutions
across canada and internationally each year! If you would like to co-present a screening
of Indigenous-made films and videos, get in touch! We can provide ready-made
programmes or create a bespoke programme to suit your interests or focus. Screening,
programming and administrative fees may apply.
Please email programming@ imaginenAtIVE.org for more info on co-presentations.
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te Kuhane o te tupuna (the spirit of the ancestors)

chile • 65 min • 2015 • documentary Feature
Spanish/French/English/Rapa nu with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: leonardo Pakarati (Rapa nui)

three generations of chroniclers from Rapa nui (Easter Island) go in search of their nation’s sacred pieces.
Te Kuhane o Te Tupuna tells the story of Moia Hoa Haka nana’ia, one of their sacred spirits, who they call the
Stolen Friend. colonizers took the massive, iconic carving 100 years ago, one of the countless living objects
now housed in museums worldwide.
For the Rapa nui, the Moia is infused with mana, the power essential to their lives and well-being. His absence
from the island – where he watched over them with his kin – threatens their survival as the link between spirit
and people weakens over time. Worse still, the younger generations’ link to their ancestors is at risk. this
documentary follows the Pakarati family as they travel to Europe to try to reclaim the Stolen Friend, bring his
spirit home and ensure a strong future for those to come.
Leonardo Pakarati graduated in audiovisual communications and film directing from the ArCOS University in
Santiago de Chile. In 1999 he founded the first TV channel from easter Island: Channel 13 Mata o te rapa
nui, where he was the director and programming director. The same year, he created his own producing
company, Mahatua Producciones, which offers audiovisual services to the rapa nui community.

ūkaipō Whenua (Mother’s land)

Aotearoa new Zealand • 17 min • 2016 • Short drama
Māori with English Subtitles
international premiere
director: karariana Rangihau (tūhoe/te Arawa)
Set in the misty mountains of lake Waikaremoana in Aotearoa, another
generation is poised to inherit the land. With a heavy heart, nanny oriwa,
the old matriarch, sends for her grandson, pinning all her hopes for the land
and family on him.

Co-presented by:

aluCine latin Film+Media arts Festival
Woodland Cultural Centre

Kararaina rangihau (aka Karlite) is a dedicated Tūhoe tribeswoman
committed to ensuring that Tūhoetanga continues as a living practice in
her community. She has over 20 years of involvement in various projects
as an actress, writer, singer, composer, director and producer for Māori
children’s television, film, radio, theatre and community development.
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tikeq, Qiterleq, Mikileraq, eqeqqoq
(Fore Finger, Middle Finger, ring Finger, little Finger)

greenland • 93 min • 2008 • dramatic Feature
greenlandic & English with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: Ujarneq Fleischer (Inuk)

this is the no-budget film of legend. Heralded as the very first dramatic feature film from greenland
– made, literally, for a hundred dollars – this rowdy, grassroots comedy takes us on a crazy romp
through western greenland. Starring Ujarneq Fleischer (who also directed), Tikeq, Qiterleq,
Mikileraq, Eqeqqoq follows four childhood friends as they try to find meaning in life. throw in true
love, mythical secrets and a big dose of misadventure, the boys’ journey leads them to a place of
where none had thought they would ever arrive.
Ujarneq Fleischer was born and raised in Sisimiut in western Greenland. he is an actor, director and
artist who finished art school in nuuk in 2004. Since then he has worked with paintings and films. In
2008, he made his first film, tikeq, qiterleq, Mikileraq, Eqeqqoq, followed by Akiniaaneq
killeqaleraangat. his latest film, Ikuala Zeeb, was completed this year. Today, Ujarneq works as an
actor for The national Theatre of Greenland.
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b(e)arings: one’s position or situation relative to one’s surroundings, uncovered, revealing,
exposed, unconcealed and undisguised; this collection of experimental shorts is rooted in
the layered meaning of this constructed word.

Message

canada • 3 min • 2015 • Experimental
English
toronto premiere
director: Marie-Pier ottawa (Atikamekw)
Sonic art and animation collide as a message in Atikamekw is received through a
television cable.
Marie-Pier Ottawa (Atikamekw), a young artist born in 1990, is a regular at Wapikoni
Mobile. A native of Manawan, from the Atikamekw community, she has presented her
videos all over the world. her works have earned various awards, including the Prix
Jeunesse at the Festival Ciné Alter’natif in nantes in 2010 and the Prix Vidéographe
at the Gala Prends ça court! in Montreal in 2013.

the Dust Bowl

canada • 4 min • 2016 • Experimental
English
World premiere
director: lisa Jackson (Anishinaabe)
Exploring the devastation of the 1930s, lisa Jackson shapes amateur-shot archival film
from a South dakota town and audio interviews of residents who lived through the great
depression to craft a moving and powerful allegory of contemporary financial corruption.
Lisa Jackson’s genre-blending films span documentary and fiction and include
current affairs, animation and a musical. They’ve appeared on most networks in
Canada, screened at major festivals internationally and garnered numerous awards,
including a 2010 Genie for best Short Film. Playback Magazine named her one of 10
to Watch in 2012.

the Valedictorian of Carlisle indian school
Untied States • 3 min • 2016 • Experimental
Without dialogue with English Subtitles
director: Rachael nez (navajo)

A visual poem recounts the horror of a boy’s forced removal to a residential school and
the indignities he faces there. based on the poem by Ashlee Hope bird.
rachael nez is a documentary filmmaker currently based in California. She strongly
believes in the revitalization of Indigenous languages and supports those efforts
through her knowledge of digital technologies and video skills.
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untitled (epilogue)

Aotearoa new Zealand • 5 min • 2015 •
Experimental
English
Canadian premiere
director: Shannon te Ao (Māori)
A procession of potted plants slowly moves its way across the screen as a melancholy
voiceover speaks to life’s mundane and frightening nature.
Shannon Te Ao is an artist, writer and curator whose current research interests
include performance and video art practices. The majority of Te Ao’s recent artistic
output has seen him investigating and responding to material drawn from Māori
paradigms, testing the implications of alternative creative, social and linguistic models
in relation to contemporary video art and other performative practices.

Hands to the sky

United States • 4 min • 2016 •
Experimental
English
international premiere
director: Elizabeth laPensée (Anishinaabe, Métis)
With music by the Métis Fiddler quartet, this experimental stop motion animation
comments on the fallout from oil extraction and the ability to heal and transform
through fluidity.
elizabeth LaPensée, PhD, expresses herself through writing, design and art in games,
transmedia, comics and animation. She is Anishinaabe, Métis and Irish, living near
the Great Lakes.

Visions of an island

United States • 15 min • 2016 •
Experimental
English
international premiere
director: Sky Hopinka (Ho-chunk)
Situated on a tranquil island in the centre of the bering Sea, a visitor captures the
poetic reflections of an Unangam tunuu Elder on landscape, fauna and youth through
a collection of magical, dreamlike imagery.
Sky hopinka’s work centres on personal positions of landscapes, language, culture
and the play between the accessibility of the known and the unknowable, and how
those concepts interact with the screen and the audience. he received his bA from
Portland State University in liberal arts and his MFA in film, video, animation and new
genres from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

i am

canada • 4 min • 2015 •
Music Video
English
ontario premiere
directors: Moe clark (Métis), Emmanuel Hessler
this visually arresting and ethereal film is a hypnotic journey into the layers of the
subconscious, exploring one’s lineage and connectedness through the essential
element of water.
Moe Clark is a multidisciplinary artist, singer, poet, educator and activist. her video
nitahkôtân (I Have Arrived) won the best Music Video prize at imaginenATIVe 2015.
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Woman without Mandolin

brazil • 5 min • 2015 •
Experimental
English
Canadian premiere
director: Fabiano Mixo (Afro-Indigenous)
this award-winning film powerfully confronts the colonial gaze found in European art.
Using Picasso’s Girl with Mandolin as a platform, director Fabiano Mixo places a
strong woman as the focal point within the fractured confines of the cubist style,
redirecting the colonial lens.
Originally from brazil, Fabiano Mixo is a multimedia artist and film director based in
berlin. he studied art, media, film and communications in rio de Janeiro. he is currently
developing the video installation letters to lumière (360° short films), which will be
shown in 2016 at the Museum of Arts and Technology Oi Futuro in rio de Janeiro.

Dollastallat
(to Have a Campfire)

Sápmi-Finland • 6 min • 2016 •
Experimental
Without dialogue
north american premiere
director: Marja Helander (Sámi)
Referencing an old Sámi myth, we find a woman wandering through the mountains in
the kola Peninsula, a landscape marked by the mining industry. Encountering an
unexpected friend, she attempts to make a hospitable offer in this dreamlike story
commenting on ecology, past and present.
Marja helander pursued her interest in photography and graduated from the
University of Art and Design in helsinki in 1999. Since then she has presented works
in solo- and group-exhibitions both in Finland and abroad. helander’s work explores
the question of identity with regards to her Sámi background. She works with
photography, video and installation.

the length of grief:
the Daughters of Métis Mothers
canada • 5 min • 2016 •
Experimental
Without dialogue
ontario premiere
director: Amy Malbeuf (Métis)

An evocative experimental film about transformation from women’s grief rooted in
colonial trauma, we find two Métis women who, through trust and sisterhood, support
one another on their path to transcendence and healing.
Amy Malbeuf is a visual artist who has exhibited her work nationally and
internationally. In 2016 she was selected as one of six Indigenous artists to create a
permanent public artwork for the upcoming Indigenous Art Park in edmonton.
Through utilizing mediums such as caribou hair tufting, beadwork, installation,
performance and video, Malbeuf explores notions of place, language and ecology.

Co-presented by:
images Festival
indigenous performing arts alliance (ipaa)
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the nAtive slAm
screening sponsor:

the native slam

Aotearoa new Zealand, canada, United States, Australia, Sápmi - norway/Finland, Samoa •
60 min • 2016 • Short dramas
Māori/Sámi/navajo/Mohawk with English Subtitles
international premiere
Producers: Pauline clague (yaegl), libby Hakaraia (ngāti Raukawa/ngāti toa Rangatira/te Āti Awa)
In March 2016, this extraordinary project – envisioned and created by libby Hakaraia, director of the Māoriland Film Festival,
and Australian producer Pauline clague – paired together 15 international Indigenous filmmakers, challenging each to create
five short films in 72 hours on a budget of $800 a piece. Applying 10 rules to the challenge, artists were asked to focus on
ideas that heal and to include one of the three spoken and untranslated Indigenous languages represented by the filmmakers.
The Native Slam culminates into a powerful collection of works that transcends borders, creating a strong synergetic voice in
filmmaking and story creation.
ara
directors: kath Akuhata-brown (ng āti
Porou), Sara Margrethe oskal (Sámi),
Echota kilsnight (northern cheyenne/
cherokee keetowah)

sKoHa
directors: tainui Stephens (te Rarawa),
Zoe leigh Hopkins (Heiltsuk/Mohawk),
Rima tamou (bulgunnwarra/nga
Ruahine Rangi)

seCH’el
directors: chelsea Winstanley
(ngāti Ranginui), cornel ozzies
(yawuru, goonyland), trevor Mack
(tsilhqot’in)

A visual and melodic poem whose text
and diverse languages cross borders to
create unified pathways of discovery
about the world and ourselves.

life continues on, even when the ones
we love are lost, in this poetically
sublime cry for the ones we miss.

“Sometimes loneliness makes the
loudest noise.” A friendship is altered
forever when the courage of one is not
reciprocated by the other.

taWHaoWHao
directors: Himiona grace (Paekakariki),
blackhorse lowe (navajo), Sunna
nousuniemi (Sámi)
this haunting film tells the story of a
man who must face a harsh reality in
his attempt to fix an estranged
relationship between him and his
16-year-old daughter.
70

ra’stat’ste
directors: Mike Jonathan (te Arawa/
Waikato/Mataatua), Sonia boileau
(Mohawk), Jeremiah tauamiti (Samoan)
In this emotionally touching film,
a mother gives birth, but when
complications arise she must
remember her strong connection to
land, water and spirit.

Co-presented by:
national
indigenous Media
arts Coalition
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screening sponsor:

Maliglutit (searchers)

canada • 94 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
Inuktitut with English Subtitles
director: Zacharias kunuk (Inuk)
co-director: natar Ungalaaq (Inuk)
Zacharias kunuk brings us another cinematic masterpiece from the north.
In 1913 nunavut, a community’s well-being hangs in the balance. After an elder senses a foreboding, four men are exiled for the
misfortune and trouble they will surely bring to the small group of Inuit. Angry and dangerous, the men roam the snowy tundra
with a sickness in their hearts and minds.
Farther away, a man and his son are on the hunt for caribou, having been shown the way by his spirit helper, kallulik, the loon.
While the pair had a successful hunt, upon their return the man finds his wife and daughter kidnapped, and the other members
of his family murdered by the marauding exiles. coming to his aid, kallulik sets him on course to find his family and avenge the
deaths of his loved ones.
Swapping stagecoaches for sleighs, the riveting, beautiful and exciting Maliglutit is the dramatic reimagining of the John Wayne
western The Searchers. this remarkable film is a must-see and an instant classic of Indigenous cinema.
Zacharias Kunuk is a world renowned filmmaker whose dramatic feature films include Atanarjuat the Fast Runner, which won the
Camera d’Or at the Cannes film festival in 2001, and the Journals of knud Rasmussen, co-directed with norman Cohn, which
opened the Toronto International Film Festival in 2006. Kunuk is the winner of a national Arts Award, the national Aboriginal
Achievement Award and was named an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2005. Atanarjuat was recently named as the top
Canadian film of all time by TIFF.

Co-presented by:
Kingulliit productions
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three wise COusins
screening sponsor:

three Wise Cousins

Aotearoa new Zealand/Samoa • 89 min • 2015 • dramatic Feature
English/Samoan with English Subtitles
director: Stallone Vaiaoga-Ioasa (Samoan)
Canadian premiere
the Samoan comedy hit comes to canada! born and raised in Aotearoa new Zealand, Adam is your typical
22-year-old city guy with a killer crush on Mary (who barely knows he exists). When he overhears Mary say that
she only dates “real” island guys, Adam makes it his mission to deliver. He packs his bags and flies to Samoa to
engage the services of his two cousins – both island boys to the core – to teach him the island ways. From
climbing for coconut to learning how to dance, Adam’s journey to win Mary’s heart will win yours. Made on a
shoestring budget of $80,000, the funny and charming Three Wise Cousins surprised the industry by taking over
$2 million at the box office to become a true success story of independent, grassroots feature filmmaking.
Credited as SQS, director Stallone Vaiaoga-Ioasa set out to make people laugh and learn more about life in Samoa.
born in Auckland to Samoan parents, he completed a law degree as a backup to a film career. Stallone pursued his
passion for filmmaking and worked four jobs to save money to self-fund three Wise cousins.

Co-presented by:
na-Me-res (native Men’s residence)
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Welcome to the flip side! Join us for an extraordinary - uncanny! - night of terrifying tales,
sci-fi spectaculars, dark dramas and side-splitting shorts as you begin your journey into
the Witching Hour.

remains, Human

canada • 8 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
ontario premiere
director: cody Halcrow (cree)

young reporter Jessica Hale and her cameraman are eager to uncover what lies behind
the mysterious alleged monster sightings in their town. but when a shadowy character
named Victor Merrick grants them the tell-all interview they have been waiting for, their
big-break news story just might be their last.
Cody halcrow is an emerging filmmaker. Remains, Human is his first film. he is
currently a student in the national Screen Institutes 2016 new Voices Program.

aKoÓ (Watchout!)

canada • 7 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
north american premiere
director: Amos Scott (tlicho)
on a chilling winter night at a northern bush party, two young men plot to take
advantage of two young women. Unbeknownst to them, something is watching them
from the cold, dark woods and their sinister plan is about to take an unexpected turn.
Amos Scott is a producer, director and writer based in yellowknife. he is a member
of the Tlicho nation and a co-founder of Dene nahjo who looks to his Dene
background for inspiration. AkoÓ won best Screenplay at the Dead north 2016
Film Festival in yellowknife.

normie

canada • 6 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
toronto premiere
director: daniel couchie (ojibway)
When normie is plagued by a series of increasingly disturbing hallucinations, he must
face the terrifying truth that he might be losing his grip on reality. Will he make the
choice to leave this dark chapter in his life behind or will he allow the looming darkness
to envelop him?
Daniel Couchie is a graduate of the Video Production Technician Program at the
Toronto School of Video. heading into his final year at the Digital Cinematography
Program at Canadore College, he has worked on 30+ student films.

Dressed to Kill

canada • 3 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: norman champagne (cree)
A tragic drunk-driving accident causes one man to lose the love of his life. Feeling that
the punishment did not fit the crime, on the eve of what would have been their ten-year
anniversary, he decides to take matters into his own hands.
norman Champagne attended Capilano University and obtained a Documentary
Production Certificate. he has worked in film and television since 2009.
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Feels good

United States • 15 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: Andrew okpeaha Maclean (Iñupiaq)
there is that brief moment, right before something bad happens, when your life
flashes before you. In a clever twist on the 1999 film American Beauty, this is the
moment where we find our protagonist: a reluctant hero whose choices have led to this
very moment.
Andrew Okpeaha MacLean is an award-winning filmmaker born and raised in Alaska. he is
known for his feature film on the Ice, which opened imaginenATIVe in 2011 and was
awarded best First Feature and the Crystal bear for Generations 14plus at the 2011 berlin
International Film Festival. he is currently an assistant arts professor in the Graduate Film
Program at new york University’s Tisch School of the Arts.

Hipster Headdress

canada • 1 min • 2016 • Experimental
Without dialogue
World premiere
director: Amanda Strong (Michif)
Part of the naked Island series, this short, sweet and unapologetic animated
work confronts the issues of cultural appropriation and everything wrong with
hipsters in headdresses.
Amanda Strong is an award-winning filmmaker, media artist and stop-motion director
currently based out of the unceded Coast Salish territory also known as Vancouver. She
is the owner and director of Spotted Fawn Productions.

other

United States • 5 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
international premiere
director: Rodrick Pocowatchit (comanche/Pawnee/Shawnee)
A native American man finds himself in a long line of applicants waiting to apply for a
job. While filling in the application, he notices a glaring omission on the form and
decides to point out this out to the interviewer.
rodrick Pocowatchit has produced, written, edited, directed and starred in three
independent feature films. he is an alumnus of the Sundance Institute’s screenwriting
program, the L.A. SkinsFest Directors Initiative at CbS and a film columnist for the
Wichita eagle newspaper in Kansas.
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nan and a Whole lot of trouble

Australia • 11min • 2015 • Short drama
English
director: dena curtis (Warumungu/Warlpiri/Arrernte)
nan and Min are sisters and they don’t always see eye to eye, particularly over nan’s
treasured photo album with images of their dead relatives. believing that her older sister’s
album is just a culturally inappropriate morbid European tradition, Min tries every trick in the
book to outsmart her equally tricky sister.
Dena Curtis is an award-winning filmmaker, editor, series producer and commissioning editor
who directed the first Indigenous narrative comedy series in Australia, 8MMM Aboriginal
Radio.

star Wars – trash Compactor scene
canada • 3 min • 2014 • Short drama
Mohawk with English Subtitles
director: Zoe leigh Hopkins (Heiltsuk/Mohawk)

Produced by students and graduates of the Mohawk language immersion program for adults
at onkwawenna kentyohkwa in Six nations, this delightful short recreates the unforgettable
trash compactor scene from the original Star Wars in the Mohawk language. Winner of
#tIFFStarWars contest.
Zoe Leigh hopkins is an alumnus of the Sundance Institute’s Feature Film Program. She has
made several short films that have screened internationally including Sundance, Worldwide
Short Film Festival and berlin. her film the garden won the nSI Online Festival’s A&e Short
Filmmaker’s Award and her most recent short, Mohawk Midnight Runners, won the best
Canadian Short Drama at imaginenATIVe 2013.

Hickey gone Wrong

canada • 7 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: Jay cardinal Villeneuve (cree/Métis)
Poor young grant has his first hickey and it is the size of texas. Hoping to hide it from his
parents, he quickly learns that will be impossible since the whole town of Fort Smith, nWt,
already knows and won’t let him live it down. based on Richard Van camp’s story, this
hilarious tale, enacted by Fort Smith actors, will leave you in stitches and might just bring
you back to the memory of your first love bite.
Jay Cardinal Villeneuve’s numerous low-budget independent short and student films have
played at various film festivals across north America and Germany. he has played many
roles in the Vancouver film industry, including filming as a private statement gatherer for the
Truth and reconciliation Commission. he is a graduate of the Indigenous Film Program
and Cinematography at Capilano University.

Co-presented by:
rue Morgue
Blood in the snow Canadian Film Festival
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We Can’t Make the same Mistake twice
canada • 165 min • 2016 • documentary Feature
English
director: Alanis obomsawin (Abenaki)

the rights of First nations children take centre stage in this landmark documentary, the 50th by legendary filmmaker Alanis
obomsawin. We Can’t Make the Same Mistake Twice follows the historic discrimination complaint filed against the government
of canada in 2007 by the First nations child & Family caring Society of canada and the Assembly of First nations. led by the
tireless and determined cindy blackstock, the head of the caring Society, they argued that child and family welfare services
provided to First nations children on reserves were underfunded and inferior to those offered to other canadian children.
despite challenges from the federal government to have the case dismissed, the canadian Human Rights commission referred it
to a full hearing by the canadian Human Rights tribunal, which began proceedings in 2013. over the course of the next three
years, blackstock and her allies tenaciously fought for what they knew was right in the face of overt – and covert – challenges.
obomsawin’s deft documentary lens gives us a rare and detailed glimpse into the canadian legal system as a remarkable story of
courage, conviction and justice unfolds.
Master filmmaker Alanis Obomsawin has been making documentaries through the national Film board of Canada since the
1960s. One of the most prolific – and significant – voices in documentary, Obomsawin is committed to sharing Indigenous
perspectives in her expansive body of work, which now stands at 50 features and shorts. She is the recipient of numerous awards
and honours and remains fiercely committed to her craft at the inspirational age of 84.
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Half & Half

greenland • 3 min • 2015 •
Short documentary
greenlandic & danish with
English Subtitles
north american premiere
director/Producer: Aka Hansen (Inuk)
navigating the waters of a mixed identity can be sometimes murky. Filmmaker Aka
Hansen explores her greenlandic and danish identities and contemplates the comment
she often hears: “you don’t look greenlandic.”
Aka hansen was born in Aarhus, Denmark, and has a Greenlandic mother and a
Danish father. She is currently living in Copenhagen, where she studies at the film
school Super16.

stg

greenland • 22 min • 2016 •
Short documentary
greenlandic & danish with
English Subtitles
north american premiere
director/Producer: Aka Hansen (Inuk)
Small time giants has already conquered the pop-rock lovers back home in greenland
and now the band dreams about making it big in Europe. STG follows the four musicians
through germany through their highs and lows as they learn the road to international
success is a hard one to travel and without guarantees. the question is whether the
struggle is worth it … or not.
Aka hansen was born in Aarhus, Denmark, and has a Greenlandic mother and a
Danish father. She is currently living in Copenhagen, where she studies at the film
school Super16.

Killormut (upside Down)

greenland • 8 min • 2014 •
Short drama
greenlandic with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: Ulannaq Ingemann (Inuk)
An intense and intimate drama of a man at a dark crossroads in his life trapped in a
nightmare scenario of his own creation.
A major new talent of Greenlandic cinema, director/producer Ulannaq Ingemann won
the 2015 Innersuaq (national Greenlandic film) award, awarded by the Greenlandic
filmmakers association, FILM.GL.
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sinilluarit (goodnight)

greenland • 15 min • 1999 •
Short drama
greenlandic with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: Inuk Silis Høegh (Inuk)
When his sexual advances are rejected by his wife, ole has trouble sleeping, and
conspiracy fantasies start to emerge. A comedy about sex and jealousy, Sinilluarit is
celebrated as greenland’s first short dramatic film and the debut film of renowned and
award-winning filmmaker Inuk Silis Høegh.
Inuk Silis høegh is a film director and artist born in Qaqortoq, Greenland. he earned
a Master of Arts in film and TV production from the University of bristol in 1997 and a
Master of Fine Arts from the royal Danish School of Visual Arts in 2010. Sinilluarit
screened at 27 international film festivals.

Qivittoq

greenland • 41 min • 2016 •
Short drama
greenlandic with English Subtitles
international premiere
director: kaare Sylvest Pedersen (Inuk)
Producer: karsten ortôraq Albrechtsen Heilmann (Inuk)
Minik is a prosperous businessman based in nuuk who has a reputation of only thinking
about money. His life takes a dramatic turn when he’s fired by his own board and Minik
becomes a “qivittoq,” someone who abandons society after a harsh experience.
Director Kaare Sylvest Pedersen was born in nuuk. qivittoq is his first film. Producer
Karsten Ortôraq Albrechtsen heilmann was born in Arsuk in south Greenland.
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there is a rising and influential force of new female voices within filmmaking. From both
sides of the Medicine line, these outstanding new talents capture an array of topics that
plunge into the core of humanity, addressing an expansive discourse around issues from
resurgence, deep cultural ties and tradition, to sisterhood and loss.

nitanish – à ma fille
(nitanish – to My Daughter)

canada • 3 min • 2015 • Short drama
French with English Subtitles
ontario premiere
director: Melissa Mollen dupuis (Innue)
While awaiting the arrival of her daughter, Melissa Mollen dupuis – the co-founder of Idle
no More quebec – weaves together a blanket for her unborn daughter that tells the
creation story of their people. What begins as a creation story becomes a strong and
stirring message of promise, conviction and hope to the new life growing inside her.
Melissa Mollen Dupuis is an Innu nation member from the community of ekuanitshit
on the north-Shore region of Quebec. She has over 15 years of experience in the
cultural activities sector with First nations organizations, including the First nations
Garden and more recently native Montreal.

Crash site

canada • 13 min • 2015 • Short drama
English/cree
ontario premiere
director: Sonya ballantyne (Swampy cree)
After the death of her parents, kaley struggles with her anger. After running away from her
sister’s home and hiding out in a comic book shop, kaley connects with a First nations
superhero called thunderbird, who teaches her the power of family.
Sonya ballantyne is an emerging filmmaker from Misipawistik First nation. She has a
bachelor of Arts with a focus on film from the University of Winnipeg and was the recipient
of the rbC emerging Filmmakers Competition in 2014.

nous nous souleverons
(We Will rise)

canada • 4 min • 2015 • Short drama
French with English Subtitles
ontario premiere
director: natasha kanapé Fontaine (Innue)
the talented poet natasha kanapé Fontaine creates a stirring ode for the generations
to rise up and bring light to the world.
natasha Kanapé Fontaine is an Innu poet from Pessamit, living in Montreal. A proud
representative of Idle no More, she travels throughout Canada and other countries as
a poet and public speaker.
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passing Moments

canada • 5 min • 2015 • Short drama
Without dialogue
ontario premiere
director: Melissa girvan (Mi’gmaq)
An old woman drops her keepsakes, and as she picks up her belongings the memory of
a childhood friend begins to haunt her. As she moves through the cycle of her memories,
she struggles to find peace amidst the heartfelt longing.
Melissa Girvan made her first music video with Wapikoni, entitled Every Afternoon. She took
the opportunity in 2015 to direct her third film, which is a poetic essay on loss and love.

Beyond Hope

canada • 11 min • 2016 • Short drama
English/n’lakapamux
World premiere
director: Jade baxter (nlaka’pamux)
the nlaka'mapux story of The boy and The Owl is retold by a young radio host in this short
that contemplates perspectives on oral history and remembrance.
Jade baxter was born and raised in the nlaka’pamux nation in the interior of british
Columbia. being of both Indigenous and Irish-Canadian heritage, she is a filmmaker who
often works with the ideas of identity, perspective and the way we are shaped by our
environments in both documentary and narrative genres.

exposed nerves

canada • 8 min • 2016 • Short drama
Without dialogue
World premiere
director: Madison thomas (ojibway/Métis)
through a contemporary dance piece, we see the different ways that a young woman
deals with her bipolar reality. the ups and downs of her life are eloquently displayed
through the happiness of her dance versus the weight of her depression and how she
battles her way through the movements of life.
Madison Thomas is a filmmaker from Winnipeg. raised in a Métis household,
storytelling was a huge part of her childhood. Madison found the natural extension
into filmmaking in high school and has worked at honing her craft ever since.
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stolen

canada • 7 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
ontario premiere
director: kawennáhere devery Jacobs (Mohawk)
Sheena, a lost teenager, is placed in a girl’s home. Seemingly forgotten and yearning for
a life of freedom, she runs away, only to be picked up by a dangerous stranger. the
directorial debut by actor kawennáhere devery Jacobs is a sober commentary on
missing Indigenous women.
Kawennáhere Devery Jacobs is a film and television actress best known for her
starring role in Rhymes for young ghouls, for which she received a best Actress
nomination at the 2014 Canadian Screen Awards. her most recent acting work
includes the Sun at Midnight and the land of Rock and gold, both of which are
screening at this year’s imaginenATIVe.

susto

United States • 8 min • 2016 •
Experimental
English
international premiere
director: Pearl Salas (xicana/yaqui/navajo)
A young woman recounts the story of the “coco Man,” a ghostly and monstrous entity that
haunts misbehaving children. When terror continues to grab her in adulthood, a medicine
woman tells her she has “susto,” a fear in her life that she must confront. gripping,
haunting and deeply unsettling, the woman’s truth is much more terrifying than the fear of
an imaginary boogeyman.
Pearl Salas was born and raised in Denver, Colorado. her work plays off this unique cultural
mix of Mexican, yaqui and navajo ancestry to interrogate how the modern world relates to
notions of past, present and future selves.

smoke that travels

United States • 13 min • 2016 •
Short documentary
English
director: kayla briët (Prairie band Potawatomi)
An insightful autobiographical documentary from self-taught filmmaker kayla briët, who
weaves a beautiful visual tapestry of her father’s teachings as a cultural leader and the
legacy she holds onto. through language, dance, music and the history of the Prairie
band Potawatomi, she claims her family’s story and expresses her and her father’s
beliefs as a smoke signal to the world.
Kayla briët is a 19-year-old award-winning filmmaker, composer and musician. She first
discovered music by tinkering with the piano at age four, taught herself to sing and
produce tracks at age 10, and discovered film at the age of 14. her work in music, art
and film is personal and visceral, reflecting themes of self-discovery, fear and strength.

Co-presented by:
Women in Film & television – toronto
native Women in the arts
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Featuring Joseph boyden, Senator Murray Sinclair,
terril calder, kent Monkman, digging Roots & Special guests
Hosted by cbc's connie Walker
Join us for a remarkable night in remembrance of chanie
Wenjack, a young Anishinaabe boy from the Marten Falls
First nation in northern ontario.
chanie was born in 1954 and at the age of nine was taken
to the cecilia Jeffrey Indian Residential School, over 600 kilometres away near
kenora. known there as “charlie,” chanie endured the horrors of residential school.
At the age of 12, chanie fled the school and, on foot, tried to return to his family. on
the night of october 22, 1966, chanie died alone next to the railroad, over 60
kilometres from the school, but still hundreds of kilometres away from home.
His death prompted a coroner’s inquest – the first for a student of a residential
school – which recognized that the “Indian education system causes tremendous
emotional and adjustment problems” for the Indigenous children. Since his death,
chanie’s story has become a symbol of resistance, survival and strength. trent
University named the Wenjack theatre in his honour and the late Willie dunn
wrote the tribute song, “charlie Wenjack”, (1978). More recently, chanie’s story
has been brought to a broader public via a new Heritage Minute and through new
work by gord downie, lead singer of the tragically Hip.
on the 50th anniversary of his death, imaginenAtIVE presents a special event
honouring his memory and honouring all former students of residential schools. A
night for chanie features a roster of acclaimed Indigenous leaders and artists who
will share words, songs and images inspired by chanie Wenjack.

Wenjack
introductory Words by senator
Murray sinclair

Reading by Joseph boyden from his new novella, Wenjack, illustrated by kent
Monkman. copies of Wenjack will be available for sale at the tIFF Shop. Joseph
boyden will be available for a book signing following the event.

Senator Murray Sinclair (Anishinaabe)
served the justice system in Manitoba for
over 25 years. he was the first Indigenous
Judge appointed in Manitoba and
Canada’s second. he served as Co-Chair
of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry in
Manitoba and as Chief Commissioner of
the Truth and reconciliation Commission
(TrC). As head of the TrC, he participated
in hundreds of hearings across Canada,
culminating in the issuance of the TrC’s
report in 2015.

A Canadian Métis of Irish, Scottish and Ojibwe heritage, Joseph boyden is one
this country’s most celebrated and accomplished writers. his novel through
black Spruce won Canada’s most prestigious literary prize, The Scotiabank Giller,
in 2008, and his most recent novel the orenda won CbC’s Canada reads in
2014. Joseph took part in imaginenATIVe’s Storyteller Screenings special project
in 2014 as part of a collaboration with Terril Calder.
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Kent Monkman is a Canadian artist of Cree ancestry who works with a variety of
mediums, including painting, film/video, performance and installation. his short
videos have screened at imaginenATIVe and at festivals worldwide. his
illustrations appear in Joseph boyden’s novella, Wenjack.
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snip

canada • 15 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
director: terril calder (Métis)
Writer & narrator: Joseph boyden
SnIP cuts up colonial canadian histories by telling a story of
survival amidst the country’s genocide of Indigenous children.
Annie and gordon travel back in time to save charlie and
niska, trapped in a nightmare reality designed to eradicate
their culture.
Terril Calder currently experiments with the amalgamation in
her stop-frame animated films that she writes, directs, crafts
and animates. The films screen nationally and internationally
and have received awards attention, most notably an
honorable Mention at the Sundance Film Festival and a
Canadian Genie Award nomination for choke, a short she
animated and co-created with Michelle Latimer. In 2016, she
was awarded the Ontario Arts Council’s K.M hunter Award for
her work in media arts.

Keewaydah

Performance by terril calder
A new performance art work inspired by a new, forthcoming
short animated film by terril calder and Joseph boyden,
supported through the {Re}conciliation initiative.

Musical performance by Digging roots

digging Roots are part of the new wave of Indigenous artists
redefining canada’s musical and cultural landscape. their
music is a genre blurring kaleidoscope of post-psychedelic
blues, rocksteady roots, and old school Indigenous
influences. lead by husband and wife collaborators Raven
kanatakta and ShoShona kish.
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AwArds gAlA

rosanna Deerchild

Craig lauzon

awards gala
presented by:
Join Awards gala co-hosts craig lauzon (ojibway) and cbc's
Rosanna deerchild (cree) as we announce the Juries’ picks
for this year’s prizes! Featuring performances by Jeremy
dutcher (Wolastoq), Rosary Spence (cree) and tom Jackson
(cree), our 17th Annual Awards gala is an evening for
celebration in recognition of Indigenous achievement in the
media arts.
After the Awards gala, we will keep the celebration going at
the Horseshoe tavern with the beat, our annual Saturday
night music event.
congratulations to this year’s winners!
Rosanna deerchild is the host of Unreserved on CbC radio
One. She is an award-winning Cree author and has been a
broadcaster for almost 20 years – including stints with APTn,
CbC radio, Global and a variety of Indigenous newspapers.
She hails from O-Pipon-na-Piwan Cree nation, Manitoba.
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craig lauzon is an actor that has been nominated for a Dora
Award, a Sterling Award, two Geminis, three Canadian
Comedy Awards and the Tim Sims encouragement Award. An
accomplished writer, he has written for both theatre and
television, and was chosen last year for the inaugural Script
Development Lab at imaginenATIVe for his screenplay At the
End of the day. english/French and Anishnabeg, this proud
Ojibway was never prouder than playing Kent in the national
Arts Centre’s all First nations production of king lear, starring
the late August Schellenberg as Lear.
Awards Show Artistic directors:
Andy Moro and tara beagan, ARtIclE 11
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Best short Drama
Presented by imaginenAtIVE’s board
of directors

the Kent Monkman award For Best
experimental
Presented by imaginenAtIVE

the ellen Monague award for Best youth
Work
Presented by Rbc Royal bank

$1,000 cash award

$500 cash award

$1,000 cash award

Drama pitch prize
Presented by Aboriginal People’s
television network (APtn)

Best short Documentary
Presented by cbc docs

the audience Choice award
Presented by Air canada

$1,000 cash award
$1,000 cash award
Supported by: bravoFAct, William F.
White, technicolor, national Film
board, toronto International Film
Festival and WIFt toronto.

Best audio Work
Presented by cbc Radio

Documentary pitch prize
Presented by Aboriginal Peoples
television network (APtn)

$1,000 cash award
Best Digital Media
Presented by imaginenAtIVE

the Jane glassco award for emerging talent
Presented by cJ Foundation

$1,000 cash award
the august schellenberg award of excellence

Supported by bravoFAct, William F.
White, technicolor, national Film
board, Hot docs, documentary
organization of canada, doc Institute
and WIFt toronto.
nFB/imaginenatiVe interactive partnership
recipient
Presented by the national Film board
of canada

$500 cash award
the Cynthia lickers-sage award for Best
Canadian short Drama
Presented by Vtape

Presented in part by ActRA national,
ActRA Performers’ Rights Society and
generous individual donations. Special
thanks to Joan karasevich and family.
$1,500 cash award

$1,000 cash award

the alanis obomsawin Best Documentary
award
Presented by tVo

Best indigenous language production
Presented by
Indigenous Media Initiatives
$50,000 development support
Best Music Video
Presented by imaginenAtIVE

4

INDIGENOUS
MEDIA
INITIATIVES

$1,000 cash award

4
$500 cash award

$2,000 cash award
Best Dramatic Feature
Presented by bell Media

INDIGENOUS
MEDIA
INITIATIVES

$2,000 cash award
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Volunteer members of the Sun Jury and the Moon Jury each adjudicate a selection of this year’s prizes. A listing of the prizes
and the films in competition are available on our website. the Juries’ choices will be announced at the Awards gala on
Saturday, october 22 (see page 87 for full details).

sun Jury

Howard adler

Monique Mojica

stine Wangler

Howard Adler is the co-director and
programmer for Asinabka, an annual
Indigenous film and media arts
festival in ottawa. He is also the
workshop coordinator at SAW Video
Media Art centre and works as a
freelance videographer and video
editor. Howard’s film and video work
has been exhibited in galleries and film
festivals in canada and internationally.
He is Jewish and ojibwa and a member
of lac des Mille lacs First nation.

Actor/playwright Monique Mojica
(guna and Rappahannock nations) is
passionately dedicated to a theatrical
practice as an act of healing, reclaiming
historical/cultural memory and
resistance. Monique’s first play,
Princess Pocahontas and the Blue
Spots, was produced in 1990, and
she was a co-founder of turtle gals
Performance Ensemble. known on
screen for her role in the landmark
film Smoke Signals, Monique has
taught in universities across north
America and remains active in her
theatrical practice.

Stine Wangler has been working at
the kurzFilmAgentur Hamburg doing
world sales and acquisitions since
2012. She wrote her final thesis
about short film on the Internet and
since graduating Stine has concentrated
on the sales possibilities for short films
online. She is part of the programming
team for the national competition of the
Hamburg International Short Film
Festival, one of Europe’s most significant
festivals for shorts.

Jaene F. Castrillon

rob lackie

rebeka tabodondung

Jaene F. castrillon is a film based
interdisciplinary (literary, media, visual,
performance) artist that explores her
relationship to the world through various
spiritual teachings and the wisdom of
the land. As a first generation canadian
settler who is mixed race (Indigenous
colombian/Hong kong chinese) queer
woman of colour living with disabilities
(psychiatric/physical/cognitive), her arts
practice combines, art, activism and
spirituality to open a dialogue on ideas of
wellness and illness. Jaene believes in
sharing the brilliance and the heartbreak of living a life less ordinary.

Rob lackie is Inuk and has experience
on several boards and committees,
such as the native canadian centre
of toronto, the Association for native
development in the Performing &
Visual Arts, the Aboriginal Sport &
Wellness council of ontario and
na-Me-Res. Rob was the 2011
Recipient of the Aboriginal Affairs
Award, recognized for his dedication
and the work that he has done in the
city of toronto.

Rebeka tabodondung is a documentary
filmmaker, poet and Indigenous
knowledge and oral history researcher.
Rebeka is the editor-in-chief of
MUSKRAT Magazine, an online
literary arts and culture publication
that profiles Indigenous writers and
offers critical discourse engaging
contentious issues in art, culture and
politics from an Indigenous canadian
perspective.

Moon Jury
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this year, we are thrilled to honour actor, singer and activist tom
Jackson with the 2016 August Schellenberg Award of Excellence.
tom Jackson claims music is his first love. It was the social
heartbeat of his early family life, and after being handed a guitar at
age 10, he is rarely seen without a six-stringed instrument.
tom has recorded 16 albums, and his rich bass baritone is
recognizable to music and television fans across the country. From
chief Peter kenidi on the cbc hit series North of 60, to feature
roles on Star Trek and Law & Order, he is ranked among the
famous 50 personalities of the first 50 years of television in
canada.
tom’s musical gifts have parlayed into his acting and philanthropic
causes, and his passion for creating change has generated over
$200 million in combined cash/in-kind value for food banks, family
service agencies and disaster relief. Awarded both a Juno and a
gemini in 2007, tom is an officer of the order of canada and
holds honorary degrees from nine canadian universities. In 2014
he received the governor general’s Performing Arts Award for
lifetime Artistic Achievement.
tom’s most recent cd, Ballads Not Bullets, and his book 364 –
timeless Wisdom for Modern times are raising money for the
canadian Red cross, for which he is an Ambassador.
tom Jackson will receive the 2016 “Augie” at imaginenAtIVE’s
Awards gala.

the August Schellenberg Award of Excellence was launched in
partnership with Joan karasevich Schellenberg to honour her late
husband, the legendary actor August (Augie) Schellenberg, and
the spirit of his work. this annual award is presented to gifted
Indigenous actors of all genders from turtle Island based on the
longevity and impact of their careers, as well as their professionalism
and involvement in mentorship and community work.
the 2016 Augie award is designed this year by chloe bluebird
Mustooch, a seamstress, beadworker, illustrator, painter and
sculptor from the Alexis nakoda Sioux nation of northern Alberta.
Award supported by ActRA national, ActRA Performers’ Rights
Society and individual donations.

toM JaCKson – photo credit: Rafal Wegiel
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We are still Here

she spins

How to steal a Canoe

Sofia Jannok and artist Anders Sunna
create an arresting video of resistance
towards the persistent colonial practices
of the Swedish state against the Sámi.

She Spins tells the story of a troubled
girl who is passionate and full of life but
hiding a dark side, featuring music by
binaeshee-quae couchie-nabigon.

Sofia Jannok is a twice-Grammynominated artist, singer, songwriter
and agitator for Indigenous rights and
environmental justice.

Daniel Couchie is a graduate of the
Video Production Technician Program
at the Toronto School of Video. he is
now heading into his final year of the
Digital Cinematography Program at
Canadore College.

With spoken lyrics by nishnaabeg poet
leanne betasamosake Simpson and
original score by cree cellist cris
derksen, How to Steal a Canoe tells a
story of stealing back the precious
parts of our selves.

loup garou (Werewolf)

aK-47

Featuring clayton Michel, loup garou
is a portrait of a man haunted by inner
demons that seem to also manifest
themselves outside.

the newest digging Roots video is
visually moving, utilizing the analogy of
an Ak-47 promoting love instead of hate.

Sweden • 5 min • 2016 • Music
Video
English/Sámi
World premiere
director: Sofia Jannok (Sámi)

canada • 5 min • 2016 • Music
Video
French with English Subtitles
World premiere
director: Matthew Vachon (Innu)

Matthew Vachon spent his life
between the town and the reserve.
his first video, Indian time, was
created through Wapikoni Mobile,
and he has since participated in the
Innu nikamu Festival and Montréal
First Peoples Festival.
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canada • 3 min • 2016 • Music Video
English
Canadian premiere
director: daniel couchie (ojibway)

canada • 4 min • 2016 • Music Video
English/Anishinaabe
World premiere
director: doug bedard (ojibway)

Doug bedard is a multidisciplinary
artist working behind and in front
of the camera. he is currently
filming, producing and digitally
rescripting stories.

canada • 4 min • 2016 • Music Video
English
World premiere
director: Amanda Strong (Michif)

Amanda Strong is a filmmaker, media
artist and stop-motion director. She is
the owner and director of Spotted Fawn
Productions, an animation and
media-based studio creating short
films, commercial projects and
workshops.

the beAt

SA

the
beAt
Saturday, october, 22 | 9:00PM
Featuring dJ Ariel, Shawnee, Wolf Saga
and dJ Shub
Hosted by Rachelle White Wind
Horseshoe tavern, 370 queen Street West

We acknowledge the financial support
of canada’s private radio broadcasters
A rare showcase of canadian Indigenous music talent and
imaginenAtIVE’s flagship social event, the beat returns in its
12th annual running with an evening of musical excellence at
the legendary Horseshoe tavern. kicking off with a special
screening of music videos selected for this year Festival (pg.
90), the live performance line-up includes sensational
up-and-coming artists, Shawnee and Wolf Saga, interspersed
with beats by dJ Ariel and topped off with one of Indigenous
music’s finest: dJ Shub.
With a vast musical palette to draw from, DJ Ariel always brings
a refreshing blend of sounds, styles and eras. This seamless
and unique approach, informed by all facets of her creative
work, derives from her eclectic involvement in community,
fashion, art, music and activism.
Mohawk singer songwriter Shawnee, known for her powerful,
soulful voice, has now shared the stage with Lady Gaga and
Tegan and Sara across Canada and the U.S. Shawnee’s single

“Mirror Me” also hit number one on the Aboriginal Music
Countdown and was aired on Mohawk girls.
electro-pop artist Wolf Saga has won the Jack richardson
Music Award twice for electronic Artist of the year, as well as
had his 2015 eP Auburn nights hit no. 1 on the Canadian
Aboriginal chart. Wolf incorporates his love for the 1980s synth
sounds and his Indigenous background into a music that is
melodic and accessible.
DJ Shub, formerly of A Tribe Called red, is a title earning DJ
and award winning music producer. battle tested and
extremely technical, DJ Shub has won the DMC Canada DJ
Championship, DMC Canadian battle for Supremacy, and
Canadian red bull Thre3style. Once part of the trio who
created a new sub-genre of electronic music, dubbed ‘powwow
step’, DJ Shub has recently released a new eP aiming to take
this unique mix of traditional Indigenous music and dubstep/
trap beats to a new height.
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Colonization road

canada • 50 min • 2016 • Feature documentary
English
World premiere
director: Michelle St. John (Wampanoag)
In towns throughout ontario, there are startling reminders of the colonization of Indigenous territories and the displacement of
First nations people. Anishinaabe comedian and activist Ryan McMahon takes us to his hometown of Fort Francis and down its
main drag, which is called colonization Road. Similar streets have similar names in towns and cities across the province, direct
reminders of the little-known colonization Roads Act of 1872 and its severe impact on First nations, their treaties and their land
in the name of “canadian settlement.” on his journey through ontario, McMahon explores the history of these roads, meets with
settlers in solidarity and raises significant questions about “reconciliation” and what it means to “decolonize.”
Michelle St. John is a two-time Gemini Award–winning actor with more than 35 years of experience in film, television, theatre,
voice and music. Michelle was a co-founder of Turtle Gals Performance ensemble, a native women’s theatre company based in
Toronto. She has also been a producing partner in Frog Girl Films, producing several short films directed by Marie Clements.
recently, Michelle joined ranks with Shane belcourt and Jordan O’Connor at The breath Films.

Co-presented by:
Cinema politica
inspirit Foundation
rebels with a Cause Film Festival
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spOtlight On greenlAnd iv:
greenlAnd rising

screening sponsors:

In this special presentation, guest programmers Pipaluk k. Jørgensen and Emile Hertling Péronard
discuss the birth, growth and future of greenlandic cinema. As the chair and a board member of
FIlM.gl, the greenlandic Film Association, Pipaluk and Emile will discuss the organization’s goals and
their own work, including presenting a sneak preview of Anori (Wind), a dramatic, sweeping feature
film currently in post-production that Pipaluk directed and produced. Join us for this riveting
discussion of a film industry that is catching the world’s attention.
Pipaluk K. Jørgensen chairs
the board of the recently
founded Greenlandic Film
Association, Film.GL.
See pg. 30 for more about
Pipaluk.

emile hertling Péronard is a producer
and serves on the board of FILM.GL.
See pg. 30 for more about emile.

anori (Wind)

greenland • In Production
greenlandic with English Subtitles
director: Pipaluk k. Jørgensen (Inuk)
Anori is a popular singer on tour in greenland. one evening, she meets Inuk in a small village on the
west coast of greenland and her life changes … it is love at first sight. Inuk works with the Arctic
command and is on a mission in the U.S. When the mission goes terribly wrong, Inuk almost
drowns and is left in a coma. Anori travels to him, but finds herself in a land where everything is
strange. She tries all that she can to get Inuk back to life and to greenland as she navigates a path
in a borderland between life and death.
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sweet night

canada • 5 min • 2016 • Short
drama
English
ontario premiere
director: Jessie Short (Métis)
Andy is a young Métis woman living in a big city. When a friend
invites Andy to accompany her to a large city park where she
introduces Andy to sweet grass, it sparks a night of surprising
exploration and self-discovery, ultimately reconnecting Andy
with her Indigenous roots in an unexpected way.
Jessie Short is a curator, writer and multidisciplinary artist and
emerging filmmaker whose work involves memory, multi-faceted
existence, Métis history and visual culture.

the promise of piha

new Zealand • 16 min • 2016 • Short drama
English/Samoan with English Subtitles
World premiere
director: Hanelle Harris (ngaphui, ngāti tuwharetoa)
Pule is brought up in a strong christian family and is heading to
bible college in Samoa. A cherished son in his family’s and
church’s eyes, he hides his homosexuality and his clandestine
affair with his best friend. As the community prepares for the
annual White Sunday ceremony, Pule must navigate the difficult
demands of his family, the church and his heart.
hanelle harris graduated with a bachelor of Performing Arts in
Acting for Screen & Theatre. She is passionate about Māori and
Pasifika stories, particularly those with strong female perspectives,
social realism and distinctive next-generation voices.
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me And my little sister

sparrooabbán
(Me and My little sister)

Sápmi-Finland/norway • 66 min • 2016 •
documentary Feature
Sámi/Finnish with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: Suvi West (Sámi)
Sparrooabbán is an intimate and moving glimpse into sisterhood, homosexuality and the
search for acceptance. director Suvi West and her youngest sister, kaisa, are Sámis
from northern Finland whose home village, Utsjoki, suffers from religious-based
prejudices and conservative values that haunt gay people’s lives on a daily basis. Suvi
feels powerless to help her lesbian sister in the face of her community’s persistent
colonial taboo about homosexuality, especially when kaisa chooses to have a baby.
What begins as a journey of self-discovery becomes a tender, loving and powerful
portrait of two sisters whose bond becomes unbreakable.
Suvi West has directed four documentaries that travelled to many international festivals
and were broadcast around Scandinavia. Well-known in Finland, she is a producer,
director, writer and actor who co-created the hit Sámi comedy TV series njuoska bittut.

Co-presented by:
inside out
2-spirited people of the 1st nations toronto
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the sun at Midnight

canada • 93 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
English
ontario premiere
director: kirsten carthew
Producer: Amos Scott (tlicho)
After the death of her mother, lia’s father makes the difficult decision to send her north to live with
the grandmother she never knew. At 16, all lia knows – and loves – is the southern urban jungle.
With her pink hair, faux fur coat and a bit of attitude, lia is immediately a fish out of water in her
grandmother’s small sub-Arctic community. determined to return south, lia steals a canoe and ends
up stranded and alone on the beautiful (but dangerous) land. She meets Alfred, a hunter in search of
a missing caribou herd, who reluctantly takes lia under his wing. the two embark on a journey
through the rugged and stunning northwest territories landscape that will change their lives forever.
Featuring incredible performances from kawennáhere devery Jacobs (rhymes for young Ghouls)
and duane Howard (The revenant).
Producer Amos Scott is the founder and owner of Adze Studios Inc., a multimedia company with a
focus on video production, editing, producing and photographing. Adze Studios is a 100%
Indigenous-owned and -operated business based in yellowknife with a vision to create and foster
northern stories about land, people and culture. Amos’s short horror film, AkoÓ, which he directed
and produced, is part of this year’s Witching hour programme.

Co-presented by:
setsune indigenous Fashion incubator
reel CanaDa
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Beat strong

lOrem ipsum
dOlOrsit Amet

Su

By Catherine Blackburn
congratulations to catherine blackburn, whose original drawing beat
Strong is featured on imaginenAtIVE’s 2016 delegate bags.
catherine’s work was selected as the winning submission to the second
annual tote bag Artwork collaboration between imaginenAtIVE and
Setsuné Indigenous Fashion Incubator.

Artist Statement:
this work speaks to strength of culture,
survival and renewal. Regardless of the hurdles
that stand in our way as First nations people,
our resiliency is unwavering. the heart of this
design is a symbol of survival, the floral pattern
inside it a symbol of our rich culture, and the
growth of the wild rose bud to full bloom a
symbol of our resistance to be silenced.
through joined voices there is a strengthened
awakening amongst First nations people,
speaking to our needs for equality, for answers
to our missing and murdered Aboriginal men
and women, and our fight to keep our lands
protected. through our response to all join
hands and stand in solidarity in this fight to be
heard, we can look to the future with optimism,
knowing our people continue to be empowered
by strength of community.
born in northern Saskatchewan and raised in
rural Saskatchewan, Catherine blackburn (Dene)
received her bFA at the University of Saskatchewan.
Catherine works predominantly in the areas of
painting and beadwork. She has received
numerous grants and awards for her work,
including a Governor General’s history Award for
her painting Grandma and the highly recognized
elizabeth Greenshields Foundation grant. She is
affiliated with Slate Fine Art Gallery in regina,
Mann Art Gallery in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan,
as well as Alcheringa Gallery in Victoria, bC.
Catherine’s work embraces two inspirations in
her life: family and culture. While she will
continue to explore personal narratives in her
work, she hopes to push the boundaries of how
we define and appreciate the Indigenous
experience in Canada.
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one of the most powerful weapons in any revolution is the creative mind, as it places a lens on
truths and injustices to disrupt colonial hierarchies and bring about positive social change.
#warpaint is a collection of films that does just that, aligning art with activism and arming the
artists as warriors for a better world.

SUn 2:30 PM
TIFF Bell lIghTBox
CInema 3

screening sponsors:

INDIGENOUS
S E R V I C E S

skateboarding pants

canada • 2 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director/Animator: colton Willier (cree/blackfoot),
co-Animator: Ethan Aspeslet-Asels (dene/Métis/Scottish)
our youngest filmmakers this year, colton and Ethan bring us this fun animation
of a pair of pants that take off on a skateboard to find its owner in the laundromat.
Colton Willier, is a grade 2 Cree & blackfoot student who loves Lego and animating
films. he made it with his best friend, ethan Aspeslet-Asels (Dene and Métis), and
their moms.
ethan Aspeslet-Asels is 12 years old and he really enjoyed working with Colton
to make Skateboarding Pants.

i am thy Weapon

United States • 11 min • 2016 •
Short drama
English
international premiere
director: Razelle benally (diné/oglala lakota)
A young navajo woman returns home to the place where her sister was murdered while
graffiting a wall. While she deals with her anger and tries to make peace with her passing,
she realizes her sister can live on in the art that she creates.
razelle benally currently resides in Santa Fe. her interest in filmmaking began in high
school, where she gained firsthand experience documenting local activism in South
Dakota for the protection of sacred sites. She worked with renowned skateboard
company Apache Skateboards doing videography. her time with the company helped her
self-develop a directorial and editing skill-set that continues to influence her work today.

Dig it if you Can

United States • 18 min • 2016 •
Short documentary
English
Canadian premiere
director: kyle bell (thlopthlocco/creek)
We get up close and personal with Steven Paul Judd, the dynamic and bold 21st century
renaissance man. one of the art world’s most energetic, accessible and celebrated
figures, this self-taught artist’s love for pop culture and native American art has given
him a massive following. this insightful portrait shows how Judd indigenizes the popular
everyday to allow our young to see themselves in all aspects of life, while at the same
time making his own dreams a reality through his passion and zest for life.
Kyle bell is an up-and-coming filmmaker based in Tulsa. he won best Documentary and
best of Class in the 2015 Santa Fe Indian Market SWAIA Class X Film Competition for his
first short documentary, native Evolution. he now films for the television programme
osiyo: Voices of the cherokee People.
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#wArpAint

Don’t stress

canada • 4 min • 2015 • Music Video
English
ontario premiere
director: Shane kelsey (ojibway)
Merging hoop dancing and acrobatics, Projek toombz sends a message to Indigenous
youth to stay on a good path of happiness to overcome stress.
Projek Toombz aka Shane Kelsey was born in Toronto and lives in Montreal. he was
influenced in early life by hip-hop and rap music and freestyled on a regular basis while
learning the art of rapping, and later came to writing his own lyrics.

the Kweenz of Kelston

Aotearoa new Zealand • 15 min •
2014 • Short documentary
English
international premiere
director: todd karehana (Māori/tangata Whenua)
In an all-boys school we get introduced to “the kweenz” a group of fa’afafine,
transgender and takataapui students who are working towards a final-year talent show.
As they prepare for their performance, they discuss the negative judgements they’ve
received from their male classmates and how they support and grow strength from
their sisterhood. As the lights come up on their performance, the kweenz of the
kelston boys’ High School fiercely strut their stuff on the stage, their strength and
beauty shining through all else.
Todd Karehana graduated in screen production from the University of Auckland in 2015,
where he is currently enrolled as a Master of Arts student specializing in drama directing.
Co-presented by:
regent park Film Festival
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AdriFt:
internAtiOnAl shOrts

At times we feel as if we are floating between two worlds and the choices we must make or
the paths we must take seem too far to see. In this stunning collection of international shorts
we find our protagonists at this point, set adrift in a sea of isolation and uncertainty.
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Co-presented by:
rendezvous with Madness
toronto reel asian international
Film Festival

Aotearoa new Zealand • 17 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
Canadian premiere
director: gregory king (ngapuhi/Mangaiti)
deep in a forest, an alien woman gives birth to a dying son and must sacrifice her
own life so that he may live. lost and alone in a world foreign to him, he encounters
a family mired in abuse and neglect of their own children. Watching from a distance,
the veil between his reality and fantasy collide, and he must choose the world he
wishes to live in.
Gregory King is an award-winning writer and director whose works include christmas,
A Song of good, Junk and teach you a lesson.

reagan

United States • 12 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: christopher nataanii cegielski (navajo)
Fifteen-year-old Reagan has left her group home and is now trapped in the world of sex
work. When a doorway opens to go back, she must make the difficult decision to trust that
path or remain where she is to navigate a dangerous landscape.
Christopher nataanii Cegielski, from Arizona, is a graduate of the University of Arizona’s
bFA Film Program. his short film bloodlines screened at berlin International Film Festival
and imaginenATIVe, and he was selected by the Sundance native Lab for the Time
Warner Producers Fellowship and the Sundance Creative Producing Summit.

smiths ave

Aotearoa new Zealand • 10 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
Canadian premiere
director: Robert george (Māori/cook Island)
through unconventional storytelling, we find a young man who unexpectedly receives a
call from his estranged father. Suddenly pulled back into the painful childhood memories
of abandonment, he must ask himself if he is ready to open a door to his past and return
his father’s call.
robert George is a director who started his career as a painter. he experiments with both
narrative and non-narrative filmmaking. Smiths Ave won the prize for emerging Director at
Wairoa Māori Film Festival.

soup for My Brother

United States • 10 min • 2014 • Short documentary
English
Canadian premiere
director: terry Jones (Seneca)
In this strikingly poetic documentary about memory, loss and brotherly love, we find
Jimmy, guided by the memory and words of his grandfather, preparing a soup for his
beloved brother danny, who passed away one year before.
Terry Jones is from the wolf clan and a recent graduate from Syracuse University with
a bA in film. Terry has worked abroad in Italy and he studied in the Czech republic
at the Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts in Prague (FAMU).
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Black Chook

Australia • 11 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
international premiere
director: dylan River (kaytetye)
In this hauntingly beautiful tale, a young man is guided by his aunt, and through her
memories he begins to search for the hidden roots of his family. As he unearths the
painful truth of the fate of his ancestors, she gently reminds him to find comfort and
celebrate in the victory of their survival.
Dylan river’s debut documentary, buckskin, won the Foxtel Documentary Prize at the
Sydney Film Festival in 2013. his AACTA Award–winning short film, nulla nulla,
premiered at berlin Film Festival, TIFF and imaginenATIVe in 2015. Dylan continues to
practice his trade, motivated in telling stories close to home.

Blackbird

Australia • 13 min • 2015 • Short drama
English
north american premiere
director: Amie batalibasi (Solomon Islander)
Solomon Islander siblings kiko and Rosa are part of the untold story of Australia’s Sugar
Slaves in the late 1800s. both kidnapped from their Pacific island home and forced to
work on a sugar cane plantation, kiko finds that he is faced with unimaginable loss, grief
for his homeland, and his need to be free.
Amie batalibasi is a filmmaker and producer based in Melbourne. A recipient of
numerous grants and awards, Amie has also facilitated various community-based film
projects with youth, refugees and culturally diverse groups. her documentaries have
screened internationally and blackbird is Amie’s debut dramatic short.

Wait

Aotearoa new Zealand • 14 min • 2015 • Short drama
Mandarin/English with English Subtitles
international premiere
director: yamin tun (karen)
An immigrant mother in Auckland is abandoned by her cheating husband. left alone with
her three children in a world of cultural distance and loneliness, she gradually begins to
break down and it is her young daughter who must bring her back.
yamin Tun was born in burma (Myanmar) under a military regime and has lived in
europe, hong Kong and Aotearoa new Zealand. She graduated from the University of
Oxford with a degree in philosophy, politics and economics. Tan has been the recipient
of numerous accolades for her work in both scriptwriting and direction.

polar sun

United States • 12 min • 2016 • Short drama
English
World premiere
director: katie Avery (Iñupiaq)
After the tragic death of Sondra’s sister, her seven-year-old niece, Raven, comes to live
with her and her partner. Already struggling to make sense of her own grief, she must
also help her niece through the loss of her mother as she turns to the Iñupiat stories as
a source of guidance for them both.
Katie Doane Tulugaq Avery received a bA in museum studies from the Institute of
American Indian Arts in 2009 and worked at the Santa Fe Art Institute. her short films
are centred on cultural, social and familial narratives with interest in how the feminine,
queer and Indigenous representations expand dialogue in social and political
conversations.
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screening sponsor

the northlander

canada • 98 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
English
ontario premiere
director: benjamin Ross Hayden (Métis, batoche)
In the year 2961, nature has reclaimed the land as the small remote village of last Arc is threated
by the Heretics, a merciless group of raiders. In a desperate attempt to save her people from
annihilation, nova, a matriarch and seer (played by award-winning actress Michelle thrush), calls
upon a lone and complicated hunter, cygnus (corey Sevier), to find the answers to their survival.
As cygnus leaves his wooded homeland, embarking upon a perilous journey through the desert,
his encounter with the vicious leader of the Heretics, torki (Julian black Antelope), could mean his
certain doom. but hope lies with his newfound ally, the lone huntress Mari (Roseanne Supernault),
and together they begin an epic journey and a race against time to unlock some of earth’s deepest
secrets in a desperate attempt to save last Arc and lead their people to a new way of life. With
extraordinary art direction and a star-studded cast that includes nathaniel Arcand, benjamin Ross
Hayden’s debut feature is a futuristic nail-biting heroic drama of survival and self-discovery.
benjamin ross hayden is the director of the award-winning short film Agophobia (2013) and is the
youngest filmmaker in Canada to be accepted to the Telefilm Canada micro-budget as director,
writer and producer. the northlander is his first feature.

Co-presented by:
the adam Beach Film institute
First nations House - university of toronto
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imaginenAtIVE showcases a selection of the Festival’s
award-winning films chosen at the Awards night on
Saturday, october 22. It’s our chance to see a selection of
these fantastic films for the first time (or again!), for FREE
before they travel the festival circuit!
Selected works will be publicly announced late Saturday
night via imaginenAtIVE press release, social media and at
the tIFF bell lightbox.

presented by:

award Winners screening
tIFF bell lightbox cinema 3
october 23, 9:15pm

Free
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ClOsing night gAlA

Bonfire

Closing night sponsor:

Russia • 85 min • 2016 • dramatic Feature
Russian with English Subtitles
north american premiere
director: dmitrii davydov (yakut)
dmitrii davydov brings us a remarkable debut feature film about a father’s love.
deep in the Sakha Republic in eastern Siberia, Ignat is a hard-working widower who keeps to himself and tries to do the
right thing. When his son accidently kills his own cousin, Ignat’s brother Mikhail blames him for raising a killer, causing a
deep rift between siblings. When his son is taken away, Ignat is left in a world of grief as he tries to make amends for his
son’s accidental crime. but when chipmunk – a young boy neglected by his parents – enters Ignat’s world, he finds
solace in his presence and tries to teach him the things he could not give his son. As an unlikely friendship blossoms and
Ignat finds a new love, it seems as if everything is changing for the better, but unbeknownst to them Mikhail’s anger over
his son’s death is brewing, and his vengeance threatens to turn a happy ending into tragedy.
Bonfire is a stunning feature drama unlike any seen on screen. As one of the rising new talents of Indigenous cinema
from Russia, dmitrii davydov creates a tender, tactile portrait of the complexities of family and the fragility of life.
Dmitrii Davydov was born in Amga, a village in yakutia (in russia). From his early years, Dmitrii was writing poems and
short stories. Love of literature turned into passion for cinema. he’s always been socially active and has acted in
amateur performances. he graduated from the Pedagogical Institute and worked previously as a psychologist before his
current day-job as a school director. At this school, Dmitrii created a youth club where students are given the means to
make their first music videos and short films. Good knowledge of the rural way of life in yakutia and his understanding
of villagers’ realities helped him to write and later shoot bonfire, his debut feature film, which recently had its world
premiere at the busan International Film Festival in Korea.
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industry series:
Free wOrkshOps & pAnels

oCt 20
tHURSdAy
TIFF Bell lIghTBox

Presenting sponsor

imaginenAtIVE’s FREE Industry Series brings together leading industry professionals from across canada and around the world in
an intimate setting designed to help advance professional careers. taking place in cinemas and workshop spaces at tIFF bell
lightbox, we aim to strike a balance between art, commerce and critical thinking in a welcoming environment for the most novice or
experienced media creator. come learn from and engage with respected and talented professionals working in the industry today.
Visit www.imaginenAtIVE.org or the imaginenAtIVE Mobile App (Android & Apple) for the most updated panel presenters and
speakers.

industry BreakFeast with the Canada Council
october 20, 8:45am – 10:00am
learning studios a/B

canada’s national Aboriginal arts funder welcomes delegates with good eats and
valuable information to kick-off to the Festival Industry Series. With respect to the
sweeping changes to its grant programs, the canada council invites all delegates to
learn about and explore these important updates and its potential impact on the future
of arts funding in canada for both creators and consumers. Individuals are welcome to
present potential projects they may have and see how they fit under the new Funding
Model which enters into effect April 2017.
presented by:

imaginenatiVe’s short Documentary pitch Competition
october 20, 10:15AM – 11:30AM
tiFF Bell lightbox, Cinema 4

come experience the excitement of this annual live-pitch competition, where three
pre-selected and trained canadian Indigenous pitch teams try to impress a jury of
high-level industry professionals. Prepared pitches are put to the test when a “wild card”
project from the audience is pitched to steal the show (and prize!). don’t miss this!
Prizes include $4,500 cash and over $3,000 in-kind production and networking prizes.
presented by:

With support from:

imaginenatiVe’s short Drama pitch Competition
october 20, 11:45AM – 1:00PM
tiFF Bell lightbox, Cinema 4

the most dynamic short film ideas are brought to life by three pre-selected and trained
teams to an audience and industry jury of high-level professionals specializing in short
films. A “wild card” pitch from the audience will make a run for the money (and prizes)
in an exciting twist. the Short drama Pitch winner will receive a $7,500 cash and over
$3,000 in-kind production and networking prizes for supports!
presented by:
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With support from:

oCt 21
FRIdAy
TIFF Bell lIghTBox

industry series:
Free wOrkshOps & pAnels
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indigenous Vr spotlight
october 20, 1:45PM – 3:00PM
tiFF Bell lightbox, green room
(Digital Media art+Cade)

this is an opportunity to showcase and inform the Indigenous media arts delegates
about the state of Virtual Reality and its creative and industry impact in shaping and
experiencing Indigenous storytelling. Featuring leading producers and artists, the panel
will discuss and present developing and produced content by Indigenous VR creators
and allies, and their best practices for stepping into this field creatively, technically and
financially.
presented by:

What’s Marketing got to Do With it? eVerytHing.
october 21, 10:00AM – 11:00AM
tiFF Bell lightbox, learning studios a&B

Emerging filmmakers often suffer from cinematic tunnel vision beyond the practical
filmmaking process, hijacking their film potential to reach awaiting consumers. developing a
marketing strategy at the onset of film development is key to discovering who the audience for
your film could be and how you can entice them in a media-saturated landscape. this
informative panel starts with the basics in developing effective and impactful film creative
collateral, expanding to the collaborative connections you’ll be glad to have once your film
makes its public debut.
presented by:

“Discoverability” of indigenous Content in the age of Media
abundance: What we all need to know
october 21, 11:00aM – 12:00pM
tiFF Bell lightbox, learning studios a&B

presented by:

technology has changed audience content consumption behavior beyond traditional
frameworks and into the vastness of the digital realm, making it harder for creators and
their presenters to reach audiences effectively. While this new issue, dubbed “content
discoverability,” is often acknowledged as the top-priority challenge facing the industry over
the course of the next decade, from an Indigenous creator’s perspective – one that had to
fight for representation in the regulated system – does this new world level the playing field,
or even give advantage to the recent surge in Indigenous attention in media? In a “sharing
circle” format, we invite all content creators to bring their opinions and successes
alongside Industry leaders in media and gaming, and Indigenous producers/creators
finding success in their production distribution, to communally bring awareness, tactics
and avenues to develop future productions with a “discoverability” perspective.

Micro Meetings networking event

october 21, 3:15PM – 5:15PM
tiFF Bell lightbox, learning studios a&B

Exclusive to delegate Pass Holders, imaginenAtIVE’s Micro Meetings connect you one-onone with industry decision-makers by giving you valuable face-to-face time to discuss your
project for acquisition, sale or development potential. delegates who have missed the
deadline for applications are welcome to apply during the Festival starting october 20 at the
first Industry Series panel, until the end of the day, and at the event, pending availability.
Apply early to ensure your spot; spaces are limited!
An up-to-date list of attending decision-makers is available at www.imaginenative.org/
industry-professional-development
supported by:
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World indigenous Cinema Catalogue
tHe WorlD’s largest online resourCe For inDigneous FilM + ViDeo!
“the indigenous iMDB”
imaginenAtIVE is proud to announce the public release of the World Indigenous cinema catalogue (WIcc). In partnership
with the University of Western ontario’s department of Women’s Studies and Feminist Research, a database of films by
Indigenous creators or with Indigenous content are now available in an online search engine. Users can search by a variety of
advanced options including themes, Indigenous affiliations and language.
WIcc will grow and develop as a key online resource as the world of cinematic attention to Indigenous talent and stories grow.
the World Indigenous cinema catalogue wouldn’t have existed without the dedicated commitment of dr. Wendy g. Pearson,
Associate Professor of Women’s Studies and Feminist Research at the University of Western ontario, and her collaborators,
dr. kerstin knopf of the University of bremen and dr. Ernie blackmore of the Woolyngah Indigenous Institute at the University
of Wollongong, as well as a regiment of student interns committed to this research and the cultivation of cinematic work. this
project was made possible by a grant from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research council of canada.
to begin your search, visit: www.imaginenative.org/wicc
For more information or to add to the WIcc, please contact wicc@imaginenative.org
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industry lAbs

In 2013 imaginenAtIVE released the report Indigenous Feature
Film Production in Canada - A national Perspective, which
identified the immediate need for increased training and
professional development opportunities for Indigenous feature
film creatives. In 2014 imaginenAtIVE’s Screenwriters lab
began this concentrated effort to support the first feature film
screenplay for four Indigenous writers. For the first time in
2016, imaginenAtIVE is providing “mini-lab” intensives in each
creative discipline, starting and growing the industry’s key
creatives’ skills from development to delivery.
For the inaugural imaginenatiVe Canadian indigenous Film
Director Mini-lab, with support of dgc - ontario, imaginenAtIVE will invite four emerging canadian Indigenous directors
– with credits on professionally presented short film work –
to participate in a three-day “mini-lab” with established
multidisciplinary, award-winning director tracey deer
(Mohawk), whose breadth of quality work and leadership role
in the sector and community will bring valuable perspective
and insight for the participants.
sponsored by:

the imaginenatiVe/CMpa Canadian indigenous Film producer
Mini-lab is designed to hone the skills and knowledge base of
four emerging canadian Indigenous producers through dedicated
one-on-one engagement with an established Indigenous creative
industry leader. For 2016, imaginenAtIVE has invited canadian
producer laura Milliken (ojibway) to lead this new initiative.

iS

imaginenatiVe/HgF script lab
born out of the desire to put a spotlight on works in progress and
to create development opportunities for professionally recognized
screenwriters, the imaginenAtIVE/HgF Story lab brings together
industry professionals and some very lucky scripts.
Up to six selected participants and their short or featureexcerpted scripts will be assigned to industry mentors who
will spend – over two separate sessions – four hours helping
to push these short film projects one step closer to their final
scripts. Participants contribute to the discussion about one
another’s projects and receive feedback/suggestions on their
project in a group-learning environment led by the mentor.
the Script lab was crucial to the feature script of Baybayin
by acclaimed filmmaker kanakan balintagos, whose
completed film won best Indigenous language Production
at imaginenAtIVE in 2014.
the Industry Mentors for 2016 are John galway, President,
English-language Program at Astral’s the Harold greenberg
Fund, and Eva thomas (Anishinaabe), the recipient of the
inaugural imaginenAtIVE Story Editor Mentorship, aimed to
bring Indigenous perspectives to the evaluation process of
feature film screenplays.
sponsored by:

sponsored by:
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mediAtheque

tiFF Bell lightbox
reitman square, 350 King st. West
nbc Universal learning Studio c
thurs, oct. 20 – Sat, oct. 22,
10:00am – 6:00pm
Sun, oct 23,
10:00am – 4:00pm
For Mediatheque access, please
check in at the guest Services desk,
tIFF bell lightbox lobby

please note that priority access
is given to buyers, commissioning
editors, acquisition executives,
distributors, sales agents and
festival programmers.

MT

the Mediatheque is open to Festival delegates only and provides access to the 2016
video library, viewing stations and the Internet.
the Mediatheque provides a video library with on-demand videotheque facilities
allowing Festival delegates to view all works submitted to the 2016 Festival. the
Mediatheque allows buyers to preview works and offers filmmakers a unique
opportunity to promote their work.
Again this year, imaginenAtIVE is including tV series produced and led by Indigenousowned production companies in the Mediatheque video library to acknowledge the
medium as a vital creative and business outlet on the Indigenous media arts landscape.
tV series will be listed as a separate section of the Mediatheque catalogue.
the Mediatheque catalogue is available to Industry delegates only, upon presentation
of their delegate Pass. All productions housed in the Mediatheque are listed in the
catalogue along with title, director, Indigenous affiliation, country and contact
information for each film.
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#
7 Minutes (pg. 55)
Print Source: tasha Hubbard
tasha.alaine@gmail.com
a
Ak-47 (pg. 90)
Print Source: Raven kanatakta
digging Roots
raven@diggingrootsmusic.com
AkoÓ (Watchout!) (pg. 73)
Print Source: Amos Scott
amoscott@gmail.com
Angry Inuk (pg. 51)
Print Source: Élise labbé
national Film board of canada
514-283-9133
festivals@nfb.ca
Anori (pg. 95)
Print Source: Pipaluk k. Jørgensen
karitasproduction@gmail.com
Aroha bridge (pg. 45)
Print Source: Morgan Waru
Piki Films ltd
waru.morgan@gmail.com
Awaskinawason
(the children of the Earth) (pg. 62)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514-276-9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
B
baamsewag mshkikiiwag
(they are walking around for medicines)
(pg. 55)
Print Source: keesic douglas
Skyblue Pictures
keesic@keesic.com
beyond Hope (pg. 81)
Print Source: Jade baxter
jadethebaxter@gmail.com
big Sky (pg. 48)
Print Source: daniel browning
browning.daniel@abc.net.au
bipolar Journey, A (pg. 44)
Print Source: thirza cuthand
Fit of Pique Productions
thirzacuthand@gmail.com
black chook (pg. 103)
Print Source: belinda Mravicic
Mravicic Films
+61 425 806 179
mravicic@iinet.net.au
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blackbird (pg. 103)
Print Source: Amie batalibasi
+61 434 957 313
info@amiebatalibasi.com
bonfire (pg. 107)
Print Source: Sardana Savvina
ssardaana@gmail.com
born to dance (pg. 60)
Print Source: Judd taylor
cinema Management group
8383 Wilshire blvd. Suite 320
beverly Hills, cA 90211
1 310 300 9959
jt@cinemamanagementgroup.com
C
cache-cache (pg. 56)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514-276-9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
ch'aak' S'aagi (Eagle bone) (pg. 42)
Print Source: tracy Rector
tracyrector@mac.com
colonization Road (pg. 94)
Print Source: Michelle St. John
mosaintj@gmail.com
crash Site (pg. 80)
Print Source: niki little
Winnipeg Film group
distribution@winnipegfilmgroup.com
cree code talker (pg. 54)
Print Source: Alexandra lazarowich
alex.lazarowich@gmail.com
D
dig It If you can (pg. 100)
Print Source: kyle bell
Redstick Films
rayvisuals15@gmail.com
dolastallat (to Have a campfire) (pg. 69)
Print Source: Marja Helander
Studio Marja Helander
+358407073631
marja.helander@saunalahti.fi
don't Stress (pg. 101)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514 276 9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
dressed to kill (pg. 73)
Print Source: norman champagne
Mikisew keemiwan Productions
normanchampagne@gmail.com
dust bowl, the (pg. 67)
Print Source: lisa Jackson

e
Exposed nerves (pg. 81)
Print Source: Madison thomas
Prairie kid Productions
prairiekidproductions@gmail.com
F
Feels good (pg. 74)
Print Source: cara Marcous
treehead Films Inc.
9174948133
cara.marcous@gmail.com
Four Faces of the Moon (pg. 52)
Print Source: Amanda Strong
Spotted Fawn Productions
amanda@amandastrong.com
g
god’s Acre (pg. 54)
Print Source: kelton Stepanowich
Half breed Films
info@halfbreedfilms.net
grandfather drum, the (pg. 56)
Print Source: Sarah Furlotte
thunderstone Pictures
8076270123
furlottesarah@gmail.com
H
Half & Half (pg. 78)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk
Hands to the Sky (pg. 68)
Print Source: Elizabeth laPensée
elizabethlapensee@gmail.com
Heidi lost (pg. 58)
Print Source: J.l. Whitecrow
whitecrow.j@gmail.com
Hickey gone Wrong (pg. 75)
Print Source: carla Ulrich
dayah Films
carlaeloise@dayahfilms.com
Highway of tears (pg. 43)
Print Source:
Hipster Headdress (pg. 74)
Print Source: Amanda Strong
Spotted Fawn Productions
amanda@amandastrong.com
Home to Me (pg. 52)
Print Source: david Hodges
n'we Jinan
5146689159
hodgesmusic@yahoo.com
Honour Water (pg. 42)
Elizabeth laPensee
elizabethlapensee@gmail.com
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How to Steal a canoe (pg. 90)
Print Source: Amanda Strong
Spotted Fawn Productions
amanda@amandastrong.com
i
I Am (pg. 68)
Print Source: Moe clark
514-409-1983
moe.clark@gmail.com
I Am thy Weapon (pg. 100)
Print Source: Razelle benally
razellebenally@gmail.com
Indian giver (pg. 57)
Print Source: trevor Solway
Solway Entertainment
solwayentertainment@gmail.com
J
Journey towards Reconciliation (pg. 52)
Print Source: Aretha greatrix
Miyo Pimatisiwin Productions Inc
miyopimatisiwin@gmail.com
K
kablunât (pg. 63)
Print Source: glenn gear
glenngear@gmail.com
killormut (Upside down) (pg. 78)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
+4526799654
emile@emileperonard.dk
konãgxeka: o dilúvio Maxakali
(the Maxakali Flood) (pg. 62)
Print Source: charles bIcAlHo
Pajé Filmes
31 3468-7291
charlesbicalho@gmail.com
kweenz of kelston, the (pg. 101)
Print Source: todd karehana
02108139996
tkarehana@gmail.com
l
land of Rock and gold, the (pg. 53)
Print Source: Janine Windolph
rockandgoldfilm@gmail.com
length of grief: the daughters of Métis
Mothers, the (pg. 69)
Print Source: Amy Malbeuf
studio@amymalbeuf.ca
loup garou (Werewolf) (pg. 90)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
15142769274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
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M'tik Woop (Stick and String) (pg. 63)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
15142769274
distribution@wapikoni.ca

ohero:kon - Under the Husk (pg. 58)
Print Source: katsitsionni Melissa Fox
katsitsionnifox@yahoo.com

Maliglutit (Searchers) (pg. 71)
Print Source: cara di Staulo
kingulliit Productions Inc.
514-486-0707
cara@isuma.ca
Mannahatta (Manhattan) (pg. 63)
Print Source: Renae Maihi
tbc independent
+64212529151
patuaproduction@gmail.com
Message (pg. 67)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
15142769274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
Midden (pg. 42)
Print Source: Jenny Fraser
dot_ayu@yahoo.com.au
n
nan and A Whole lot of trouble (pg. 75)
Print Source: lois Randall
Magpie Pictures Pty ltd
61 427875299
lois@loisrandall.com.au
native Slam, the (pg. 70)
Print Source: libby Hakaraia
Maoriland Film Festival
+6421810484
libby@maorilandfilm.co.nz
nitanish a ma Fille
(nitanish - to My daughter) (pg. 80)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514 276 9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
normie (pg. 73)
Print Source: daniel couchie
danieliracouchie@gmail.com
northlander, the (pg. 105)
Print Source: benjamin Ross Hayden
Manifold Pictures
403-807-1235
benjamin@manifold.pictures
nous nous Souleverons (We Will Rise)
(pg. 80)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514 276 9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
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other (pg. 74)
Print Source: Rodrick Pocowatchit
rodrick@rawdzilla.com
p
Passing Moments (pg. 81)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514-276-9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
Poi360 (pg. 43)
Print Source: lanita Ririnui Ryan
through the Fire ltd
lanita.ryan@gmail.com
Polar Sun (pg. 103)
Print Source: katie Avery
katieavery@alum.calarts.edu
Promise of Piha, the (pg. 96)
Print Source: Hanelle Harris
ms.hanelleharris@gmail.com
Q
qivittoq (pg. 79)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk
r
Radio Remixes Voices of binga (pg. 48)
Print Source: crystal Favel
Urban Indian Productions
crystalfavel@gmail.com
Reagan (pg. 102)
Print Source: oby M. okoye
reaganthemovie@gmail.com
Reflections of oka (pg. 48)
Print Source: kim Wheeler
cbc Radio one
km.wheeler@cbc.ca
Remains, Human (pg. 73)
Print Source: Roger boyer
kojbfilms@gmail.com
s
Sasquatch Mixdown (pg. 49)
Print Source: Janet Rogers
janetmarie@pacificcoast.net
Sealskin (pg. 44)
Print Source: Meagan byrne
the Sealskin committee
meagan.i.byrne@gmail.com
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She Spins (pg. 90)
Print Source: daniel couchie
danieliracouchie@gmail.com

Sun At Midnight, the (pg. 98)
Print Source: Amos Scott
amoscott@gmail.com

Sinilluarit (goodnight) (pg. 79)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk

Susto (pg. 82)
Print Source: Pearl Salas
pearlmariesalas@gmail.com

Valedictorian of carlisle Indian School, the
(pg. 67)
Print Source: Rachael nez
nataani´ Media
rachael.nez@gmail.com

Skateboarding Pants (pg. 100)
Print Source: Amy Willier
amy@moonstonecreation.ca

Sweet night (pg. 96)
Print Source: Jessie Short
jessierayshort@gmail.com

Visions of an Island (pg. 68)
Print Source: Sky Hopinka
skyhopinka@gmail.com

Smiths Ave (pg. 102)
Print Source: Robert george
minorfilms@gmail.com

t

W

te kuhane o te tupuna
(the Spirit of the Ancestors) (pg. 65)
Print Source: Paula Rossetti
paula.rossetti@gmail.com

Wait (pg. 103)
Print Source: Vicky Pope
vickypope@me.com

Smoke that travels (pg. 82)
Print Source: kayla briët
kaylabriet@gmail.com

We Are Still Here (pg. 90)
Print Source: Sofia Jannok
me@sofiajannok.com

SnIP (pg. 85)
Print Source: Jason Ryle
jasonryle@gmail.com

this river (pg. 55)
Print Source: Élise labbé
national Film board of canada
festivals@nfb.ca

Soup For My brother (pg. 102)
Print Source: terry Jones
cornsoupman@yahoo.com

thor Eugenius (pg. 59)
Print Source: Emile
emile@emileperonard.dk

We can't Make the Same Mistake twice
(pg. 77)
Print Source: Élise labbé
national Film board of canada
festivals@nfb.ca

Sparrooabbán (Me and My little Sister)
(pg. 97)
Print Source: Suvi West
suvi.west@gmail.com

three Wise cousins (pg. 72)
Print Source: Stallone Vaiaoga-Ioasa
stallone@m2s1films.com

When I close My Eyes (pg. 57)
Print Source: Marnie Parrell
marnie@marnieparrell.com

tikeq, qiterleq, Mikileraq, Eqeqqoq
(Fore Finger, Middle Finger, Ring Finger,
little Finger) (pg. 66)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk

Woman without Mandolin (pg. 69)
Print Source: Fabiano Mixo
mail@fabianomixo.com

Spear (pg. 61)
Print Source: tine klint
levelk
niklas@levelk.dk
Spectacular Imagination of the Pōhara
brothers, the (pg. 62)
Print Source: todd karehana
tkarehana@gmail.com
Star Wars - trash compactor Scene
(pg. 75)
Print Source: Wanda Vanderstoop
Vtape
wandav@vtape.org
Stg (pg. 78)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk
Stolen (pg. 82)
Print Source: John christou
john@prospectorfilms.ca
Story She carries, the (pg. 49)
Print Source: Angela Sterritt
cbc
angela.sterritt@gmail.com
SUMÉ - Mumisitsinerup nipaa
(the Sound of a Revolution) (pg. 59)
Print Source: Emile Peronard
emile@emileperonard.dk
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tshiuetin (pg. 54)
Print Source: caroline Monnet
coco.monnet@gmail.com
turning tide, the (pg. 63)
Print Source: Jason taylor
jasetaylor81@gmail.com
u
UFo (pg. 102)
Print Source: Mhairead connor
mhaireadconnor@gmail.com
Ūkaip¯o Whenua (Mother’s land) (pg. 65)
Print Source: Hineani
Pounamu Media group ltd.
pounamumedia@gmail.com Melbourne
Untitled (epilogue) (pg. 68)
Print Source: Mark Williams
cIRcUIt Artist Film and Video Aotearoa
new Zealand
director@circuit.org.nz
Ute kanata (ici au canada) (pg. 56)
Print Source: christian Morissette
Wapikoni Mobile
514-276-9274
distribution@wapikoni.ca
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Ara - the native Slam (pg. 70)
king, gregory
UFo (pg. 102)
kunuk, Zacharias
Maliglutit (Searchers)(pg. 71)

Harris, Hanelle
the Promise of Piha (pg. 96)
Hayden, benjamin Ross
the northlander (pg. 105)
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Artist index

l

p

t

laPensée, Elizabeth
Hands to the Sky (pg. 68)
Honour Water (pg. 42)

Page, Stephen
Spear (pg. 61)

tamou, Rima
Skoha – the native Slam (pg. 70)

lazarowich, Alexandra
cree code talker (pg. 54)

Pakarati, leonardo
te kuhane o te tupuna (the Spirit of the
Ancestors) (pg. 65)

tauamiti, Jeremiah
Ra’stat’ste - the native Slam (pg. 70)

lewis, daniel
M'tik Woop (Stick and String) (pg. 63)

Papatie, louisa
cache-cache (pg. 56)

l'Hirondelle, Paige
Journey towards Reconciliation (pg. 52)

Parrell, Marnie
When I close My Eyes (pg. 57)

lowe, blackhorse
tawhaowhao - the native Slam (pg. 70)

Pedersen, kaare Sylvest
qivittoq (pg. 79)

M

Péronard, Emile Hertling
SUMÉ - Mumisitsinerup nipaa (SUMÉ
- the Sound of a Revolution) (pg. 59)

u

Pocowatchit, Rodrick
other (pg. 74)

Ungalaaq, natar
Maliglutit (pg. 71)

r

V

Rangihau, kararaina
Ūkaipō Whenua (Mother's land) (pg. 65)

Vachon, Matthew
loup garou (Werewolf) (pg. 90)

Rector, tracy
ch'aak' S'aagi (Eagle bone) (pg. 42)

Vaiaoga-Ioasa, Stallone
three Wise cousins (pg. 72)

Ririnui Ryan, lanita
Poi360 (pg. 43)

Vermette, katharena
this river (pg. 55)

River, dylan
black chook (pg. 103)

W

Mack, trevor
Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)
Maclean, Andrew okpeaha
Feels good (pg. 74)
Maihi, Renae
Mannahatta (Manhattan) (pg. 63)
Malbeuf, Amy
the length of grief: the daughters of
Métis Mothers (pg. 69)
Maxakali, Isael
konãgxeka: o dilúvio Maxakali (konãgxeka: the Maxakali Flood) (pg. 62)
Michel, Virginie
Ute kanata (Here in canada) (pg. 56)
Miller, tara
Sealskin (pg. 44)
Mixo, Fabiano
Woman without Mandolin (pg. 69)
Monnet, caroline
tshiuetin (pg. 54)
n
nez, Rachael
the Valedictorian of carlisle Indian
School (pg. 67)
n’we Jinan Artists
Home to Me (pg. 52)
nousuniemi, Sunna
tawhaowhao - the native Slam (pg. 70)

Rogers, Janet
Sasquatch Mixdown (pg. 49)
s
Salas, Pearl
Susto (pg. 82)
Scott, Amos
AkoÓ (Watchout!) (pg. 73)
the Sun at Midnight (pg. 98)

Ward, Simon
Aroha bridge (pg. 45)
West, Suvi
Sparrooabbán (Me and my little Sister)
(pg. 97)
Wheeler, kim
Reflections of oka (pg. 48)
Whitecrow, J.l.
Heidi lost (pg. 58)

Windolph, Janine
the land of Rock and gold (pg. 53)

Somer, Sharon
Journey towards Reconiliation (pg. 52)

Winstanley, chelsea
Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)

Stepanowich, kelton
god’s Acre (pg. 54)
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tun, yamin
Wait (pg. 103)

Solway, trevor
Indian giver (pg. 57)

obomsawin, Alanis
We can't Make the Same Mistake twice
(pg. 77)

ozzies, cornel
Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)

thomas, Madison
Exposed nerves (pg. 81)

Willier, colton
Skateboarding Pants (pg. 100)

St. John, Michelle
colonization Road (pg. 94)

ottawa, Marie-Pier
Message (pg. 67)

te Ao, Shannon
Untitled (epilogue) (pg. 68)

Short, Jessie
Sweet night (pg. 96)

o

oskal, Sara Margrethe
Ara - the native Slam (pg. 70)

taylor, Jason
the turning tide (pg. 63)

Stephens, tainui
Skoha - the native Slam (pg. 70)
Sterritt, Angela
the Story She carries (pg. 49)
Strong, Amanda
Four Faces of the Moon (pg. 52)
Hipster Headdress (pg. 74)
How to Steal a canoe (pg. 90)

COuntry index
aotearoa new Zealand
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ara - the native Slam (pg. 70)
Aroha bridge (pg. 45)
born to dance (pg. 60)
the kweenz of kelston (pg. 101)
Mannahatta (pg. 63)
Poi360 (pg. 43)
the Promise of Piha (pg. 96)
Ra’stat’ste -the native Slam (pg. 70)
Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)
Skoha -the native Slam (pg. 70)
Smiths Ave (pg. 102)
the Spectacular Imagination of the
P ōhara brothers (pg. 62)
tawhaowhao - the native Slam
(pg. 70)
three Wise cousins (pg. 72)
the turning tide (pg. 63)
UFo (pg. 102)
Ūkaipō Whenua (pg. 65)
Untitled (epilogue) (pg. 68)
Wait (pg. 103)

australia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

big Sky (pg. 48)
black chook (pg. 103)
blackbird (pg. 103)
Midden (pg. 42)
nan and a Whole lot of trouble
(pg. 75)
Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)
Skoha -the native Slam (pg. 70)
Spear (pg. 61)

Brazil
•
•

Woman without Mandolin (pg. 69)
konãgxeka: o dilúvio Maxakali
(konãgxeka: the Maxakali Flood)
(pg. 62)

Canada
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 minutes (pg. 55)
Ak-47 (pg. 90)
AkoÓ (pg. 73)
Angry Inuk (pg. 51)
Awaskinawason (the children of the
Earth) (pg. 62)
baamsewag mshkikiiwag (they are
Walking Around looking for Medicines) (pg. 55)
beyond Hope (pg. 81)
A bipolar Journey (pg. 44)
cache-cache (Hide and Seek) (pg.
56)
colonization Road (pg. 94)
crash Site (pg. 80)
cree code talker (pg. 54)
don’t Stress (pg. 101)
dressed to kill (pg. 73)
the dust bowl (pg. 67)
Exposed nerves (pg. 81)
Four Faces of the Moon (pg. 52)

god’s Acre (pg. 54)
the grandfather drum (pg. 56)
Hands to the Sky (pg. 68)
Heidi lost (pg. 58)
Hickey gone Wrong (pg. 75)
Highway of tears (pg. 43)
Hipster Headdress (pg. 74)
Home to Me (pg. 52)
How to Steal a canoe (pg. 90)
I Am (pg. 68)
Indian giver (pg. 57)
Journey towards Reconciliation
(pg. 52)
• kablunât (legend of the origin of the
White People) (pg. 63)
• the land of Rock and gold (pg. 53)
• the length of grief: the daughters of
Métis Mothers (pg. 69)
• loup garou (Werewolf) (pg. 90)
• M’tik Woop (Stick and String) (pg. 63)
• Maligutit (Searchers) (pg. 71)
• Message (pg. 67)
• nitanish à ma fille (nitanish – to My
daughter) (pg. 80)
• normie (pg. 73)
• the northlander (pg. 105)
• nous nous Souleverons (We Will Rise)
(pg. 80)
• Passing Moments (pg. 81)
• Radio Remixes Voices of binga
(pg. 48)
• Ra’stat’ste -the native Slam (pg. 70)
• Reflections of oka: Stories of the
Mohawk Standoff 25 years later
(pg. 48)
• Remains, Human (pg. 73)
• Sasquatch Mixdown (pg. 49)
• Sealskin (pg. 44)
• Sech’el - the native Slam (pg. 70)
• She Spins (pg. 90)
• Skateboarding Pants (pg. 100)
• Skoha -the native Slam (pg. 70)
• SnIP (pg. 85)
• Star Wars – trash compactor Scene
(pg. 75)
• Stolen (pg. 82)
• the Story She carries (pg. 49)
• the Sun at Midnight (pg. 98)
• Sweet night (pg. 96)
• this river (pg. 55)
• tshiuetin (pg. 54)
• Ute kanata (ici au canada) (pg. 56)
• We can’t Make the Same Mistake
twice (pg. 77)
• When I close My Eyes (pg. 57)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chile
•

te kuhane o te tupuna(the Spirit of
the Ancestors) (pg. 65)

Ci

greenland
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anori (pg. 95)
Half & Half (pg. 78)
killormut (Upside down) (pg. 78)
qivittoq (pg. 79)
Sinilluarit (goodnight) (pg. 79)
Stg (pg. 78)
SUMÉ - Mumisitsinerup nipaa (SUMÉ
– the Sound of Revolution) (pg. 59)
thor Eugenius (pg. 59)
tikeq, qiterleq, Mikileraq, Eqeqqoq
(Fore Finger, Middle Finger, Ring
Finger, little Finger) (pg. 66)

russia
•

bonfire (pg. 107)

samoa
•
•

Ra’stat’ste -the native Slam (pg. 70)
three Wise cousins (pg. 72)

sápmi – norway, sweden, Finland
•
•
•
•
•

Ara - the native Slam (pg. 70)
dollastallat (to Have a campfire)
(pg. 69)
tawhaowhao - the native Slam
(pg. 70)
Sparrooabbán (Me and My little
Sitter) (pg. 97)
We Are Still Here (pg. 90)

solomon islands
•

blackbird (pg. 103)

united states
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ara – the native Slam (pg. 70)
ch’aak’S’aagi (pg. 42)
dig It If you can (pg. 100)
Feels good (pg. 74)
Hands to the Sky (pg. 68)
Honour Water (pg. 42)
I Am thy Weapon (pg. 100)
other (pg. 74)
Polar Sun (pg. 103)
Reagan (pg. 102)
Smoke that travels (pg. 82)
Soup for my brother (pg. 102)
Susto (pg. 82)
tawhaowhao – the native Slam
(pg. 70)
the Valedictorian of carlisle Indian
School (pg. 67)
Visions of an Island (pg. 68)
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Canada's largest First nations newspaper
We are canada’s largest Aboriginal newspaper, reaching communities all across the
country. distributed to native bands, Friendship centres, tribal councils, Schools,
colleges and Universities, libraries, various aboriginal businesses and organizations
from east to west.
designed to inform and entertain our readers while strengthening understanding
between the native and non-native residents, the First nations drum deals exclusively with news and information relevant to native communities and lifestyles.
From politics to music, from culture to sports, as well as profiles on successful
native-run business. our talented team of writers and photographers are there to
bring our community and their issues to the fore. Join us in celebrating our growing
First nations community.

www.firstnationsdrum.com
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wOrld’s lArgest indigenOus Film FestivAl

Film + Media Arts Festival
www.imagineNATIVE.org

Join us at the 18th Annual
imaginenAtive Film + media Arts Festival
October 2017

Congratulations on 17 years of success! :)
Thank you imagineNATIVE for the opportunity to collaborate
and explore culture and identity together for yet another campaign.

beehive design
branding and design solutions for
the arts and cultural community

@beehivedesign
beehivedesign.com
416.364.9835
info@beehivedesign.com

novella

navigating the world of independent
art, culture and lifestyle.
www.novellamag.com
@ novellamagazine
info @ novellamag.com

ACROSS THE COUNTRY,
CANADIANS DISCUSS
WHAT MATTERS MOST
TO THEM.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION.

1-888-416-8333

